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With the continuing growth in energy consumption worldwide, the move towards a European wide 

super grid will result in significant changes in how modern transmission and distribution networks 

are operated. Fundamental to this is the need to accurately know or determine the available 

ampacity of high voltage cable circuits, because huge bulk power volumes need to be transmitted 

between maritime nations through dc power cables. Therefore, an accurate cable rating becomes 

paramount towards an efficient and safe operation of transmission networks, while the finance for 

large scale network construction schemes is limited. 

Although the standardised thermal-limited rating has been successfully implemented for traditional 

ac cable networks for over 50 years, the move towards dc cable transmission imposes extra 

physical constraints on the cable rating, which are not considered by standard rating approaches. 

The two main concerns are the potential dielectric electrical breakdown prior to a normal thermal 

runaway and the development of dielectric cavities during cable cooling. In addition, the thermal-

limited rating of submarine dc cable crossings, within a complex marine environment, requires an 

advanced numerical modelling method, where the traditional IEC thermal-limited rating method 

does not apply. Besides the technical value, significant interest exists both within the electrical 

power industry and organizations such as Cigré and IEC, because this work will inform future 

international standards for rating high voltage dc cables. 

Considering the dielectric electrical stress constraint as the limiting factor for cable ratings, an 

analytical electrical stress-limited rating method has been developed and successfully benchmarked 

by numerical simulations for a practical cable design. This method allows ratings to be calculated 

against a criterion of maximum dielectric electrical strength. 

Considering the dielectric cavity creation threshold as the limiting factor for cable ratings, a 

comprehensive study has been conducted, including thermal dynamics, theory of elasticity and 

electrical circuit theory. Subsequently, the analytical calculation of the cable internal pressure has 

been originally developed, together with a concept of the mechanical pressure-limited rating. The 
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method has been successfully demonstrated for a practical cable design, yielding a rating which 

prevents the creation of cavity due to potential plastic deformations of the cable sheath.   

When crossings are inevitably installed, cables are pushed towards their thermal limit, as a result of 

the mutual heating. In order to accurately rate these circuits under various ambient conditions; 

Finite Element Analysis (FEA) methods have been developed. Compared to the traditional IEC 

calculation, FEA modelling provides a more reasonable and accurate solution, by releasing 

idealistic assumptions in the IEC method. In addition, a systematic cable rating strategy has been 

suggested and successfully demonstrated through rating submarine high voltage dc cable crossings, 

which considers highly coupled physics: thermal, electrical and mechanical. In summary, this 

thesis contributes towards the modern rating methodology development for hvdc mass impregnated 

cable circuits, under a purpose of efficient and reliable long-term operation. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Energy constitutes the physical foundation of the human civilization, with the majority being in the 

form of electricity throughout generation, transmission and distribution [1]. Although the 

traditional electrical industry has a long history of reliable operation, new challenges have arisen 

over the last 50 years to address technology innovations, such as the renewable energy generation 

and submarine HVDC power transmission. 

1.1 UK’s energy structure and power transmission 

Marching into the 21
st
 century, United Kingdom is facing a challenging transition period in power 

generation, transmission and distribution. Besides an estimated 30% - 100% increase of electricity 

demand by 2050 [2], a clear trend is to move from a low-efficiency, self-reliant, fossil-fuel heavy 

generation mix towards a high-efficiency, renewable, energy strategy.  

1.1.1 Energy source & Power generation 

According to [3], the UK energy consumption peaked at 3597 kilograms per capita of oil 

equivalent in 1990. Although the figure drops to 2997 in 2011 due to increasing immigration and 

an enhanced energy efficiency [4], it still exceeds the world average of 1890 kilograms by 60%. 

Detailed data is summarised in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Energy production and consumption from 1990 to 2011 (UK & World) 

Region 

Energy production Energy consumption 

Total* Fossil fuel %  Nuclear % Renewable % Per capita** 

1990 2011 1990 2011 1990 2011 1990 2011 1990 2011 

UK 208 130 90.7 85.8 8.5 10.6 - 3.3 3597 2997 

World 8823 13157 81 81.5 8.7 8.7 10.2 9.8 1665 1890 

*thousand metric tons of oil equivalent   **kilograms of oil equivalent 

Note that the world renewable energy consumption percentage actually drops from 10.2% (1990) to 

9.8% (2011), due to a huge increase of fossil fuel energy consumption from emerging countries.  

Besides indicating a high living standard in the UK compared to the world average, Table 1.1 also 

shows two trends regarding the structure of the UK energy market. 

 To sustain a high living standard, energy imports have been increased dramatically by 420% 

(from 2004 to 2010 [5]) to compensate a 37.5% drop in local energy production. 
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 The primary energy source is moving from fossil fuel (coal, oil, gas) towards other options 

such as nuclear power and renewable energy (wind, hydroelectric). 

The UK’s fossil fuel mainly comprises coal, oil and natural gas. In the early 1940s, 90% of the 

generating capacity was fired by coal, with oil providing most of the remainder. With the 

development of oil/ gas exploration & extraction technologies for both onshore (Amethyst, Armada, 

Ryedale etc.) and offshore (North Sea) applications, the contribution of coal-based electricity 

generation against the total generation had fallen to 33% of total generation by 2004, while gas and 

oil together contribute to a total of 41% [6]. Based on data in [7], the change of fossil fuel 

consumption (mainly for power generation, but not limited to) is plotted in Figure 1.1 below. 

 

Figure 1.1: Fossil fuel consumption in the UK through the 90s [7] 

In Figure 1.1, it is clear to see that the dropping coal consumption through the 1990s is mostly 

compensated by the increased natural gas consumption, while the consumption of oil remains 

steady. In another aspect, this trend requires and conceives a fast development of underground 

pipeline transmission. 

The UK’s commercial nuclear power industry started in 1956, and peaked in 1997 when 26% of 

the nation’s electricity was supplied by nuclear power plants. However, with a rising concern of the 

safety and sustainability issues, a number of reactors have been closed and its share dropped to     

19% in 2012 [8] (in Table 1.1, the figure is against the total energy consumption rather than the 

electricity generation). On one hand, nuclear power plants can be reliable (easily operating for 50 

years) and ‘clean’ with little greenhouse gas emission in operation, provided that no major 

technical faults occur. As an example, Britain recently signed a £16bn contract with EDF in 2013 

to build a low-carbon-emission nuclear plant in Hinkley [9]. On the other hand, catastrophic 

environmental problems result if a plant leaks or collapses, such as Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 

disaster (Japan, 2011) and Chernobyl nuclear station failure (Ukraine, 1986). Further, a high capital 

investment (towards 70% [10] to 80% [11] of the final electricity price) with a long construction 

period (minimum 5 years) is generally required. Therefore, the application of this technology is 

controversial in the UK and it normally comes as an alternative solution. 
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The UK’s renewable energy mainly consists of wind power, as the UK is one of the best locations 

for wind power in the world and is considered to be the best in Europe [12]. According to [13], 

Britain aims to deliver 15% of its energy demand from renewable sources by 2020 and specifies a 

requirement for 30% renewable electricity generation through legislation [14]. Quantitatively 

speaking, the draft Electricity Market Reform (EMR) Delivery Plan shows a potential deployment 

of up to 16GW of offshore wind power by 2020 and up to 39 GW by 2030. As an example, the 

world’s largest offshore wind farm (London Array, 630MW installed capacity) was opened in July 

2013, at a value of £1.9bn [13]. Figure 1.2 shows the UK electricity generation from 1980 to 2011. 

 

Figure 1.2: UK electricity generation from 1980 to 2011 [7] 

In Figure 1.2, it can be shown that the fossil-fuel based generation has kept its dominant role over 

the last 30 years, but suffered from a long-term global economic recession starting in 2008. 

Conversely, renewable energy has witnessed a fast growth in the past 10 years under an increasing 

awareness of environmental sustainability.  

In summary, oil, natural gas and wind power will take over the traditional coal fuel to fulfil the 

UK’s long-term requirements for clean energy in the 21
st
 century. Simultaneously, an upgrade of 

the existing power transmission network is necessary to support modern clean energy generation.  

For instance, transmission networks in areas with a high density of coal plants may begin to shrink, 

with much wind generation being in areas with little transmission infrastructure [15].  

1.1.2 Power transmission & Technique 

The traditional power network (c1900) started with a large number of isolated, small coal-fired 

generation stations, serving the needs of local areas. However, this type of generation was proved 

inadequate soon after the development of large-scale electricity-based applications (symbol of the 

second industrial revolution). In 1947, 625 municipal and privately owned electricity generation & 

supply utilities were merged into twelve electricity boards across the UK and then interconnected 

by a 132kV national grid [16]. Since then, the UK has experienced the construction of the 275kV 
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and finally the 400kV supergrid which is still in place today, to fulfil a rapid growth in power 

demand. At the same time, high-capacity onshore generation stations were built close to coal fields 

(or coastal sites for nuclear power) to achieve high economic efficiency. However, a trend of 

growing offshore generation is expected towards 2030, which requires the development of long-

distance, high-efficiency transmission technology.  

In terms of onshore electricity transmission, utilities have a strong preference for overhead lines 

(OHL) rather than underground cables, stemming mainly from the economical fact that the OHL 

installation cost is much lower than the equivalent cable circuit. For instance, a study in 1996 

suggests a cost ratio between 5 and 21 for ac systems operating between 220kV and 362kV [17]. 

Technically speaking, the overhead line has an intrinsic advantage in insulation with a much better 

heat dissipation performance, and is very suitable for large-scale power transmission. For instance, 

several 800kV OHL projects have been successfully commissioned and a further 1000kV link is 

scheduled in China [18] [19].  

However, for power transmission across urban areas and offshore connections, cable transmission 

becomes preferable or the only practical option, as evidenced by the 1400km of high voltage (132/ 

275/ 400kV) cable circuits operated by National Grid [20]. Figure 1.3 shows all the major 

scheduled offshore links towards 2020. 

 

Figure 1.3: Major UK offshore links towards 2020 [21] 

1.2 High voltage DC cable transmission  

According to [22], the ac system dominated the development of modern electrical supply systems 

in the 20
th
 century because of an easy transformation between generation, transmission and 

distribution voltages, thus delivering greater efficiency and controllability. However, by the 1950s 

there was a growing demand for long-distance transmission schemes and it became clear that in 
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certain circumstances, there could be benefits from adopting a dc voltage. Figure 1.4 below shows 

a schematic HVDC transmission technology. 

 

Figure 1.4: Schematic HVDC transmission technology 

In Figure 1.4, the low voltage AC from the generating end (left hand side) will be firstly 

transformed to high voltage AC before getting rectified to DC. Then in the form of DC, power is 

transmitted to the receiving end (right hand side) through either overhead lines or power cables. At 

the receiving end, DC power will be inverted back to AC and then through a step down transformer 

before being distributed to customers. Compared to the widely used three-phase ac systems, dc 

systems have the following main advantages and disadvantages, as summarised in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2: Summary of direct current (DC) systems 

Technical 

advantages 

 Interconnect asynchronous networks operating at different frequencies. 

 Transmission distance is not restricted by stability. 

 Higher operating voltages and less loss than ac lines (no reactive power 

consumption). 

 Possibility of altering transmission directions without polarity reversal 

(voltage source converter technology). 

Technical 

disadvantages 

 Challenges for circuit breaking. 

 Voltage transformation is only achieved on the ac part of the system. 

 Require large filters to remove harmonics generated by converters. 

 Localised regions of high electric stress can be induced due to space 

charge accumulation in dielectrics. 

Economic 

concerns 

 The high capital investment for converter stations results in a critical 

transmission length above which the use of DC is more economical. 

(550 – 750km for overhead lines and 50km for cables) 
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Figure 1.5 below shows an economic comparison between AC and DC transmissions. 

 

Figure 1.5: Economic comparison between AC and DC 

From Figure 1.5, the main economic advantage of HVDC systems over AC is the high-efficiency 

transmission over long distances. Particularly, the critical distances (i.e. intersection point in Figure 

1.5) for overhead line and cable applications are 550km and 50km respectively. As the UK’s power 

generation will rely more and more on remote offshore wind farms (Round 3 offshore wind farm 

development [23]), HVDC transmission through submarine cables becomes the only practical 

solution. Submarine cables have five main applications as follows: 

a. Power supply to islands 

Power transmission between near-shore islands and the mainland grid can be operated through 

submarine power cables. This is normally done with medium-voltage ac submarine cable (≤ 52kV) 

with a rating of 10 to 30 MW per cable, for as described in [24]. Where power demand is higher, 

HVDC submarine power cables are chosen, such as those at Vancouver Island, Canada [25] and 

Shikoku Island, Japan [26].  

b. Connection of autonomous girds 

With the development of submarine power cable manufacturing and HVDC technology, 

autonomous ac grids with different operating frequencies can be connected, for example the 

2000MW HVDC link between England and France [27]. In addition, extremely long-distance 

submarine power transmission can be applied through HVDC. For instance, the world longest 

submarine cable link is 580km (NorNed), and a number of 200+ km links are either in successful 

operation (BritNed, Baltic Cable, Swepol, Bass Link) or under construction (SAPEI) [28]. 
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c. Offshore wind farms 

Offshore wind farms (OWF) generally consist of hundreds of individual wind turbine generators 

(WTG) with a distance of 300 to 800m between every two WTGs. In large offshore parks, the 

WTGs are firstly connected by in-field three-phase ac cables to an offshore platform (converter 

station), where a submarine export cable can transmit bulk power back to onshore utilities. 

Although ac export cables are typically used for near-shore OWFs, the larger, more remote Round 

3 installations in the UK waters are likely to use the HVDC technology. Further, the European 

Wind Energy Association (EWEA) has drawn a target of 40GW capacity installed by 2020 and 

150GW installed by 2030 [29], which would need to be facilitated by the development of a 

submarine HVDC supergrid. 

d. Supply of marine platforms 

Production platforms in the offshore oil and gas industry have a large power demand for extracting 

hydrocarbons from wells, and this demand varies widely according to local circumstances and 

operational conditions. Currently, the electric power for many platforms is generated from locally 

produced natural gas in steam plants or gas turbines at a very low efficiency, making the on-board 

power generation costly [28]. With increasing power demand on offshore platforms, it becomes 

economically viable to transmit power from onshore grids to the platforms through submarine 

cables. 

e. Short-haul crossings  

Hundreds of submarine power cables, rather than overhead lines, have been installed to transport 

power across rivers, channels, straits or bays. One main advantage is that these cables do not 

restrict the height of ships passing through. For instance, the OHLs over the Ems River in Germany 

have to be shut down each time an upstream shipyard transports its new mega-size cruise ships to 

the North Sea. Moreover, submarine power cables normally have a longer lifespan and lower 

maintenance, while OHLs are exposed to potential hazards like storms, salt and ice deposition [28]. 

In summary, the future of HVDC cable transmission technology will be heavily linked to the 

development of the European supergrid, which requires a flexible control of power flow between 

different rigid systems with an efficient power generation and transmission. Under this blueprint, 

HVDC cable transmission (especially the submarine application) becomes the only rational 

solution if, for instance, the European continent plans to benefit from the potential for solar energy 

in North Africa or France wants to export its nuclear power to the UK. Figure 1.6 below outlines 

existing and potential HVDC links in Europe by 2050. 
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Figure 1.6: Existing and potential HVDC links in Europe by 2050 [30] 

1.3 Research motivation 

Under the existing thermal-limited rating method IEC60287-1-1 [31] (mainly for ac cables), the 

maximum conductor temperature is the only limiting factor on the rating calculation, e.g. 90°C for 

cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) and 50°C for mass impregnated paper (MI paper). Although this 

thermal-limited rating works well for HVAC cables, it can only be applied to dc cables up to 5kV, 

where the associated dielectric electrical stress distribution is mainly regulated by the cable 

geometry and applied voltage (capacitively graded field) [32]. 

However, when considering HVDC cables, the permissible current is not only limited by the 

operating temperature, but also by the inverted electrical stress distribution within the insulation, 

owing to a resistively graded field caused by the leakage current. As a result, dangerously high 

electrical stress appears close to the insulation screen, which may cause a dielectric breakdown 

before any upper thermal limit is exceeded. Therefore the IEC60287 standard is considered 

insufficient for some HVDC applications because it fails to include the electrical stress limitation. 

At present, no calculation for the electrical stress-limited rating has yet been published. 

In addition, for some mass-impregnated (MI) paper insulated HVDC cables, unacceptably high 

pressures or pressure drops occur at the insulation-sheath interface under rapid loading changes, 

due to a strong impregnant thermal expansion or contraction. As this can degrade cables by either 

causing sheath plastic deformations or introducing voids into the insulation, it is important to 
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investigate and model this thermal-mechanical phenomenon. In other words, the cable rating can be 

mechanically limited by the pressure related cavity creation threshold. Similarly, no published 

method exists for rating cables where this limit may be an issue. 

Further, practical concerns arise when rating high voltage cable crossings, where dangerously high 

temperatures can occur at crossing points. This may result in premature ageing of the cable 

insulation and potentially catastrophic failure. At present, the only explicit rating method, 

IEC60287-3-3 [33], is relatively conservative and adopts idealistic assumptions. In order to 

optimise the crossing capacity, it is necessary to consider convective ground surface, backfill 

drying out, subsea protection installations etc., through advanced numerical modelling techniques 

such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA). In other words, the developed modelling method provides 

an alternative way to approach the problem without any accuracy compromise, and it becomes the 

only method in certain cases where traditional analytical calculations are inapplicable. 

1.4 Contribution of this thesis 

In Summary, this thesis makes three significant contributions to the state of the art in the area of 

HVDC cable ratings. Firstly, the electrical stress-limited rating method for HVDC cables is 

developed, which considers the maximum allowable dielectric stress as the current limiting factor. 

More importantly, the method is developed in analytical format and subsequently demonstrated by 

numerical FEA modelling, which allows an easy review and application for practical users. The 

method described in this thesis has already proven valuable when applied to industrial R&D 

projects. 

The second key contribution of this thesis is an original development of the mechanical pressure-

limited rating method for HVDC cables, which sets the pressure-related cavity creation threshold as 

the limiting factor. In detail, this equation-based method involves highly coupled physics: theory of 

elasticity, thermal dynamics and circuit theory, and its applicability is demonstrated on a practical 

cable design.  

The third key contribution of this thesis is the development of a numerical modelling method to 

evaluate high voltage cable crossing ratings. Throughout the FEA modelling, idealistic assumptions 

from the IEC method have been removed and key environmental factors affecting the rating 

calculation have been identified. In addition, protected submarine cable crossings have been 

investigated and analysed, for the first time. The method helps to remove the conservatism of the 

existing IEC method and delivers a more optimal solution.  

Taken together, these three key contributions offer a significant step forward in the state of the art 

for HVDC cable circuit rating calculations, which will be of great value to the cable industry in 

building the offshore grid of the future. 
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1.5 Thesis structure 

This chapter presents an overview of the UK’s energy structure and related infrastructure system 

updates, which covers electricity generation, transmission and distribution. Among various 

solutions, power cable transmission with HVDC technology becomes the most preferable strategy 

for the UK to join a national or even European supergrid. Further, HVDC technology and relevant 

cable applications are summarised, with the main technical concerns being identified in applying 

this technology. The remainder of this thesis intends to address these concerns by developing 

advanced rating methods. 

Chapter 2 undertakes a comprehensive literature review of high voltage cable technology, in order 

to provide the necessary context to the work. A summary of general cable category and insulation, 

a recap of existing cable rating methodology, and an in-depth explanation of high voltage cable 

designs (thermal, electrical and mechanical) are presented.  

In Chapter 3, two nominal high voltage cable designs are presented with a full list of modelling 

parameters. In addition, standard FEA modelling techniques used in this thesis are outlined. Finally, 

a short discussion over the thermal effect from dc voltage ripple is presented.   

Chapter 4 documents the in-depth development of the novel electrical stress-limited rating method 

for HVDC cables. This chapter firstly introduces several well established calculations related to the 

dielectric electric stress distribution, which will contribute to the subsequent method development. 

Secondly, the analytical derivation of the stress-limited rating and proposed solutions are presented 

before being benchmarked by numerical FEA modelling. Finally, applications of the developed 

electrical stress-limited rating are demonstrated under both steady state and transient operations. 

In Chapter 5, the novel mechanical pressure-limited rating method has been originally developed, 

which aims to prevent dangerous dielectric cavity creation. This chapter firstly outlined the logic 

between various physics. Secondly, a detailed derivation of the cable internal pressure calculation 

as a function of current loading is presented. Finally, together with a cavity creation threshold, the 

mechanical pressure-limited rating is developed, with its applicability demonstrated.   

In Chapter 6, numerical modelling method (FEA technique) is developed to evaluate high voltage 

cable crossing ratings for both onshore (HVAC) and offshore (HVDC) crossings. Its broad 

applicability is firstly demonstrated and compared to the IEC60287-3-3 through onshore HVAC 

crossings, which involves various ambient conditions. Subsequently, this method is extended to 

offshore submarine HVDC cable crossings, where the traditional IEC method is inapplicable due to 

a much more complicated installation environment. 
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1.6 Summary 

This chapter has presented a broad review on the energy structure in the UK and the modern 

HVDC transmission technology. Specially, HVDC cables will play an increasingly important role 

in future power networks. This thesis has investigated the rating of such cable systems and 

contributed to understanding of the thermal, electrical and mechanical limiting conditions for 

HVDC cables in service. 
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Chapter 2 

High Voltage Cable Technology 

This chapter presents a comprehensive literature review of high voltage cable technology, 

providing the necessary background knowledge to support all the research in this thesis. Key issues 

addressed in this chapter include cable construction, insulation types, cable rating methodology 

development, and cable designs under dc voltages.  

2.1 Cable construction 

Historically, the power cable industry started in the early 20
th
 century when engineers were able to 

transplant telegraph cable technology to original low voltage power cable designs. However, the 1
st
 

generation power cables suffered from a low operating temperature and weak dielectric strength.  

To overcome these drawbacks, the innovative fluid filled (FF) cable was introduced in 1920 which 

has paper tapes wound around a copper conductor, with the whole assembly then being immersed 

in mineral oil or synthetic insulating fluid, contained within a metal sheath. This design massively 

increased the electrical breakdown strength of the insulation from 4 kV/mm to 40 kV/mm, enabling 

high voltage applications up to 400kV [34] and a maximum operating temperature up to 110°C 

[35]. 

With an increasing demand for long-distance cable transmission, the traditional pressurised fluid 

filled cable shows potential problems of fluid leakage, pressure drop and complexity of jointing. 

An improved option is the so called ‘solid type’ cable which has either polymer or mass-

impregnated paper as the main insulation material. According to [30], over 95% of HVDC cable 

transmission projects adopt the solid type cable. In Figure 2.1, the cross section of a nominal 

single-core, armour-free, solid type cable is outlined. 

 

Figure 2.1: Cross section of the nominal single-core solid type cable 
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In Figure 2.1, the metallic conductor, either copper or aluminium, is normally manufactured in a 

stranded formation (Milliken) to minimise the skin effect in case of ac applications. Above the 

cable conductor, a thick insulation layer is attached with the material being either polyethylene-

based or paper-based. In order to regulate the electric field distribution within the insulation, two 

thin layers of carbon-based semiconductors are inserted at the dielectric inner and outer radii, 

named conductor screen and insulation screen respectively. From the insulation screen outwards, 

the whole inner structure is surrounded by a reinforced lead or aluminium sheath to prevent 

moisture penetration and a final polymeric serving is laid to give a layer of extra protection. In 

submarine cable applications, metallic armour is found between the cable sheath and serving, 

which provides extra mechanical endurance. For detailed parameter values, refer to Chapter 3.  

As dielectric innovation is the driving force for modern cable designs, it is necessary to review 

various widely used dielectric types. The two most common insulation types are polymeric 

materials (specifically XLPE) and Kraft paper. 

2.1.1 Polymeric insulation 

Polyethylene-based insulation has built up its reputation for high voltage cable applications since 

early 1960s, when thermoplastic PE was initially used for some 63kV cables [28]. At the same time, 

low-density polyethylene (LDPE), medium-density polyethylene (MDPE) and high-density 

polyethylene (HDPE) were examined and the main chemical difference among these three 

categories is the degree of chain branching. Normally, LDPE is more widely used as insulation 

material than the other two, while HDPE is mainly used as over sheathing [22].   

In order to increase the maximum operating temperature of LDPE (70°C), cross-linked 

polyethylene (XLPE) insulation was developed, allowing 90°C continuous operating temperature. 

Although early XLPE cables suffered from water-treeing effects (leading to reduced dielectric 

strength), modern manufacturing techniques, triple-extrusion and dry curing tubes, have largely 

eliminated the water-treeing problem. In addition, its maintenance-free property is beneficial for 

submarine cable applications. 

However, one drawback of the XLPE insulation is its low carrier mobility and high charge trapping 

rates, which gives rise to an accumulation of space charge under dc applications. Consequently, 

local electrical stress can be increased by 5 to 8 times, which greatly increases the possibility of an 

electrical breakdown [36]. In addition, the fact that XLPE is not biodegradable may arise some 

environmental concerns. 

Recent innovations of polymeric insulation are focusing on minimizing the dielectric space charge 

accumulation by adding a type of conductive or polarized inorganic fillers [37] [38]. However, 

commissioned dc links with XLPE insulation can only operate up to 320kV at present. 
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2.1.2 Paper-based insulation 

Compared to polymeric insulation, paper-based insulation cables have a much longer service 

history and also have a higher electrical breakdown strength and a better space charge resistance 

under dc applications. The classical paper insulation design for HVDC submarine cables is to 

impregnate Kraft paper with pressurized low-viscosity oil.  

In early installations, three common types are named low-pressure oil-filled (LPOF), self-contained 

oil-filled (SCOF) and self-contained fluid-filled (SCFF) with oil as the main insulation impregnant 

for the first two types and synthetic fluid for the third type [22]. On one hand, a big advantage for 

all the three types is that the positive dielectric internal pressure feature helps to minimize the 

creation of cavities, which guarantees a high dielectric strength during thermal cycles. Moreover, 

the LPOF design allows operations at extremely high temperatures (>100°C [35]), due to an 

effective heat dissipation through the moving oil. On the other hand, all the three designs can 

contaminate the environment once leakage occurs. Also for the LPOF design, a sufficient oil flow 

can only be guaranteed for 30km to 60km and it has a higher financial cost due to the requirement 

for external oil feeding units to maintain the necessary internal pressure. 

In order to address the environmental issue and increase the transmission distance, the mass-

impregnated (MI) design became an alternative, which was first applied to the Moutiers – Lyon dc 

link in 1907 [39]. This type of insulation comprises several layers of pressurized Kraft paper, 

which are fully impregnated with a high-viscosity component (oil T2015 [40]). Compared to 

traditional oil-filled or fluid-filled cables, the MI paper insulated cable is maintenance free and 

does not leak impregnant when damaged. In practice, the mass impregnated design is the dominant 

solution for long-distance submarine HVDC transmission under operating voltages from 320kV up 

to 550kV [41]. However, this insulation type can only sustain an operating temperature up to 55°C. 

For Submarine transmission with operating voltages over 550kV, the mass impregnated 

polypropylene laminated paper (PPLP) insulation is the only commercially available option, with a 

record 600kV HVDC line being commissioned in the UK [42]. The construction of PPLP consists 

of a layer of extruded polypropylene (PP) film sandwiched between two Kraft paper layers. Thanks 

to the physical properties of PP film, PPLP has a better dielectric strength under both ac and dc 

voltages and a lower dielectric loss than the conventional Kraft paper insulation [43 - 45]. Figure 

2.2 below shows the construction of PPLP. [43] [44] [45] 

 

Figure 2.2: PPLP construction [28]  
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Once cables are manufactured, experimental tests are conducted to ensure the integrity of the 

product. Routine and type tests are suggested by Cigré for high voltage operations, loading cycles, 

polarity reversals and surges [46] [47]. However, such tests may need to be revised in order to 

address modern insulations with improved electrical characteristics (e.g. modified XLPE) and more 

complex multi-layer construction (PPLP) [48].  

2.2 Cable rating methodology development 

Before conducting the derivation of new rating methods for HVDC cables, it is necessary and 

beneficial to review the historical development of the cable rating methodology in order to fully 

understand the existing IEC method as well as its potential drawbacks. Generally, the development 

can be characterized into the following two categories since 1940s. 

 Thermal network analogue and detailed lumped parameter method 

 Computational finite difference/ element method 

2.2.1 Thermal network analogue and Detailed lumped parameter method 

Under steady state analysis, the cable cross section can be modelled as thermal resistors connected 

in series from the conductor outwards, in the radial direction. This approach forms a one 

dimensional thermal network with each annular cable component being represented by a thermal 

resistor, assuming homogeneous physical conditions within each component [49]. By introducing 

thermal capacitances, transient thermal-limited rating calculations can be developed for both cables 

and joints, which require a two dimensional thermal network with both radial and longitudinal 

elements [50-52]. However, the accuracy largely depends on the number of elements and it requires 

geometric simplifications to make the network solvable. [50] [51] [52] 

With the aim to increase transmission capacity, through allowing higher load currents, fluid filled 

cables began to be used with water pipe cooling cable systems [53]. The previous coarse thermal 

network analogue evolved to the detailed lumped parameter method, by increasing the number of 

subdivisions and introducing partial differential equations (PDEs) to describe the effect of oil flow 

in SCFF cables, or water coolant in pipes [54] [55]. However, one difficulty is that this method 

requires a mixed solving strategy linking thermal network calculations on different cable cross-

section slices to PDEs which describe the longitudinal heat transfer. In addition, for a 2D slice 

analysis, geometric simplifications are still necessary and some components must be assumed 

isothermal. 

2.2.2 Finite difference method and Finite element method 

The computational finite difference method was introduced to improve the accuracy of transient 

rating calculations, where the radial heat transfer dominates over the longitudinal transfer [56]. The 
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method requires many more nodes than the lumped parameter method in order to accurately 

represent the heat generation by dielectric losses and the heat transfer between the cable and 

surrounding environment. However, it requires a software implementation and for cable rating 

applications in [56], its accuracy may reduce for steady state analysis because some assumptions 

are more suitable for transient calculations, such as constant backfill thermal properties. 

By adopting the idea of dividing a continuum into small finite elements [57], the FEA technique 

transforms a continuous global physical problem in PDEs into a discretized local finite element 

problem in the form of either algebraic equations or ordinary differential equations (ODEs). 

Therefore, without the need for idealistic assumptions, more realistic physical conditions can be 

assigned to different nodes using PDEs. Compared to the finite difference methods, FEA is more 

powerful and flexible especially for complex geometries where a traditional rectangular meshing 

cannot easily be applied. Many researchers have applied this technique to cable rating calculations 

[58] [59] and the IEC TR 62095 [60] has been issued to standardise the relevant calculations. With 

the advance of modern computing power and commercial FEA software packages, large scale 2D/ 

3D FEA models have become viable for cable applications which include complex layouts with or 

without a geometric symmetry. However, the tricky part of this technique is to build the smallest 

possible model which still accurately captures the thermal behaviour of the cable system. Although 

challenging, this is now possible and can be deployed for cable crossings as demonstrated in [61]. 

Note that more details of this method can be found in Chapter 3. 

2.2.3 IEC 60287 thermal-limited rating 

The IEC60287 thermal-limited rating for directly buried cables or cable crossings is relatively 

simple to apply, but may not satisfy certain accuracy requirements because the calculation is 

somewhere between being the thermal network analogue method and the detailed lumped 

parameter method. It adopts a simple 1D thermal network representation for radial heat transfer 

within the cable cross section (IEC60287-1-1 [31]) and applies partial differential equations to 

describe longitudinal heat transfer (IEC60287-3-3 [33]). The general rating equation for single ac 

cables is defined as: 

 𝐼𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 = [
∆𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥−𝑊𝑑[0.5𝑇1+𝑛(𝑇2+𝑇3+𝑇4)]

𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑇1+𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑐(1+𝜆1)𝑇2+𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑐(1+𝜆1+𝜆2)(𝑇3+𝑇4)
]
0.5

   (2.1) 

Where; Ithermal is the cable thermal-limited rating [A], Δθmax the maximum permissible temperature 

rise of the conductor above ambient temperature [K], Rac the ac resistance of conductor at 

maximum operating temperature [Ω.m
-1

], Wd the dielectric loss per unit cable length [W.m
-1

], λ1 the 

sheath loss factor, λ2 the armour loss factor, n the number of conductors, T1 the thermal resistance 

per core between conductor and sheath [K.W
-1

], T2 the thermal resistance between sheath and 

armour [K.W
-1

], T3 the thermal resistance of external serving [K.W
-1

], and T4 is the thermal 

resistance of surrounding medium [K.W
-1

]. 
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For dc cables, the dielectric loss Wd, the sheath loss λ1 and the armour loss λ2 in (2.1) are removed 

and a simplified rating equation (up to 5 kV) is derived as: 

 𝐼𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 = [
∆𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑅𝑑𝑐𝑇1+𝑛𝑅𝑑𝑐𝑇2+𝑛𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑇3+𝑇4)
]
0.5

   (2.2) 

Where; Rdc is the dc resistance of cable conductor at maximum operating temperature [Ω.m
-1

]. 

However, both (2.1) and (2.2) ratings are only thermal-limited and are believed to be insufficient 

for modern HVDC applications under electrical and mechanical constraints.  

2.3 High voltage DC cable electrical design 

The main challenge for the electrical design of HVDC cables is to simultaneously determine both 

the thermal field and the electric field distribution within the insulation. Owing to the dielectric 

electrical conductivity being dependent upon both local temperature and electric stress under dc 

voltages, a resistively graded field develops instead of a classic (under ac voltages) capacitively 

graded field. Based on an empirical electrical conductivity equation, two scenarios may occur. 

1. Field reversal results where the highest stress is found at the interface between the 

insulation and sheath. Because the stress is believed to be determined by the temperature 

difference across the insulation rather than the absolute temperature [62], electrical 

breakdown may occur before a thermal limit is exceeded. 

2. Under high local temperature and electric field, a positive feedback loop may develop 

between the dielectric leakage current and its resulting heat losses. The joule loss due to 

the leakage current heats up the insulation, which in return leads to an even higher 

leakage current through the temperature dependence of the dielectric electrical 

conductivity (assuming that the extra heat cannot dissipate efficiently into ambient). 

Consequently, a thermal runaway can occur. 

Generally speaking, the first scenario is due to the distribution of macroscopic space charge (across 

the whole insulation) and the second scenario is identified as an intrinsic thermal breakdown 

through a mathematic derivation [63].  

At present, a big challenge is that all the previous studies can only deal with either scenario 1 or 2 

one at a time, while they are actually happening and affecting each other simultaneously. Moreover, 

when the microscopic space charge (on interfaces) is also included, the electric field will be further 

distorted (Figure 2.4) and the calculation of the field distribution gets much more complicated.  
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2.3.1 Space charge creation and modified electric field  

Generally speaking, the dielectric space charge creation and accumulation are related to the 

following three phenomena. The first phenomenon accounts for a macroscopic space charge 

accumulation and the other two result in the microscopic space charge accumulation.  

1. Dielectric electrical conductivity gradient 

2. Electrode charge injection/ polarization of dielectric residual charges  

3. Trapping of charge within nonhomogeneous dielectrics (e.g. interfaces) 

Normally, phenomenon 1 is observed for HVDC cables with a temperature gradient across the 

insulation [64] [65]. Derived from experimental data, the dielectric conductivity is an exponential 

function of both local temperature and electrical stress. To explain how this conductivity gradient 

causes a global macroscopic space charge distribution, a brief mathematical derivative is presented. 

In the electrostatic theory, (2.3) below indicates that the divergence of net electric flux density, D, 

through a closed surface equals to the net charge density, ρc, enclosed by the same surface. 

 𝜌𝑐 = ∇𝑑𝑖𝑣𝐷 = ∇𝑑𝑖𝑣(휀𝐸)   (2.3) 

Where; ε is the general electrical permittivity [F.m
-1

] and E is the general electric field strength 

[V.m
-1

]. Since even the best dielectric possesses some degree of conductivity, electric field strength 

is thus linked to current density, J, through electrical conductivity, σ, as: 

 𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸   (2.4) 

By substituting (2.4) into (2.3) and calculating the divergence, following equation results: 

 𝜌𝑐 = ∇𝑑𝑖𝑣 (𝐽
𝜎
) =

𝜎
∇𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝐽) + 𝐽∇𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 (

𝜎
)   (2.5) 

Where; ∇grad is the gradient operator. As the divergence of current density equals to the changing 

rate of charge density against time, i.e. ∇div(J) + ∂ρc/∂t = 0 (continuity equation), (2.5) becomes: 

 𝜌𝑐 = −
𝜎
(
𝜕𝜌𝑐

𝜕𝑡
) + 𝐽∇𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 (

𝜎
)   (2.6) 

Under steady state (i.e. ∂ρc/∂t = 0), (2.6) is simplified into (2.7). 

 𝜌𝑐 = 𝐽∇𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑 (
𝜎
)   (2.7) 

Based on (2.7), macroscopic space charge is continuously distributed across the entire insulation 

for dc cables, provided that the insulation has constant dielectric leakage current and permittivity, 

but a varying dielectric electrical conductivity (i.e. ∇grad (ε/σ) ≠ 0). In [66], the macroscopic space 

charge accumulation is suggested as an inherent consequence of the non-uniform variation in the 

dielectric electrical conductivity. A typical effect of the macroscopic space charge accumulation is 

the ‘field inversion’, shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3: Electric stress in dc cable insulation under different load conditions 

In Figure 2.3, the cold relaxed dc distribution is similar to the capacitively graded ac distribution, 

where the maximum stress is found close to the conductor screen and gradually decreases towards 

the insulation screen. Once the cable is loaded, a temperature difference develops across the 

insulation and the field inversion occurs with the maximum stress moving to the insulation screen. 

Phenomena 2 and 3 are commonly linked together under HVDC cable operations. The electrode 

charge injection only occurs when a certain voltage level across the insulation is reached, which is 

called the space charge threshold characteristic [67]. However, this voltage threshold level is lower 

than most HVDC operating voltages and the injected charges will subsequently travel towards the 

middle of insulation. Simultaneously, pre-existing residual charges within the insulation become 

polarized under the applied voltage and start to travel towards the electrode with the opposite 

polarity. Over the whole process, these travelling charges are likely to become trapped on 

interfaces between inhomogeneous dielectrics or between paper layers. As the charges are trapped 

locally, this space charge type is named the microscopic space charge. A typical effect of 

microscopic space charge accumulation is a locally modified electric field (from experimental 

tests), for example as shown in Figure 2.4. 

 

Figure 2.4: Electric stress distribution in DC XLPE cable [37] 
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Although the macroscopic space charge effect has already been presented by the empirical 

dielectric electrical conductivity equation, the interfacial microscopic space charge accumulation is 

hard to estimate analytically and it is heavily material dependent. Except for lab experiments like 

Pulsed Electroacoustic (PEA) tests, applying the Maxwell-Wagner (MW) polarization within FEA 

modelling may provide a preliminary estimation [68]. Compared to the classical Maxwell 

polarization which considers the permittivity discontinuity only, the Maxwell-Wagner polarization 

also includes the conductivity discontinuity effect in the interfacial space charge calculation [69].   

Once both macroscopic and microscopic space charges are present, the total field strength, Etotal, is 

calculated under the superposition principle. 

 𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑟) = 𝐸𝐿(𝑟) + 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑐(𝑟) + 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑐(𝑟)   (2.8) 

Where; EL is the geometrical Laplace field strength [kV.mm
-1

], Emac the macroscopic space charge 

field strength [kV.mm
-1

], and Emic is the microscopic space charge field strength [kV.mm
-1

]. Note 

that the microscopic space charge field, Emic, can be calculated through the Poisson’s equation, and 

both the Laplace field, EL, and the macroscopic space charge field, Emac, are further discussed in 

Section 2.3.3. Therefore, the theoretical work developed in this thesis only deal with the first two 

types of electric field (i.e. EL and Emac). The Emic analysis requires experimental microscopic space 

charge measurements and, according to (2.8), can be added in future work. 

2.3.2 Empirical electrical conductivity equation of dielectrics 

As the empirical equation describes the cable dielectric electrical conductivity as a function of local 

temperature and electrical stress, a much more complicated thermal-electric field distribution 

results, which constitutes a fundamental difference in the electrical design between ac and dc 

cables. Good understanding of the empirical electrical conductivity equation is the root of 

developing the electrical stress-limited rating method for HVDC cables. 

Back in the early 1950s, the dielectric electrical conductivity was only represented as a function of 

local temperature, based on experimental observations. Whitehead in 1951 [70] studied its 

dependence on local field and expressed this relation implicitly through its temperature dependence. 

Since then, the empirical electrical conductivity equation, with explicit field dependence included, 

has been widely observed and verified in experiments [71] [72]. Generally speaking, the 

temperature dependence of the electrical conductivity mainly accounts for the field inversion, while 

the field dependence tries to level the field distribution by minimising the stress difference between 

the conductor screen and insulation screen. Especially under high field strengths, the field 

dependence cannot be ignored [62], and the empirical equation takes the following form. 

 𝜎 = 𝜎0𝑒
𝛼𝜃𝑟𝑒𝛾𝐸𝑟   (2.9) 

Where; σ is electrical conductivity at radius r [S.m
-1

], σ0 the reference electrical conductivity at 0°C 

and 0 kV.mm
-1

 [S.m
-1

], α is the temperature dependency coefficient [°C
-1

], γ is the field dependency 
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coefficient [mm.kV
-1

], Er the local field strength at radius r [kV.mm
-1

], and θr is the local 

temperature at radius r [°C]. Typical values of σ0, α and γ for mass impregnated paper insulation 

are shown in Table 2.1 below. 

Table 2.1: Summary of the empirical electrical conductivity equation coefficients 

 BICC [22] Cigré [47] Eoll [63] Jeroense [62] 

σ0 [S.m
-1

] - 0.57×10
-16

 0.5×10
-15

 1×10
-16

 

α [°C
-1

] 0.1 0.1 0.088 0.1 

γ [mm.kV
-1

] 0.03 0.033 0.03 0.03 

Although (2.9) is mainly derived through fitting curves to experimental data, an ionic conduction 

mechanism in the MI paper insulation was suggested by Jeroense, after a close comparison 

between the empirical equation and the hopping transportation mechanism [73]. The base of the 

ionic conduction is the movement of ions through ionic crystals, which has been used to explain the 

interactions between the solid and the ions of the liquid in impregnated paper. According to [74], 

liquid pockets within the dielectric paper pores contain ions of both polarities, but with one polarity 

dominant. As a result, the net ions absorbed by the paper do not move freely but are fixed by the 

cellulose; the oil phase along the pore of the impregnated paper becomes the main path for charge 

conduction, where travelling ions are likely to suffer from the electrostatic repulsion forces. This 

obstacle can be modelled as a potential barrier in the hopping mechanism. In [62], equations of 

both the hopping mechanism and the Poole-Frenkel mechanism have been closely compared to the 

electrical conductivity empirical equation. Results show that the hopping mechanism gives a much 

closer solution for an electric field range from 1kV.mm
-1 

to 80kV.mm
-1

 and a temperature range 

from 0°C to 80°C. Therefore, Jeroense suggested that the ionic conduction can be a probable 

physical explanation of the empirical equation for the MI paper insulation. 

Theoretically speaking, with the application of (2.9), the dielectric leakage current heat loss is 

included. By considering such loss in different ways, interactive thermal breakdown and intrinsic 

thermal breakdown are identified separately. On one hand, if the heat loss of the leakage current is 

ignored by comparing to the much larger conductor joule loss, the general interactive thermal 

breakdown occurs when the system fails to sustain a thermal equilibrium between the losses 

generated within the cable and the amount dissipated into the environment. On the other hand, 

when the leakage current heat loss is included within high voltage and temperature applications, the 

intrinsic thermal breakdown can occur before an interactive breakdown. A simple explanation is 

that when the heat loss, due to the leakage current, reaches a certain level, it heats up the insulation 

which in turn results in a higher local electrical conductivity. As the higher conductivity means a 

higher leakage current and heat losses, a positive thermal feedback loop exists until a breakdown 

occurs. 
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The concept of intrinsic thermal breakdown was initially proposed by Eoll through solving 

equations for the dielectric electrical stress distribution, with leakage current heat losses included 

[63]. The finding is purely based on the mathematical consideration of the number of available 

solutions. In Eoll’s work, the sheath temperature is set as a constant with varying voltages across 

the insulation. It is observed that when the applied voltage is small, two stress distribution solutions 

with physical meaning can be found and usually the smaller one leads to a correct field distribution. 

As the voltage increases, the two solutions start to converge and become the same value at a certain 

voltage. Above this voltage threshold, no available solutions exist (i.e. leakage current goes to 

infinity). As this type of thermal runaway is purely derived mathematically, it is named the intrinsic 

thermal breakdown. 

Recent research [75] on the intrinsic thermal breakdown suggested that the applied voltage across 

the insulation is the product of dielectric leakage current and its non-linear equivalent resistance. 

For a certain critical value of leakage current, the voltage attains its maximum. Above this voltage, 

the decrement in resistance is much more rapid than the increment in leakage current, which finally 

leads to a voltage collapse. An application of a voltage higher than this critical voltage would result 

in thermal intrinsic breakdown and for voltages less than this, there are two solutions: a stable one 

and an unstable one. A brief comparison between the interactive thermal breakdown and intrinsic 

thermal breakdown is summarized in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2: Comparison between interactive and intrinsic thermal breakdown 

 Intrinsic thermal breakdown Interactive thermal breakdown  

Cause 

Local stress and temperature 

dependence of the dielectric 

electrical conductivity (failure of 

Ohm’s law in dielectrics) 

Failure of thermal equilibrium 

with surrounding (assuming 

constant heat transfer rate of the 

environment)  

Affecting 

parameter 

Internal thermal resistance of the 

insulation (constant sheath 

temperature)  

Heat transfer property of the 

sheath and the surrounding 

thermal resistivity  

Occurrence 

If the insulation electrical 

conductivity is a function of 

temperature only, the intrinsic 

breakdown may not occur [75]  

Occurs in any circumstances once 

the thermal limit is reached  

Mathematical 

explanation 

1. For voltages less than the intrinsic 

threshold, both stable and unstable 

solutions exist at two different value 

of leakage currents  

2. For voltages higher than the 

threshold, no solution exists  

1. For voltage less than the 

interactive threshold, both stable 

and unstable solutions exist at two 

different values of sheath 

temperatures  

2. For voltage higher than the 

threshold, no solution exists  
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2.3.3 Calculation of dielectric electric field 

Under ac operations, the electric field distribution within the cable insulation is capacitively graded 

and determined by the geometry, the applied voltage, and the dielectric permittivity (constant under 

normal operating conditions). In general, the highest field is found near the conductor screen and it 

drops gradually towards the insulation screen. Figure 2.5 below shows the insulation cross section. 

 

Figure 2.5: Cable insulation cross section 

In Figure 2.5, Ri denotes the inner radius of the annulus [mm] and Ro is the outer annulus radius 

[mm]. Let ρsurf be the conductor surface charge density [C.mm
-2

] and U the voltage across the 

insulation [kV], then at the distance r from the cable centre [mm], Gauss Law is applied as: 

 𝑄 = (2𝜋𝑅𝑖)𝜌𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 = (2𝜋𝑅𝑖)휀𝑖𝑛𝑠𝐸𝑟      (2.10) 

Where; εins is the insulation permittivity [F.m
-1

] and Q the total charge on the conductor surface [C]. 

As the field stress is the gradient of electric potential, the ac voltage U can be expressed as follows 

by assuming zero potential at Ro. 

 𝑈 = −∫ 𝐸𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑅𝑖

𝑅𝑜
= ∫

𝑄

2𝜋𝑟 𝑖𝑛𝑠
𝑑𝑟

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
=

𝑄

2𝜋 𝑖𝑛𝑠
ln (

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
)  (2.11) 

 
𝐸𝑟 =

𝑄

2𝜋𝑟휀𝑖𝑛𝑠

=
𝑈

𝑟 ln (
𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
)
 

(2.12) 

From (2.12), it can be seen that the local stress Er is inversely proportional to the distance r, which 

leads to a stress drop from the cable conductor to sheath. 

Under dc operation, the dielectric electric field distribution is much more complicated due to the 

temperature-field-dependent electrical conductivity and possible space charge accumulations. 

Depending on whether the dielectric leakage current is included, two types of calculations have 

been previously developed. 
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a. Field calculation excluding leakage current loss 

Based on the fact that the leakage current loss within HVDC cables is generally very small, a 

simplified stress distribution equation is initially presented by assuming zero heat losses from the 

insulation. From various physical bases, two types of calculations are well-recognized. 

The first calculation is mainly derived from fundamental heat transfer equations and was proposed 

by Eoll [63], for the stress distribution within impregnated paper insulation under steady state 

analysis. The empirical equation (2.9) is initially expressed in terms of electric resistivity ρr as: 

 𝜌𝑟 = 𝜌0 𝑒−𝛼𝜃𝑟 𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟    (2.13) 

Where; ρ0 is the reference electrical resistivity at 0°C and 0 kV.mm
-1 

[Ω.m
-1

].Through Ohm’s law, 

the electrical stress Er at radius r is related to ρr by: 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑖𝜌𝑟

2𝜋𝑟
     (2.14) 

Where; i is the leakage current [A]. Assuming a constant sheath temperature, θs, allows the 

temperature at any point with distance r from the cable centre to be calculated by: 

 𝜃𝑟 = 𝜃𝑠 +
𝑊𝑐

2𝜋𝜆
ln (

𝑅𝑜

𝑟
)   (2.15) 

Where; λ is the dielectric thermal conductivity [W.K
-1

.m
-1

] and Wc is the conductor joule loss 

[W.m
-1

]. Substituting (2.13) and (2.15) into (2.14), the stress distribution can be derived as: 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑖𝜌0

2𝜋𝑅𝑜
(

𝑟

𝑅𝑜
)
𝛽−1

𝑒−𝛼𝜃𝑠𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟     (2.16) 

 𝛽 =
𝛼𝑊𝑐

2𝜋𝜆
  (2.17) 

According to [76], the following simplification for the exponential term in (2.16) is adopted for an 

analytical approximation (the error introduced by this simplification is discussed in Section 4.1). 

 𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟 ≃ (𝐸𝑟 𝐸0⁄ )−𝜏      (2.18) 

 𝜏 =
𝛾𝑈

𝑅𝑜−𝑅𝑖
   (2.19) 

 𝐸0 =
𝑈

𝑒(𝑅𝑜−𝑅𝑖)
   (2.20) 

By applying (2.18), (2.16) becomes: 

     𝐸𝑟 = 𝐸0(
𝑖𝜌0

2𝜋𝑅𝑜𝐸0
)

1

1+𝜏(
𝑟

𝑅𝑜
)𝛿−1𝑒

−
𝛼𝜃𝑠
1+𝜏  (2.21) 

 𝛿 =
𝛽+𝜏

𝜏+1
  (2.22) 

Note that as the integral of Er across the insulation gives the potential difference, the leakage 

current i and an analytical solution of Er can be derived as: 
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  𝑖 =
2𝜋𝑒𝛼𝜃𝑠

𝜌0(𝑅𝑜𝐸0)𝜏
[

𝑈𝛿

1−(𝑅𝑖/𝑅𝑜)𝛿
]
𝜏+1

    (2.23) 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑈𝛿(𝑟/𝑅𝑜)𝛿−1

𝑅𝑜[1−(𝑅𝑖/𝑅𝑜)𝛿]
   (2.24) 

The second calculation [73] is also developed for mass impregnated paper insulation, but is largely 

based on the fundamental electrical circuit theory, which regards the insulation as a bulk resistor. 

Let Req be the equivalent radial resistance of the insulation per unit cable length as: 

 𝑅𝑒𝑞 =
1

2𝜋
∫

𝜌𝑟

𝑟
𝑑𝑟

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
   (2.25) 

So the equivalent resistance from the centre to radius r is given by: 

 𝑅𝑟 =
1

2𝜋
∫

𝜌
𝑟′

𝑟′ 𝑑𝑟′𝑟

𝑅𝑖
   (2.26) 

Where; r  ́is the radial integration variable (first order); Thus the voltage and stress at radius r, with 

reference to the outer radius of the insulation (zero potential) becomes: 

 𝑈𝑟 = (1 −
𝑅𝑟

𝑅𝑒𝑞
)𝑈      (2.27) 

  𝐸𝑟 =
𝑑𝑈𝑟

𝑑𝑟
=

𝑈

𝑅𝑒𝑞

𝑑𝑅𝑟

𝑑𝑟
   (2.28) 

Let θr be the local temperature at radius r, which is defined as: 

 𝜃𝑟 =
𝑠

𝛼
ln(

𝑅𝑜

𝑟
) + 𝜃𝑜     (2.29) 

 𝑠 =
𝛼Δ𝜃

ln(𝑅𝑜/𝑅𝑖)
=

𝛼𝑊𝑐𝑇1

ln(𝑅𝑜/𝑅𝑖)
   (2.30) 

 Δ𝜃 = 𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑜   (2.31) 

Where; θi is the temperature at insulation inner radius [°C], and θo is the temperature at the 

insulation outer radius [°C]. Substituting (2.13), (2.25), (2.26), (2.29), (2.30) into (2.28) results in: 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑈𝑒

−𝑠 ln(
𝑅𝑜
𝑟

)
 𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟  𝑒−𝛼𝜃𝑖  

𝑟 ∫ (
1

𝑟
)𝑒

−𝑠 ln(
𝑅𝑜
𝑟

)
 𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟  𝑒−𝛼𝜃𝑖𝑑𝑟

𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑖

    (2.32) 

Recognizing that 

 𝑒
−𝑠 ln(

𝑅𝑜
𝑟

)
= (

𝑟

𝑅𝑜
)𝑠    (2.33) 

Finally, it follows that 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑈𝑟𝑠−1𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟  

∫ 𝑟𝑠−1𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑖

    (2.34) 

A comparison between (2.24) and (2.34) implies that although the analytical equation (2.24) can 

give a solution rapidly, its accuracy may largely depend on the applicability of the approximation 

(2.18) in practice. Solving (2.34) provides a more accurate dielectric stress distribution, but it can 

only be solved numerically using a computer based method.  
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b. Field calculation including leakage current loss 

The main purpose of this section is for the completeness of relevant calculation and reference. 

However, the leakage current contributes only 1% of additional heat losses as shown in Section 3.3.  

In the case of high field and temperature, the dielectric leakage current has a rapid exponential 

increase due to (2.9). Therefore the corresponding heat losses cannot be ignored and (2.15) is 

modified into (2.35) [77]: 

  𝜃𝑟 = 𝜃𝑠 +
1

2𝜋𝜆
∫

𝑑𝑟′

𝑟′ [𝑊𝑐 + 𝑊𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑟
′)]

𝑅𝑜

𝑟
        (2.35) 

 𝑊𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑟
′) = 𝑖 ∫ 𝑑𝑟′′𝐸(𝑟′′)

𝑟′

𝑅𝑖
    (2.36) 

Where; r  ́and r´́ are the first and second radial integration variable respectively. By applying the 

simplification (2.18), (2.21) becomes: 

 𝐸𝑟 = 𝐸0(
𝑖𝜌0

2𝜋𝑅𝑜𝐸0
)

1

1+𝜏 (
𝑟

𝑅𝑜
)
𝛿−1

𝑒
−

𝛼𝑖

2𝜋𝜆(𝜏+1) ∫
𝑑𝑟′

𝑟′ ∫ 𝑑𝑟′′𝐸(𝑟′′)
𝑟′

𝑅𝑖

𝑅𝑜
𝑟 𝑒

−
𝛼𝜃𝑠
1+𝜏           (2.37) 

As (2.37) can only be solved numerically, perturbation theory is applied for an analytical 

approximation. Mathematically, the perturbation theory is applicable if the problem can be 

formulated by adding a small deviation to the mathematical description of an exactly solvable 

problem as: 

 𝐴 = 𝐴0 + 휀𝑠
1𝐴1 + 휀𝑠

2𝐴2 + 휀𝑠
3𝐴3 + ⋯          (2.38) 

Where; εs is a ‘small’ dimensionless deviation, A0 is the known solution to the exactly solvable 

initial problem, and A1, A2… are the higher-order terms which may be found iteratively. By 

neglecting the higher order components of (2.38) for small εs, an analytical approximation results: 

 𝐴 ≈ 𝐴0 + 휀𝑠
1𝐴1         (2.39) 

By assuming the leakage current, i, should tend to zero and the stress, Er, should approach some 

finite non-zero limit as the dielectric resistivity increases without bound, the following equation 

must hold:  

 lim𝜌𝑟→∞ 𝑖𝐸𝑟 = 0         (2.40) 

Therefore (2.37) becomes (2.21) when the local electrical resistivity, ρr , goes to infinity. As a result, 

the solution (2.24) can be chosen to be the exact solution for (2.37) defined as parameter A0. 

Generally, the parameter ρr is used as the small deviation εs. For mathematical convenience, an 

artificial εs is defined as being both dimensionless and inversely proportional to ρr [77]. 

 휀𝑠 =
𝐸0𝑅𝑜𝛼𝑈𝑒𝑥𝑝[𝛼𝜃𝑜]

2𝜌0𝜆(𝛽+𝜏)
[

𝑈𝛿

𝐸0𝑅𝑜(1−𝑞)
]𝜏+1          (2.41) 

With an artificial parameter Ia is defined as: 
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 𝐼𝑎 ≡
4𝜋𝜆(𝛽+𝜏)

𝛼𝑈
           (2.42) 

Under such definitions, the product of Ia and εs refers to the asymptotic value of the current i (2.23). 

Therefore, both dielectric stress g(r, εs) and leakage current i(εs) can be presented in perturbation 

expansions as: 

 𝐸𝑟 = 𝑔(𝑟, 휀𝑠) =  
𝑈𝛿(𝑟/𝑅𝑜)𝛿−1

𝑅𝑜[1−(𝑅𝑖/𝑅𝑜)𝛿]
[1 + 휀𝑠𝑔

(1)(𝑟) + 휀𝑠
2𝑔(2)(𝑟) + ⋯ ]        (2.43) 

 𝑖(휀𝑠) = 휀𝑠𝐼𝑎[1 + 휀𝑠𝑖
(1) + 휀𝑠

2𝑖(2) + ⋯]     (2.44) 

Substituting (2.43), (2.44) into (2.21) and matching the coefficients term by term, parameter A1 can 

be calculated. A final expression for dielectric stress considering the leakage current heat losses can 

be derived as:  

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝛿𝑈

(1−𝑏)

𝐵

𝑟
[1 − 𝑠

(1−𝑏)
(1 + 3𝑏 − 2𝐵 + 2𝑏 𝑙𝑛 𝐵 +

2𝑏2 ln 𝑏

1−𝑏
)]      (2.45) 

 𝑏 = (
𝑅𝑖

𝑅𝑜
)𝛿      (2.46) 

 𝐵 = (
𝑟

𝑅𝑜
)𝛿      (2.47) 

Note that δ is defined in (2.22). 

2.4 High voltage DC cable mechanical design 

For high voltage dc cables, the mechanical design becomes extremely important given the tough 

operating environments. For instance, although submarine cable has a similar structure to land 

cable (refer to Figure 2.1) at the same voltage level, it requires a specially designed armour layer to 

provide corrosion protection and extra mechanical endurance against the external hydraulic force. 

Particularly for submarine applications, the enhanced cable mechanical strength is necessary to 

survive the regular movements of the seabed and sediment. Being quoted from [22], the two 

universal types of armour are steel tape armour (STA) and galvanised steel wire (GSW). The later 

one is usually referred to either single wire armour (SWA) or double wire armour (DWA).  

The steel tape armour normally comes with a cushion of bituminised textile materials, which 

contribute to corrosion protection. Practically, two tapes are applied helically with the first tape 

having a gap between turns of up to half the width of the tape. Subsequently, the second tape 

covers the gap and overlaps the edges of the first tape. Therefore, by applying the two tapes from 

the same taping head of the armouring machine, the lay length of each tape is identical and the 

tapes are able to register correctly with each other. Although the tapes and the underlying bedding 

are flooded with bitumen during the application, the tapes are pre-coated by the supplier with a 

bitumen varnish to prevent rusting during delivery and storage and to ensure that the underside of 

the tape is always coated. 
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The steel wire armour consists of a layer of galvanised steel wires applied with a fairly long lay. It 

is generally more expensive than STA, but has several advantages as:  

 Better corrosion protection and longer armour life  

 Increased longitudinal reinforcement of the cable 

 Avoidance of problems due to armour displacement 

 Better compatibility with extruded thermoplastic over-sheath layers  

2.4.1 Dielectric cavity creation mechanisms 

Internally for MI-type HVDC cables, unexpected dielectric breakdowns during the cable cooling 

have been widely reported by both manufacturer type tests and practical experience [78]. It is 

generally accepted that the weakened dielectric strength results from the creation of cavities within 

the insulation, which is reflected experimentally by an increasing number of partial discharges [79]. 

To theoretically explain the creation of these dielectric cavities, two mechanisms (named 

‘microscopic cavity creation’ and ‘macroscopic cavity creation’ in this thesis) are currently 

proposed, but based on different assumptions.  

The microscopic cavity creation mechanism assumes that dielectric cavities exist even before the 

cable is loaded. It is believed that the practical impregnation process ceases at a temperature 

beyond its designed value (e.g. 20°C room temperature). Thus, dielectric cavities can develop when 

the impregnation tank continues to cool down to room temperature from that point. This is because 

the existing impregnant begins to thermally contract, but no more extra impregnant can be added 

into the insulation to compensate. At this stage, the microscopic cavities are assumed uniformly 

distributed across the insulation. Under loading in service, the cavities close to the conductor will 

be firstly filled up due to an impregnant thermal expansion under a temperature gradient across the 

insulation. With increasing temperature, the surplus impregnant starts to ‘push’ cavities outwards, 

which effectively increases the cavity density near the cable sheath. As long as the cable is fully 

loaded, these microscopic cavities are mostly fully filled, thus a high dielectric strength remains. 

However, as the cable cools and the impregnant contracts, numerous cavities reappear close to the 

insulation-sheath interface, which can potentially cause an electrical breakdown. This mechanism 

explains, on a microscopic scale, the redistribution of pre-existing dielectric cavities. However, the 

complicated mechanism is hard to examine through experiments and even advanced numerical 

models [40] [80] can only reflect the above process in qualitative terms. 

The macroscopic cavity creation mechanism assumes that there is a negligible quantity of pre-

existing cavities before loading the cable. Therefore in service, all the cable layers will expand 

radially outwards with increasing temperature. As the metallic sheath does not expand with 

temperature to the same extent as the interior components (conductor and insulation), the sheath 

may go through permanent plastic deformation if its yield strength is exceeded. Subsequently on 

cooling, the sheath cannot return to its original position, while the insulation contracts. As a result, 
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the interior of the sheath is no longer completely filled and cavities occur. Although this 

mechanism is more simplified than the previous one, it has been successfully observed within 

belted solid type cables [22]. This mechanism explains, on a macroscopic scale, the cavity creation 

process and is straight forward to follow. One possible argument is the validation of the initial 

cavity-free insulation assumption, as information on the impregnation process is commercially 

sensitive. However, it is clear that all manufacturers aim to eliminate any pre-existing cavities 

through various techniques, such as refining the impregnation process with a long period of slow 

cooling, redesigning impregnant waxes with a much improved expansion coefficient-temperature 

relationship, and applying pressure tapes (0.8 to 1 MN.m
-2

 [78]) to keep a positive pressure within 

the insulation. Therefore, it is often claimed that the pre-existing cavity creation is prevented after 

all these measures [22] [81]. 

Although the two cavity creation mechanisms may have distinct assumptions and explanations, 

they can be linked together to deliver a correlated thermal-mechanical effect on calculating the MI 

cable rating. Eliminating pre-existing cavities (impregnation refinement/ pressure tape) does help to 

reduce the cavity development under cable cooling. However, this approach also effectively 

reduces the initial ‘free expansion’ allowance for the impregnant, which makes yielding of the 

sheath more likely to occur. Overall, the microscopic cavity creation specifies a minimum cable 

rating which prevents a reoccurrence of the pre-existing cavities, and the macroscopic cavity 

creation specifies a maximum cable rating which prevents a new cavity creation. With a general 

aim of developing modern cavity-free insulations, the macroscopic cavity creation mechanism will 

become more dominant and it would be valuable to quantify how many pre-existing cavities are 

allowed. Therefore, a simple and reliable pressure calculation method is ideal to answer the 

question above. 

To calculate the cable internal pressure as a function of current loading, a coupled physics approach, 

using a combination of elasticity theory, thermodynamics and electrical circuit theory is required.  

Table 2.3 below summarises the necessary knowledge required from each. 

Table 2.3: Summary of fundamental requirements 

Physics Application 

Electrical circuit theory  Ohmic loss calculation 

Thermodynamics 
 Temperature distribution for under cylindrical coordinates  

 Linear/ volumetric thermal expansion 

Theory of elasticity  Plane stress/ strain analysis under cylindrical coordinates 

2.4.2 Electrical fundamental and thermodynamics 

Within HVDC cables, the main cause of the dielectric thermal expansion is the heat generated by 

the conductor joule loss, Wc, and the dielectric leakage current loss, Wleakage. However under normal 
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operating conditions (of thermal and electrical limit), the dielectric leakage current loss is neglected 

with a value less of than 1% of the joule loss [22]. A simple joule loss calculation found from 

electrical fundamentals is: 

 𝑊𝑐 = 𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐          (2.48) 

 𝑅𝑑𝑐 =
𝜌20

𝐴
[1 + 𝛼20(𝜃𝑐 − 20)]  (2.49) 

Where; I is the cable conductor current [A], Rdc is the conductor dc resistance [Ω.m
-1

], ρ20 the 

reference conductor electrical resistivity at 20°C [Ω.m], α20 the constant mass temperature 

coefficient at 20°C [°C
 -1

], θc the cable conductor temperature [°C], and A is the conductor cross 

section area [m
2
]. 

Once the heat source is defined in (2.48), the classic 1D thermal network can be established from 

the conductor towards ambient with series thermal resistances in the middle. Therefore, by 

modelling the two-dimensional dc cable cross section as concentric annuli, the temperature 

distribution within each annular layer is: 

 𝜃(𝑟) = 𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐 [
𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
ln (

𝑅𝑜

𝑟
) + 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙] + 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏           (2.50) 

Where; ρt is the general thermal resistivity [K.m.W
-1

], Ro the outer radius of the annulus [mm], Ttotal 

the total thermal resistance between annulus outer boundary and ambient [K.W
-1

], and θamb is the 

remote ambient temperature [°C]. Thus by assuming the cable has the same initial temperature as 

ambient before load is applied, the temperature rise, θrise, becomes: 

 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟) = 𝜃(𝑟) − 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐 [
𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
ln (

𝑟𝑜

𝑟
) + 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙]            (2.51) 

For most engineering materials in either solid or liquid state, thermal expansion is the tendency of 

matter to change in volume in response to a change in temperature, which is formulated as: 

 ∆𝐿 = 𝛼𝐿𝐿𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒              (2.52) 

 ∆𝑉 = 𝛼𝑉𝑉𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒   (2.53) 

Where; ∆L and ∆V are the change in length [m] and volume [m
3
] due to varying temperature, αL 

and αV the linear and volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [K
-1

], and L and V are the initial 

length [m] and volume [m
3
] before thermal expansion or contraction. 

2.4.3 Theory of elasticity 

In the theory of elasticity, plane stress and plane strain are the two distinct fundamental models for 

two-dimensional plane analyses [82]. However, both models come from the same partial 

differential equations (PDEs), which describe the mechanical stress relationship on an infinitesimal 

element, shown in Figure 2.6: 
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Figure 2.6: Local stress distribution on an infinitesimal element 

In Figure 2.6, all the four shear stresses are intrinsically balanced due to annular symmetry. The 

governing PDE is derived by equating the stress in both radial (r) and circumferential (θ) directions: 

 𝑟
𝑑𝜎𝑟

𝑑𝑟
+ (𝜎𝑟 − 𝜎𝜃) = 0                (2.54) 

Where; r is the radial coordinate [m], σr the radial stress [N.m
-2

], and σθ is the circumferential stress 

[N.m
-2

].  

Plane stress is defined to be a stress state where the normal stress and associated shear stress (in z 

direction), directed perpendicular to the x-y plane, are assumed to be zero [82]. This model applies 

to practical situations where 3D objects have one dimension extremely small compared to the other 

two or extremely long cables without end constraints (free longitudinal expansion at cable ends). 

Particularly for an annulus under thermal expansion (with inner/ outer radius Ri/ Ro subject to inner/ 

outer compressive pressures Pi/ Po), the resulting radial strain, u, and two principle stresses, σr and 

σθ, are formulated by: 

 𝑢(𝑟) = (1 + 𝑣)
𝛼𝐿

𝑟
∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑟

𝑎
+ 𝐾1𝑟 +

𝐾2

𝑟
                (2.55) 

 𝜎𝑟(𝑟) =
−𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
+

𝐸𝑌

1−𝑣2 [𝐾1(1 + 𝑣) −
𝐾2(1−𝑣)

𝑟2 ]   (2.56) 

 𝜎𝜃(𝑟) =
𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
− 𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟) +

𝐸𝑌

1−𝑣2 [𝐾1(1 + 𝑣) +
𝐾2(1−𝑣)

𝑟2 ]   (2.57) 

 𝜎𝑧(𝑟) = 0  (2.58) 

 𝜖𝑧(𝑟) = −
𝑣

𝐸
[𝜎𝜃(𝑟) + 𝜎𝑟(𝑟)] (2.59) 

Where; u is the radial displacement [mm], v the material Poisson’s ratio, EY the material Young’s 

modulus [N.m
-2

], σr the annulus radial stress [N.m
-2

], σθ the annulus circumferential stress [N.m
-2

], 

ϵz the longitudinal strain, and constant K1 and K2 are defined by boundary conditions. For a normal 

annulus, a = Ri and for solid discs, a = K2 = 0. 
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Conversely, the plane strain is defined to be another stress state where the normal strain and 

associated shear strains (in z direction), directed perpendicular to the x-y plane, are assumed to be 

zero [82]. This model applies to practical situations where 3D objects have one dimension 

extremely large compared with the other two, e.g. extremely long cables with constrained ends. 

Therefore for an annulus under boundary conditions the same as previously, we obtain: 

 𝑢(𝑟) =
(1+𝑣)𝛼𝐿

(1−𝑣)𝑟
∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑟

𝑎
+ 𝐾1𝑟 +

𝐾2

𝑟
                (2.60) 

 𝜎𝑟(𝑟) =
−𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

(1−𝑣)𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
+

𝐸𝑌

1+𝑣
[

𝐾1

1−2𝑣
−

𝐾2

𝑟2]   (2.61) 

 𝜎𝜃(𝑟) =
𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

(1−𝑣)𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
−

𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)

1−𝑣
+

𝐸𝑌

1+𝑣
[

𝐾1

1−2𝑣
+

𝐾2

𝑟2]   (2.62) 

 𝜎𝑧(𝑟) = 𝑣[𝜎𝑟(𝑟) + 𝜎𝜃(𝑟)] (2.63) 

 𝜖𝑧 = 0 (2.64) 

Where; constants K1 and K2 are defined by boundary conditions. For a normal annulus, a = Ri and 

for solid discs, a = K2 = 0. Generally, the radial stress, σr, and circumferential stress, σθ, are defined, 

by default, as two principle stresses perpendicular to each other. Note that for real applications, the 

plane strain assumption is more appropriate and thus adopted in this thesis (see Section 5.3 for 

details). 

2.5 High voltage AC/ DC cable thermal design 

In the cable industry, the thermal limit is the most straightforward design criterion which is set to 

prevent the dielectric material incurring thermal damage (e.g. melting). Normally, the thermal 

design specifies the maximum conductor temperature depending on the insulation used. The 

maximum continuous operating temperatures for typical dielectrics are outlined in Table 2.4 below. 

Table 2.4: Maximum allowable temperature of several insulations 

Cable insulation type 
Maximum continuous operating 

temperature (°C) 

Low pressure oil filled paper (LPOF) 110 

Cross linked polyethylene (XLPE) 90 

polypropylene laminated paper (PPLP) 80 

Low density polyethylene (LDPE) 70 

Mass impregnated paper (MI) 50 

2.5.1 Heat sources within high voltage cables 

Within the cable system, the three principle heat sources are defined as the joule loss, the dielectric 

loss and the sheath loss, which result respectively from the conductor electrical resistance, 

insulation polarization/ leakage current, and the induced sheath current.  
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Under ac applications, the conductor joule loss, Wc per unit cable length, is calculated using: 

 𝑊𝑐 = 𝐼2𝑅𝑎𝑐 (2.65) 

 𝑅𝑎𝑐 = 𝑅𝑑𝑐[1 + 𝛼20(𝜃𝑐 − 20)](1 + 𝛾𝑠 + 𝛾𝑝)   (2.66) 

Where; α20 is the temperature coefficient of conductor electrical resistivity at 20°C, θc the 

conductor temperature [°C], γs the skin effect factor, and γp is the proximity effect factor [31]. The 

dielectric loss, Wd, is calculated as: 

 𝑊𝑑 = 2𝜋𝑓 ( 𝑟∙10−9

18 ln(𝐷𝑖 𝐷𝑐⁄ )
)𝑈0

2 tan 𝛿              (2.67) 

Where; f is the operating voltage frequency [Hz], εr the relative permittivity of the insulation 

material, Di the external diameter of the insulation [mm], Dc the external diameter of the conductor 

[mm], tanδ the dielectric loss factor, and U0 is the phase voltage against ground [V]. The sheath 

loss, Ws per unit cable length, is calculated as a function of joule loss with a constant sheath loss 

factor λ1. 

 𝑊𝑠 = 𝜆1𝐼
2𝑅𝑎𝑐              (2.68) 

However, only the joule loss is considered under dc applications [31], owing to its overwhelming 

effect over the other two (a discussion of the dc voltage ripple effect can be found in Chapter 3). 

The main difficulty for the cable thermal design does not come from the cable itself, because the 

cable structure is relatively standard and each component is designed with a stable thermal property 

under normal operating conditions. Therefore, the main concern lies in the varying thermal ambient, 

represented by the parameter T4 in (2.1) or (2.2) on page 17. For buried land cables, the various 

ground boundary conditions and the partial drying out of backfill are the main issues. For 

submarine export cables, the thermal effect of protection installations (rock berm/ concrete mattress) 

becomes extremely important. 

2.5.2 Ground boundary condition & backfill partial drying out 

At present, IEC60287-1-1 [31] and IEC60287-3-3 [33] are the thermal-limited rating methods 

widely recognized for high voltage cables and cable crossings respectively. To be mathematically 

valid, they both assume an isothermal ground surface in order to apply the image theory. 

Practically, this assumption holds only for deeply buried cables where the presence of the cable, as 

a heat source, does not cause a significant increase in the local ground surface temperature. 

However, when cables are buried closed to the ground, the ground surface is more likely to have a 

peak temperature directly above the cable, gradually reducing away from the cable. Moreover, the 

ground boundary conditions (e.g. isothermal, convective) can have a big effect on the cable rating, 

because these various conditions can make the boundary to be either a heat source or a heat sink. 
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To describe a convective ground boundary, following equation [83] can be adopted to calculate the 

ground convective heat flux, q, in this thesis. 

 𝑞 = ℎ𝑐(𝜃𝑔 − 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏)              (2.69) 

Where; hc is the heat transfer coefficient of convection [W.m
-2

.K
-1

], θg the ground temperature [°C], 

and θamb is the surrounding ambient temperature [°C]. The heat transfer coefficient, hc, normally is 

difficult to determine, however, an explicit expression found from experimental data measured in 

Poona, India [84] has been used: 

 ℎ𝑐 = 6.0 + 4.6𝑤              (2.70) 

Where; w is the ground wind speed [m.s
-1

]. Note that the use of (2.70) may result in an 

overestimation of the heat transfer coefficient condition in the UK where the climate is cooler and 

the difference between ground and air temperature is likely to be lower [85] [86]. However, this 

issue is left to be addressed in the further work, because this thesis mainly focuses on rating 

methodology development and demonstration. 

In cases where the drying out of backfill occurs, an approximation based on a simple two-zone 

physical model is recommended in [31], where the zone adjacent to the cable is considered to be 

dry with one thermal resistivity value whilst the other zone retains the site’s wet thermal condition 

with another value. The zone boundary is assumed to be isothermal at a given critical temperature 

and can be expressed mathematically as: 

 𝜌𝑡 = 𝜌𝑤𝑒𝑡 + 𝐻(Θ)(𝜌𝑑𝑟𝑦 − 𝜌𝑤𝑒𝑡)               (2.71) 

with Θ = θlocal – θcritical and the Heaviside function H(Θ) is defined as: 

 𝐻(Θ) = {
0, Θ < 0
1, Θ ≥ 0

   (2.72) 

Where; θlocal is the local backfill temperature [°C], θcritical the critical temperature between wet and 

dry zones [°C]. Note that as the backfill thermal resistivity is very sensitive to backfill moisture 

content, (2.71) is considered to be appropriate for those applications where backfill behaviour is 

considered in simple terms only. For a more rigorous backfill model, accounting for moisture 

migration mechanisms, see [87]. As [87] focuses on environmental modelling through complex 

nonlinear coupling, it is very computationally consuming and thus out of the scope of this work.  

2.5.3 Thermal-limited rating of cable crossings 

IEC60287-3-3 [33] is the only method for rating cable crossings, but it may not satisfy particular 

accuracy requirements or may lose its applicability under complex installation environments. 

Theoretically, it adopts a simple 1D thermal network representation for radial heat transfer within 

the cable cross section and applies partial differential equations to describe longitudinal heat 
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transfer. To account for thermal interference between two cable circuits, the simple principle of 

superposition is used. 

The main concept in the IEC60287-3-3 is to calculate the de-rating factor of one cable caused by 

crossing another, which is modelled as an external heat source. The de-rating factor is defined as: 

 𝐷𝐹 = √1 −
∆𝜃(0)

∆𝜃𝑚𝑎𝑥−∆𝜃𝑑
              (2.73) 

Where; ∆θ(0) is the conductor temperature rise at the crossing point due to the crossing heat source 

[°C], ∆θmax is the maximum permissible conductor temperature rise above ambient [°C],  and ∆θd is 

the conductor temperature rise due to the dielectric loss [°C]. 

To calculate the temperature rise of the rated cable due to other crossing cables (modelled as 

independent heat sources), superposition is applied based on Kennelly’s principle [88]. Equations 

(2.74) to (2.76) are repeatedly used in an iterative procedure: 

 𝑇𝑚ℎ =
𝜌𝑏𝑓(𝑒𝑦∆𝑧−1)

4𝜋
∑ 𝑒−𝑛𝑦∆𝑧 ln {

(𝐿𝑟+𝐿ℎ)2+[(𝑧𝑟−𝑧ℎ+𝑛∆𝑧) sin𝛽ℎ]2

(𝐿𝑟−𝐿ℎ)2+[(𝑧𝑟−𝑧ℎ+𝑛∆𝑧) sin𝛽ℎ]2
}𝑘

𝑛=1               (2.74) 

 ∆𝜃(0) = ∑ 𝑇𝑚ℎ𝑊ℎ
𝑘
ℎ=1   (2.75) 

Where; Tmh is the mutual thermal resistance between the rated cable and heat source [K.W
-1

], ρbf the 

backfill thermal resistivity [K.m.W
-1

], y the attenuation factor as a function of ∆θ(0) defined in [33], 

βh the crossing angle between the heat source and rated cable [°], Lr the laying depth of the rated 

cable [m], Lh the laying depth of the heat source [m], and Wh is the heat generated by external heat 

source [W.m
-1

]. Note that the definition of zr, zh and ∆z are found in Figure 2.7. 

However, (2.74) has been slightly amended from IEC60287-3-3 by removing the absolute operator 

for the distance ‘zr - zh’, because the distance between the moving calculating point and two outer 

phases heat sources are not always the same, as shown in Figure 2.7. 

 

Figure 2.7: Demonstration of equation amendment 

As shown in Figure 2.7, zr - zh2 + v∙∆z ≥ zr - zh1 + v∙∆z always holds in reality when the calculating 

point travels from the crossing point to the cable end. In IEC60287-3-3, with an absolute operator 
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applied to ‘zr - zh’, these two distances become equal, which is incorrect. However, this issue does 

not affect the calculation for the crossing with two single cables, as zr - zh = 0 [89]. 

To start the iteration procedure, a first estimation of ∆θ(0) is given by (2.76), which assumes that 

the external heat source is parallel to the rated cable with crossing angle βh = 0.  

 ∆𝜃(0) =
𝜌𝑡

4𝜋
∑ 𝑊ℎ ln [

(𝐿𝑟+𝐿ℎ)2+(𝑧𝑟−𝑧ℎ)2

(𝐿𝑟−𝐿ℎ)2+(𝑧𝑟−𝑧ℎ)2
]𝑘

ℎ=1                (2.76) 

Following the initial estimation, an iterative procedure starts with calculating the de-rating factor 

for the rated cable, assuming that all the other cables are carrying isolated current equal to their 

maximum rating when operated without a crossing. Then the de-rating factor for one other cable is 

calculated, assuming that the previous cable is carrying its de-rated current. This is repeated for 

each cable until the convergence criterion for the de-rating factor is satisfied.  

Generally, the use of the superposition principle and Kennelly’s principle requires a homogeneous 

backfill and the isothermal ground boundary condition, which may not be realistic (refer to Section 

6.1 for details). 

2.6 Submarine cable protection and thermal property  

In this sub section, three main submarine cable protections are outlined, and a detailed literature 

review on thermal conductivity calculations for porous material is presented. This supports the 3D 

FEA submarine cable crossing modelling and relevant thermal analyses in Chapter 6.  

2.6.1 Cable protection measures 

When installing submarine cables (either for power transmission or communication purposes), 

proper mechanical protection is of great importance to guarantee reliable long-term operation. If a 

high voltage submarine cable system is damaged, the challenge of fault location and repair can lead 

to many months of downtime [90]. Typical submarine hazards towards cables include: 

 Interaction with fishing gear/ recreational vessels/ ship anchors 

 Dredging activities/ other dropped objects 

 Exposure of the cable due to seabed movement 

Generally, the primary protection method for cables in any submarine environment, against any 

hazard, is to sufficiently bury the cable in the seabed. The only parameter determining the design of 

the burial protection is the burial depth, where a ‘stronger’ seabed backfill provides a greater 

protection than a ‘softer’ backfill for a cable buried at a similar depth [91]. To provide a guideline 

for determining a proper burial depth, the concept of a ‘Burial Protection Index’ (BPI) has been 

developed based on [92], which considers various backfill characteristics. In 1999, P. Allen [93] 

gave a further definition of the BPI as follows: 
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BPI = 1 Depth of burial consistent with protecting a cable from normal fishing gear only. It 

would be appropriate to water depths greater than say 50 to 100m, where 

anchoring of ships is unlikely. 

BPI = 2 Depth of burial which will give protection from vessels with anchors up to 

approximately 2 tons. This may be adequate for normal fishing activity, but would 

not be adequate for larger ships (tankers, large container ships). 

BPI = 3 Depth of burial sufficient to protect from anchors of all but the largest ships. 

Suitable for anchorages with adjustments made to suit known ship/ anchor sizes. 

In Figure 2.8 below, a guideline is proposed to be used in the protection design with necessary 

adjustments for local conditions, the nature of backfill and the burial method (Ploughing/ Jetting/ 

Mechanical Trenching/ Mass Flow Excavation). 

 
Figure 2.8: Illustration of burial protection index [92] 

However, when sufficient burial depth is not achievable, or a burial is impractical at particular 

locations, remedial cable protection methods will be required [94]. Two typical remedial protection 

measures are rock placement and the use of a concrete mattress. 

Protection by rock placement normally involves an installation of a rock ‘berm’ over the submarine 

cable which is pre-laid on seabed. A typical rock berm cross section would be a trapezoidal berm of 

0.5m - 1.5m height, 5m - 12m base width, and either 1:4 or 1:3 side slope. Figure 2.9 below shows 

typical rock berm designs for isolated single cable and bundled bipole cable respectively. 
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of typical rock berm design [94] 

To install these rock berms, either a remotely operated, propelled vehicle (ROV) with fall pipe or a 

side stone dumping vessel (SSDV) is utilized depending on results from a bathymetric survey, 

accuracy requirement and rock grading (illustrated in Figure 2.10). The typical protective berm 

rocks are granite or basalt with sufficient size to resist movement under hydrodynamic loads, but 

not so large as to make the berm overly permeable. Therefore, appropriate rock size (diameter up to 

300mm) can be derived by equating critical shear for limiting equilibrium of rock to bed shear from 

current and waves [95]. In some cases, a filter layer consisting of finer rocks may be used within 

large size rock berm design to stabilize the coarser layer just above. Refer to [96] for a detailed 

sample design calculation. 

 

Figure 2.10: 3D illustration of ROV controlled fall-pipe rock dumping [97] 

Protection by concrete mattress consists of a number of concrete blocks linked together by flexible 

ropes. Depending on practical factors (application type, function and environmental conditions), 

various concrete mattress designs are available including bitumen, flexi-form and pipe-form. In 

most cases, smoothly tapered edge sections are designed, as they are preferable for a reduced 

impact upon trawling. For cable protection applications, the concrete mattresses are lowered down 

over the cables in a predetermined pattern to hold the cables in place and provide protection against 

fishing gear and vessel anchors. For submarine cable crossing applications, a concrete mattress is 

the major vertical separator installed between the upper and lower cables. Figure 2.11 shows a 

sample concrete mattress laid over submarine pipeline/ cable. 
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Figure 2.11: 3D illustration of concrete mattress installation [98] 

In more demanding situations where strong seabed scour occurs, a flow energy dissipation device 

(frond mat) is placed on top of the concrete mattress in order to slow down the water velocity and 

trap mobile sediments, which becomes a new protective covering. According to [99], typical 

commercial concrete mattress can reach up to 10m x 4m plan area with 150mm to 450mm 

thickness. 

One big challenge is to accurately model the heat transfer mechanism of the rock berm, which has a 

structure of unconsolidated porous rock, combined with sea water. Theoretically, three heat transfer 

mechanisms can occur based on local conditions. 

 Thermal conduction in the solid phase, liquid phase and across the solid/ liquid interface.  

 Thermal convection between the solid phase and the liquid phase. 

 Thermal radiation from one internal solid ‘wall’ to another. 

As far as practical models are concerned, the thermal conduction inevitably occurs within the rock 

berm, constituting the fundamental heat dissipation path. Based on the pore-size-related 

permeability, a free convection can occur, which provides an extra heat transfer up to ten times of 

that from thermal conduction. As the maximum model temperature is limited to 50°C (MI-type 

cable in this thesis), the thermal radiation is weak and neglected [100] [101]. In addition, although 

water can be transparent to electromagnetic radiation with wavelengths in the visible spectrum 

(requires high temperature for thermal radiation in visible spectrum), it is opaque to wavelengths 

outside this band and even visible light is heavily subject to both refraction and attenuation once in 

sea water [102]. 

2.6.2 Empirical conductivity calculation without thermal convection 

It is important to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of a two-phase system, given the 

conductivities and volume fractions of each component. Main empirical models found in the 

literature include those of the harmonic/ arithmetic mean equation, Hashin and Shtrikman boundary, 

Maxwell, Kunii and Smith, and Revil calculations.  
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a. Harmonic and Arithmetic Mean 

Following the idea in [103], the harmonic and arithmetic mean calculations are the simplest mixing 

laws which present the upper and lower bounds of the effective conductivity. We denote λe as the 

effective thermal conductivity of the rock/ fluid system [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], λs the thermal conductivity of 

solid phase [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], λf the thermal conductivity of fluid phase [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], and ϕ the porosity 

of the solid phase.  

The porosity-weight arithmetic mean is equivalent to two phases being thermally in parallel with 

respect to the direction of heat flow. It gives the highest possible thermal conductivity for the 

rock/fluid system among all the mixing laws. 

 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜆𝑓𝜙 + 𝜆𝑠(1 − 𝜙)   (2.77) 

The harmonic mean is equivalent to two phases being thermally in series with respect to the 

direction of heat flow, which gives the lowest possible thermal conductivity for the rock/ fluid 

system among all the mixing laws. 

 𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = [
𝜙

𝜆𝑓
+

1−𝜙

𝜆𝑠
]
−1

    (2.78) 

Notice that for the upper (2.77) and lower boundaries (2.78), the following condition is satisfied: 

 (
𝑑𝜆𝑒

𝑑𝜆𝑠
)
𝜆𝑠=𝜆𝑓

= 1 − 𝜙       (2.79) 

Thus all the effective conductivity equations following the mixing law should satisfy (2.79) [101]. 

b. Hashin and Shtrikman Boundary 

The Hashin and Shtrikman Boundary gives the tightest bounds possible from a range of composite 

moduli for a two-phase material, assuming a volume fraction of the constituent moduli is pre 

specified [104]. However, it works better for liquid/ solid systems than gas/ solid systems, and final 

equations for the maximum and lowest effective conductivities, λmax and λmin, are quoted. 

 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜆𝑠 +
3𝜆𝑠𝜙(𝜆𝑓−𝜆𝑠)

3𝜆𝑠+(𝜆𝑓−𝜆𝑠)(1−𝜙)
  (2.80) 

 𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝜆𝑓 +
3𝜆𝑓(1−𝜙)(𝜆𝑠−𝜆𝑓)

3𝜆𝑓+𝜙(𝜆𝑠−𝜆𝑓)
   (2.81) 

The choice of (2.80) or (2.81) depends on the rating strategy being either conservative or optimal, 

and sometimes an average value can be suitable to start. 

c. Maxwell’s Model 

Maxwell’s model was initially applied to calculate the effective electrical conductivity of a random 

dispersion of spherical inclusions in a continuous medium [105]. When applied to thermal 

calculations, the equation is derived from calculating the perturbed temperature field due to a large 
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number of small inclusions, and then setting this equal to a single larger inclusion which has the 

proper ‘effective conductivity’ [106]. 

 𝜆𝑒 = 𝜆𝑠 [
2(1−𝜙)𝜆𝑠+(1+2𝜙)𝜆𝑓

(2+𝜙)𝜆𝑠+(1−𝜙)𝜆𝑓
]       (2.82) 

Note that the theory assumes that the spherical inclusions are far enough apart that they do not 

mutually interact. In other words, the disturbance to a local thermal field by an inclusion is not 

‘seen’ by its neighbouring inclusion. 

d. Kunii and Smith Model 

The Kunii and Smith model was developed for both loosely-packed and tightly-packed spheres in 

1960 [107]. It considers a parallel heat transfer through the fluid in the pore space and the rock 

solids. Moreover, a series term is added to the solid system to account for the heat transfer between 

solid grains through a stagnant fluid layer near to the grain contact points. In other words, the 

model is a combination of the weighted arithmetic mean and harmonic mean equations. 

 𝜆𝑒 = 𝜆𝑓 {𝜙 + [(1 − 𝜙) (휀𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 +
2

3
𝜆𝑓 𝜆𝑠⁄ )⁄ ]}       (2.83) 

 휀𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 휀2 + (𝜙 − 0.259)(휀1 − 휀2) 0.217⁄        (2.84) 

Note that εrock is an empirical parameter depending on the rock porosity. The value of the parameter 

ε1 and ε2 are plotted as functions of λs/ λf, where ε1 corresponds to a cubic packing of uniform 

spheres (ϕ = 0.476) and ε2 corresponds to a tetrahedral packing of uniform spheres (ϕ = 0.259). For 

intermediate porosity values, ε is calculated by linear interpolation between ε1 and ε2. For ϕ ≤ 0.259 

or ϕ ≥ 0.476, εrock equals to ε1 or ε2 respectively. 

e. Revil Model 

The Revil thermal conductivity model [108] for unconsolidated porous rocks adopts a differential 

scheme. Within the model, a grain is firstly assumed to be added into a pure fluid system and the 

resulting influence of this grain upon the temperature field is analysed. Subsequently, the grain-

fluid system is used to coat a second grain and to compute the influence of the newly formed 

mixture upon the temperature field. This process will keep repeating until a desired porosity value 

is reached. In summary, the Revil equation is simplified as: 

 𝜆𝑒 = 𝜆𝑓𝜙
𝑚

1−𝑚 (
1−𝜆𝑓 𝜆𝑠⁄

1−𝜆𝑒 𝜆𝑠⁄
)

𝑚

1−𝑚
     (2.85) 

 𝑚 = 1 (1 − 𝑁)⁄      (2.86) 

Where; m is the ‘cementation exponent’ which is identical to the cementation exponent defined in 

the electrical conductivity problem from first principles [109] and N is the ‘thermal depolarization 

factor’ which depends on the shape of the solid grain. For spherical grains, N = 1/3.  
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Note that the pore space is assumed to be fully connected and the contiguity between the grains is 

assumed to be small. Therefore, the theoretical basis of the model stands only for high-porosity 

unconsolidated sediments with porosity higher than 0.2. 

2.6.3 Theoretical conductivity calculation without thermal convection 

As most analytical models have integrated correction/ geometric factors based on experimentally 

measured data, they permit interpolation of data within the range of experimental conditions and 

even limited extrapolation is possible [100]. However, a more general model based on fundamental 

properties and basic heat-transfer mechanisms is needed to break the experimental limits.  

In 1973, Gomaa [110] developed a theoretical model for thermal conductivity calculation of 

uniform-diameter spheres in cubic packing configuration, containing wetting (capable of 

maintaining surface contact with a solid with < 90° contact angle) and non-wetting fluids (smaller 

contact area with > 90° contact angle). Based on the fundamental heat transfer principle, 

unidirectional heat flow through the rock solid, wetting fluid and non-wetting fluid is assumed and 

the electrical resistance analogy is applied. Moreover, varying porosity is regarded as a function of 

the flattening level of horizontal contacts between spheres in the cubic packing configuration. Once 

the rock/ fluid geometry is fixed, the fluid distribution firstly becomes a function of saturation, 

assuming the non-wetting fluid to be in the centre of the pore space. Secondly, resistances of the 

three regions: rock solid, rock solid/wetting fluid, and rock solid/ wetting/ non-wetting fluid are 

modelled separately as resistors in series. Finally, these three regions are combined in parallel to 

calculate an overall effective thermal conductivity of the unit cell.  

In 1976, Ozbek [111] improved Gomaa’s model by further dividing the unit cell into five regions. 

To represent the heat transfer across boundaries, Ozbek considered two semi-infinite phases (liquid 

and solid) which are at uniform and constant but different temperatures. When the two phases are 

brought together at time (t = 0s), the temperature-time relation at a prescribed distance from the 

boundary is given by a set of differential equations. Moreover, if the phase thermal conductivity 

and diffusivity are given, the temperature at a particular distance from the boundary is a function of 

contact resistance and time only. From this, Ghaffari [112] developed a 2D heat transfer model for 

the same cubic pack of flattened spheres used in the previous two models. One difference, however, 

is that provisions are made so that flattening in the direction perpendicular to heat flow could be 

different from that parallel to the heat flow direction. This provided an adjustable parameter which 

made it possible to model more closely the structural characteristics of the rock.  

The most recent theoretical model is given by C.T.Hsu who adopts Kunii and Smith’s concept of 

the unit cell and applies it for analysing periodic in-line arrays of square cylinders in either a 2D or 

3D configuration. Within each unit cell, only a quarter is analysed (symmetric geometry) which 

consists of three layers: a rectangular solid layer and two rectangular composite layers with both 

solid and liquid phases [113].  
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 2D solution 

 𝜆𝑒 = 𝜆𝑓 [
𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐

𝛼𝑠−𝑓
+

𝛾𝑎(1−𝛾𝑐)

1+(𝛼𝑠−𝑓−1)𝛾𝑎
+

1−𝛾𝑎

1+(𝛼𝑠−𝑓−1)𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐
]        (2.87) 

 1 − 𝜙 = 𝛾𝑎
2 + 2𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐(1 − 𝛾𝑎)     (2.88) 

 𝛾𝑎 = 𝛼𝑠−𝑓 𝐿𝑒⁄  (2.89) 

 𝛾𝑐 = 𝑐𝑒 𝛼𝑠−𝑓⁄  (2.90) 

 3D solution 

 𝜆𝑒 = 𝜆𝑓 [(1 − 𝛾𝑎
2 − 2𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐 + 2𝛾𝑐𝛾𝑎

2)
𝛾𝑎

2𝛾𝑐
2

𝛼𝑠−𝑓
+

𝛾𝑎
2−𝛾𝑎

2𝛾𝑐
2

1−𝛾𝑎+𝛾𝑎𝛼𝑠−𝑓
+

2(𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐−𝛾𝑐𝛾𝑎
2)

1−𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐+𝛾𝑎𝛾𝑐𝛼𝑠−𝑓
]          (2.91) 

 1 − 𝜙 = (1 − 3𝛾𝑐
2)𝛾𝑎

3 + 3𝛾𝑎
2𝛾𝑐

2     (2.92) 

 𝛾𝑎 = 𝛼𝑠−𝑓 𝐿𝑒⁄  (2.93) 

 𝛾𝑐 = 𝑐𝑒 𝛼𝑠−𝑓⁄  (2.94) 

Where; αs-f is the fluid/ solid thermal conductivity ratio, γa, γc the geometric constants and as-f, ce, Le 

are geometric parameter defined in [113]. 

2.6.4 Effect of natural thermal convection 

In most practical cases, free thermal convection is expected to occur within the porous rock berm. 

However, its effect largely depends on the rock porosity and permeability which normally varies 

from case to case. Therefore, only empirical calculations are available and widely used in the 

literature. Within this sub section, several key theories, assumptions and dimensionless parameters 

are introduced, considering the effect of thermal convection. 

a. Darcy’s Law 

Darcy’s Law states that the flow through a porous medium is linearly proportional to the applied 

pressure gradient and inversely proportional to the viscosity of the fluid [114]. In 1856, Henry 

Darcy carried out experiments to investigate the hydrology of water flowing through vertical 

homogeneous sand filters and his finding takes the following empirical form: 

 𝑢𝑓 = −
𝐾𝑚

𝜇𝑓

𝑑𝑝

𝑑𝑥
     (2.95) 

Where; uf is the flux rate [m.s
-1

], Km the permeability of the medium [m
2
], p the pressure defined in 

Darcy’s Law [N.m
-2

], and μf is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid [s.N.m
-2

]. Note that the 

permeability Km is independent of the nature of the fluid but it depends on the geometry of the 

medium. A list of Km for normal porous materials can be found in [115]. 

For all the relevant convection calculations in this thesis, we assume that Darcy’s law and the 

boundary-layer approximations are applicable, and that the gravitational force normal to the heated 

surface is negligible (flow in Darcy’s Law is assumed to be purely driven by pressure gradient and 

diffusion) [116]. 
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b. Rayleigh Number 

In fluid mechanics, the Rayleigh number (Ra) is a dimensionless number associated with buoyancy 

driven flow (natural convection), which quantifies the convection onset state. Lord Rayleigh states 

that when the Rayleigh number is below the critical value for a particular fluid, heat transfer is 

primarily in the form of conduction, while convection becomes dominant if it exceeds the critical 

value. In this thesis, two complementary models are considered to approximate the rock berm 

Rayleigh Number.  

In Model one, Rayleigh number, Ra1, is given for thermal convection in a slab of porous of 

material with constant temperatures at both the upper and lower surfaces horizontally (heat from 

below) [114]: 

 𝑅𝑎1 =
𝛼𝑉𝐾𝑚𝑔𝑡𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏(𝜃𝑙−𝜃𝑢)

𝑣𝑓𝛽𝑚
     (2.96) 

Where; αV is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient [K
-1

], tslab the thickness of the slab [m], g 

the acceleration of gravity [m.s
-2

], θl the lower surface temperature [°C], θu the upper surface 

temperature [°C], νf the fluid kinematic viscosity [m
2
.s

-1
], and βm is the effective diffusivity of the 

saturated medium [m
2
.s

-1
]. Note that (2.96) assumes that the slab is horizontally unbounded with an 

isothermal boundary condition on both upper and lower surfaces, so only vertical heat transfer is 

considered. This model is considered because the cable is located at the bottom of the rock berm 

and the thick layer above it can be modelled as a flat slab. 

In Model two, Rayleigh number, Ra2, is given for natural convection heat transfer from a horizontal 

cylinder embedded in a porous medium [116]. 

 𝑅𝑎2 =
𝛼𝑉𝐾𝑚𝑔𝑑(𝜃𝑤−𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏)

𝑣𝑓𝛽𝑚
     (2.97) 

Where; d is the diameter of the cylinder [m], θw the cylinder surface temperature [°C], and θamb is 

the remote ambient temperature [°C]. Note that (2.97) assumes a heated circular cylinder in an 

unbounded porous region to satisfy the ‘image theory’. Therefore, this model is applicable because 

the relatively thermally-resistive concrete mattress beneath the cable is equivalent to a thermal 

symmetric boundary as it blocks much of the heat transfer downwards (heat flux q ≈ 0 across the 

mattress). 

c. Nusselt Number 

For boundary heat transfer with fluid, the Nusselt number (Nu) is a dimensionless number which 

represents the ratio of thermal convection to conduction across the boundary. The general form of 

Nusselt number is: 

 𝑁𝑢 =
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟
=

ℎ𝑐𝐿𝑐

𝜆𝑓
     (2.98) 
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Where; hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient, λf the fluid thermal conductivity [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], 

and Lc is the characteristic length along the direction of growth (or thickness) of the boundary layer 

[m]. As the convective heat transfer is geometry related and difficult to specify, the average Nusselt 

number for free convection is empirically expressed as a power function of the Rayleigh number, 

Nu = C(Ra)
n
. For a slab porous medium in Model one, the scale analysis of the convection regime 

from Bejan [117] indicates that the Nusselt number should increase linearly with Rayleigh number, 

based on Figure 2.12. [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] 

 

Figure 2.12: Overall heat transfer through porous layers heated from below [127] 

Note that as Figure 2.12 is based on practical experiments for a wide range of porous materials, the 

observed empirical correlations are assumed suitable for the research purpose of this thesis. From 

Figure 2.12, it is observed that the Nusselt number is roughly proportional to the Rayleigh number 

once the later one exceeds a threshold of 4π
2
. Therefore we have: 

 𝑁𝑢1 = {
1   (𝑅𝑎1 ≤ 4𝜋2)

      
1

40
𝑅𝑎1 (𝑅𝑎1 > 4𝜋2)

     (2.99) 

For porous medium in Model two, Cheng [128] modified Merkin’s analysis [129] and obtained the 

following expression for the Nusselt number, Nu2, in the case of a horizontal isothermal circular 

cylinder: 

 𝑁𝑢2 = 0.465𝑅𝑎2
0.5     (2.100) 

As (2.100) agrees well with experimental results only for Ra2 < 10 where Darcy’s law holds, 

Ingham [130] ran some numerical calculations and modified (2.100) into: 

 𝑁𝑢2 = 0.3995𝑅𝑎2
0.5 + 0.78 − 1.9𝑅𝑎2

−0.5     (2.101) 

Note that all the empirical calculations are tested and compared in Section 3.2. 
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2.7 Summary 

This chapter has presented a broad literature review on high voltage cable technology, covering 

fundamental cable construction, existing rating methodology, modern design criteria and submarine 

cable protection. Some key intellectual gaps are pointed out which lead to the development of an 

improved rating methodology considering electrical/ mechanical constraints under various 

installation environments. The next chapter summarizes the parameters of two nominal cables and 

standardizes the FEA modelling procedure used in this thesis. In addition, a short discussion of DC 

voltage ripples is presented. 
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Chapter 3 

Nominal Cable Design, Installation Environment, and 

Modelling Technique 

In this chapter, two nominal high voltage cable designs are presented with a full list of modelling 

parameters, which will be subsequently used for all the tests in this thesis. In addition, background 

to the FEA modelling techniques used in this thesis is provided, including heat source allocation, 

boundary condition setting and meshing technique. Finally, a short discussion over the thermal 

effect from dc voltage ripples is presented. 

3.1 Two nominal cable designs  

Both the two nominal HV cables are amour free and have a similar cross section to that shown in 

Figure 2.1 on page 13. The HVAC cable with XLPE insulation has parameters summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Parameter summary of HVAC XLPE cable 

Parameter Value Unit 

 

conductor material copper - 

conductor core number 1 - 

conductor outer diameter 34.7 mm 

conductor cross section 800 mm
2 

conductor electric resistivity 1.7241×10
-8 

Ω.m
 

conductor maximum temperature 90 °C 

conductor thermal resistivity 0.0026 K.m.W
-1 

 

insulation material XLPE - 

insulation outer diameter 72.8 mm 

insulation thermal resistivity 3.5 K.m.W
-1

 

 

sheath material lead - 

sheath outer diameter 78.5 mm 

sheath electric resistivity 21.4×10
-8

 Ω.m
-1

 

sheath thermal resistivity 0.0283 K.m.W
-1

 

sheath loss factor 0.011546 - 

 

serving material PE - 

serving outer diameter 86.8 mm 

serving thermal resistivity 3.5 K.m.W
-1

 

 

nominal operating voltage 132 (AC) kV 

Note that this HVAC land cable design is specially chosen, in Section 6.1 only, to demonstrate the 

applicability of the developed numerical modelling method for cable crossing rating/ thermal 
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evaluations, through a comparison to the IEC method. For submarine HVDC cable crossings, the 

IEC calculation is inapplicable due to a failure of the ‘image’ theory (refer to Chapter 6 for details). 

The bipole HVDC cable with MI paper insulation has parameters summarized in Table 3.2 below. 

Table 3.2: Parameter summary of MI-type HVDC cable 

Parameter Value Unit 

 

conductor material copper - 

conductor core number 1 - 

conductor outer diameter 60.5 mm 

conductor cross section 2500 mm
2 

conductor electric resistivity 1.7241×10
-8 

Ω.m
 

conductor thermal resistivity 0.0026 K.m.W
-1 

conductor maximum temperature 50 °C 

conductor volumetric specific heat 3.45×10
6
 J.m

-3
.K

-1 

conductor Young’s modulus 1.25×10
11

 N.m
-2 

conductor Poisson’s ratio 0.35 - 

conductor linear thermal  

expansion coefficient 
1.7×10

-5
 °C

-1 

 

insulation material MI paper - 

insulation outer diameter 101 / 103 mm 

insulation thermal resistivity 6 K.m.W
-1

 

insulation relative permittivity 3.5 - 

insulation volumetric specific heat 2×10
6
 J.m

-3
.K

-1
 

impregnant volumetric thermal 

expansion coefficient 
6.4×10

-4
 °C

-1
 

Kraft paper volumetric thermal 

expansion coefficient 
1.92×10

-5
 °C

-1
 

 

sheath material lead - 

sheath outer diameter 111 mm 

sheath thermal resistivity 0.0283 K.m.W
-1

 

sheath volumetric specific heat 1.45×10
6
 J.m

-3
.K

-1
 

sheath Young’s modulus 1.6×10
10

 N.m
-2 

sheath Poisson’s ratio 0.44 - 

sheath yield strength 5.5×10
6
 - 66×10

6 
[131] N.m

-2
 

sheath linear thermal  

expansion coefficient 
2.93×10

-5
 °C

-1 

 

serving material PE - 

serving outer diameter 120 mm 

serving thermal resistivity 3.5 K.m.W
-1

 

Serving volumetric specific heat  2.4×10
6
 J.m

-3
.K

-1
 

 

nominal operating voltage 500 (DC) kV 

external compressive pressure 1×10
6
 [78] N.m

-2
 

Note that the 1×10
6
 N.m

-2
 compressive pressure is equivalent to the pressure value at 100m water 

depth and
 
the above HVDC cable design is used for all of the remaining tests in this thesis. Also, 

the cable insulation layer has two outer diameters (i.e. 101mm/ 103mm) due to various modelling 

simplifications for the 1mm thin insulation screen layer.  
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3.2 Installation environment calculation  

The cable installation environment affects the rating calculation through the ambient thermal 

resistance T4, either explicitly (thermal limited) or implicitly (electrical stress limited/ mechanical 

pressure-limited). Table 3.3 below summarises the environmental parameters adopted in this thesis, 

followed by a calculation of equivalent rock berm thermal conductivity.  

Table 3.3: Parameter summary of installation environment 

Parameter Value Unit 

On land 

ambient temperature 12 °C
 

backfill critical temperature 50 °C 

backfill thermal resistivity (wet) 1.2 [86] K.m.W
-1

 

backfill thermal resistivity (dry) 3 [61] K.m.W
-1

 

backfill specific heat capacity* 2050 J.kg
-1

.K
-1

 

cable burial depth (XLPE AC) 0.5 - 2 m 

cable burial depth (MI-type DC) 0.5 - 10 m 

pole-pole separation (XLPE AC) 140, 310, 450, 590 mm 

pole-pole separation (MI-type DC) 5 – 20 or single m 

Submarine 

ambient temperature 4 - 12  °C
 

backfill thermal resistivity 0.7 K.m.W
-1

 

concrete mattress thermal resistivity 1 K.m.W
-1

 

pole-pole separation (MI-type DC) bundled/ isolated - 

cable burial depth (MI-type DC) 500 - 2000 mm 

* The backfill specific heat capacity is calculated as the ratio of the thermal conductivity to the 

product of diffusivity (4.04×10
-7

m
2
.s

-1
 [88]) and mass density (1000kg.m

-3
).  

As explained in Section 2.6, the equivalent thermal conductivity of the porous rock berm is a key 

parameter to identify, as it may affect the heat dissipation between the cable and ambient (refer to 

Chapter 6 for details). Therefore, either a pure thermal conduction mechanism or a mixed thermal 

transfer mechanism (including free convection) is examined.  

3.2.1 Rock berm thermal conductivity without free convection  

The rock/ fluid properties used to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of the rock berm are 

summarized in Table 3.4 below. 

Table 3.4: Rock/ fluid property summary 

Parameter Value Unit 

Brine thermal conductivity 0.60 [132] W.m
-1

.K
-1

 

Basalt thermal conductivity 1.67 [133] W.m
-1

.K
-1

 

Granite thermal conductivity 2.05 – 3.13 [134] W.m
-1

.K
-1

 

Average rock thermal conductivity 1.86 W.m
-1

.K
-1

 

Rock berm porosity (loose packed)  0.476 - 

Rock berm porosity (compact packed)  0.259 - 
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The average rock thermal conductivity is calculated based on the worst case scenario and two types 

of rock packing profiles are shown in Figure 3.1 below. 

 

Figure 3.1: Illustration of rock packing profiles 

Based on the parameters in Table 3.4, the pure rock berm thermal conductivity (no thermal 

convection) is calculated through the different methods stated in Section 2.6 and results are 

compared and summarized in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5: Summary of rock berm thermal conductivity calculation 

Method Thermal conductivity (W.m
-1

.K
-1

) 

Harmonic and Arithmetic Mean 
1.20 ≤ λ ≤ 1.53 (compact) 

0.93 ≤ λ ≤ 1.26 (loose) 

Hashin and Shtrikman Boundary 
1.39 ≤ λ ≤ 1.47 (compact) 

1.10 ≤ λ ≤ 1.18 (loose) 

Maxwell’s Model 𝜆 = {
  1.47 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡)

1.18 (𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒)
 

Kunii and Smith’s Model 𝜆 = {
  1.31 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡)

0.99 (𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒)
 

Revil’s Model 𝜆 = {
  1.37 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡)

1.12 (𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒)
 

C.T.Hsu’s Model 

𝜆 = {
  1.33 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡)

1.02 (𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒)
 (2D analysis) 

 

𝜆 = {
  1.22 (𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡)

1.07 (𝑙𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑒)
 (3D analysis) 

From Table 3.5, it is verified that the Harmonic and Arithmetic Mean gives the highest and lowest 

possible thermal conductivity for the rock/ fluid system among all the mixing laws, while the 

Hashin and Shrikman Boundary provides a much tighter region. Thus to include a wide thermal 

conductivity range for consideration, the effective rock berm thermal conductivity, without 

considering free convection effects, in the FEA modelling is 1.22 ≤ λ ≤ 1.47 for the compact profile 

and 0.99 ≤ λ ≤ 1.18 for the loose profile. 
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3.2.2 Equivalent rock berm thermal conductivity with free convection 

To consider the free convection effect through the Rayleigh number and Nusselt number 

calculation, supplementary data for the porous medium and saturating brine are summarised in 

Table 3.6 below: 

Table 3.6: Summary of rock berm thermal conductivity calculation 

Parameter Value Unit 

Acceleration of gravity 9.8 m.s
-2 

Average rock berm thickness 1.1 m 

Cable overall diameter 0.12 m 

Rock permeability* 10
-8

 m
2 

Brine mass density 1025 [135] kg.m
-3 

Brine specific heat capacity 4020 [132] J.kg
-1

.K
-1 

Brine kinematic viscosity 1.83∙10
-6

 [136] m
2
.s

-1
 

Brine thermal expansion coefficient** 52∙10
-6 

- 166∙10
-6

 [137] K
-1 

Brine thermal diffusivity*** 1.46∙10
-7

 m
2
.s

-1
 

Temperature difference**** 12 - 24 °C 

*     Typical soil intrinsic permeability ranges from 10
-7

 to 10
-19 

m
2
 [138]. As the rock berm is 

assumed unconsolidated, a relatively high permeability within the range is chosen. 

**     With 35 g.kg
-1

 brine salinity and pressure from 0.1 MN.m
-2

 to 100 MN.m
-2

. An average value 

of 109∙10
-6

 is adopted in this thesis. Refer to [139]  for other situations  

***   The Brine thermal diffusivity is calculated as the ratio of thermal conductivity (see Table 3.4) 

to the volumetric heat capacity (specific heat capacity × mass density) 

**** Temperature difference is calculated based on a 24
0
C cable surface temperature (θc = 50

0
C 

and an average I ≈ 2500A for the MI-type cable in Table 3.2) and a 0
0
C - 12

0
C ambient 

temperature. An average of 18
0
C is adopted in this thesis. 

Based on the parameters in Table 3.6, the Rayleigh number, Ra, and Nusselt number, Nu, for the 

rock berm are calculated through different methods stated in Section 2.6 and results are compared 

and summarized in Table 3.7. 

Table 3.7: Summary of Rayleigh and Nusselt number calculation 

Model Dimensionless parameter Value 

One (slab material, heat 

from lower surface) 

Ra1 (2.96) 792 

Nu1 (2.99) 19.8 

Two (heat from embedded 

cylinder) 

Ra2 (2.97) 86 

Nu2 (2.101) 4.3 

According to Table 3.7, thermal convection needs to be considered for the designed rock berm 

geometry, with Rayleigh number being above the convection onset value of 4π
2
 [100]. In 

comparison, Model two (Ra2, Nu2) with horizontal cylinder embedded in porous medium is 

adopted, as it describes a closer geometric installation to reality. For Model one, an isothermal rock 

berm base cannot be guaranteed in practice because the cable is a line heat source and cannot 
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uniformly heat up the base. In summary, the equivalent rock berm thermal resistivity under various 

situations is outlined in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.8: Summary of rock berm equivalent thermal conductivity 

Packing configuration Equivalent thermal conductivity (W.m
-1

.K
-1

) 

 without free convection with free convection 

compact 1.22 ≤ λ ≤ 1.47  6.47 ≤ λ ≤ 7.79  

loose 0.99 ≤ λ ≤ 1.18  5.25 ≤ λ ≤ 6.25  

3.3 FEA modelling technique  

In this sub section, a standard FEA modelling process used in this thesis is presented, based on the 

numerical modelling package: COMSOL Multiphysics [140]. Construction of a model includes the 

following main steps (but not limited to): 

Step 1. Physics selection and Geometry building 

Step 2. Material specification, Heat source allocation, and Boundary condition 

Step 3. Meshing and Solving 

3.3.1 Physics selection and Geometry building 

As previously explained in Section 2.4, the electrical stress-limited rating analysis requires an 

interaction between the thermal and electric fields through the dielectric electrical conductivity (2.9) 

on page 17. Therefore, the FEA model includes two fundamental physical modules: Heat Transfer 

(ht) and Electric Currents (ec). 

Within the ht module, temperature T is the dependent variable with a governing equation as: 

 𝜌𝐶𝑝
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐮 ∙ 𝜌𝑚𝐶𝑝𝛻𝑇 = 𝛻 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇) + 𝑄ℎ     (3.1) 

Where; ρm is the mass density [kg.m
-3

], Cp the specific heat capacity [J.kg
-1

.K
-1

], u the velocity 

vector of the fluid if included [m.s
-1

], t the time [s], k the general thermal conductivity [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], 

and Qh is the rate of heat generation per unit volume [W.m
-3

]. Under steady state analyses where 

fluid (causing convection if it moves) is not included, ∂T/ ∂t = 0 and u = 0. 

Within the ec module, electric field potential Φ is the dependent variable which is calculated 

through following governing equations: 

 𝛻 ∙ 𝐽 = 𝑄𝑗     (3.2) 

 𝐽 = 𝜎𝐸 +
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝐽𝑒 (3.3) 

 𝐸 = −𝛻𝛷 (3.4) 

Where; J is the induced electric current density [A.m
-3

], Je the externally generated current source 

[A.m
-3

], Qj the rate of charge generation per unit volume [C.m
-3

], σ the general electrical 
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conductivity [S.m
-1

]. E the general electric field strength [V.m
-1

], D the electric flux density [C.m
-3

], 

and Φ is the electric field potential [V]. Under a steady state analyses in this study, ∂D/ ∂t = Je = 0. 

Note that the above two physical modules are coupled through the dielectric conductivity 

calculation (2.9). 

In terms of model geometry, cables with specified dimensions (Table 3.1 and Table 3.2) are 

enclosed by a surrounding backfill box, which represents the ambient environment. Ideally, the 

overall model size should be as small as possible to save computational time, but still fully 

represent the physics in reality (e.g thermal transfer mechanism). As an example in the literature 

[85], Figure 3.2 below shows the geometry layout of a typical 2D slice cable model. 

 

Figure 3.2: Geometric outline of 2D HVDC bipole cable installation  

In Figure 3.2, the half box width is supposed to be big enough to assume no heat flux crosses the 

side boundaries B5 and B6 (at least 10m far away from the cable centre [83]). The backfill box 

height is at least 7m with an isothermal bottom boundary [141]. However, an improved bottom 

boundary setting is derived in Section 3.3.2.  Note that a specific cable crossing geometry is 

presented in Chapter 6. 

3.3.2 Material specification, Heat source allocation, and Boundary condition 

The material specification for the FEA modelling is straightforward with data presented in Table 

3.1 and Table 3.2. If partial drying out is under consideration, (2.71) on Page 35 is typed into the 

backfill thermal resistivity box to reflect this situation. In addition, for a thermal-electric model in 

Chapter 4, (2.9) is typed into the dielectric electrical conductivity box to represent its dependency 

on local temperature and electrical field strength, with values taken from Table 2.1 on Page 22. 

For the heat source allocation under ac applications, (2.65) and (2.68) in Section 2.5.1 are used to 

specify the conductor Joule loss and sheath loss. Instead of the analytical calculation of dielectric 

loss in (2.67), the following continuous function is applied due to the fact that the electric field is 

stronger closer to the cable core, causing greater dielectric loss and hence more heat generation. 

 𝑞(𝑟) = 0 𝑟𝜔𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛿𝑈0
2

𝑟2[ln(𝑟𝑖)−ln(𝑟𝑐)]
2     (3.5) 
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Where; q is the heat flux due to dielectric losses [W.m
-2

], U0 is the system phase voltage [V], r is 

the radius where the function is evaluated [m], rc is the outer radius of the conductor [m], and ri is 

the outer radius of the insulation [m]. A full derivation can be found in [83]. 

Under dc applications, (2.48) in Section 2.4.2 is used to specify the conductor Joule loss and the 

following equation is embedded in the FEA package to calculate the dielectric leakage current loss. 

 𝑞 = 𝐸2𝜎     (3.6) 

Where; q is the general heat loss due to leakage current losses [W.m
-3

], σ the dielectric electrical 

conductivity [S.m
-1

], and E is the general electric field stress [V.m
-1

]. Note that by apply (3.6) in 

FEA modelling, the dielectric leakage current is found only contribute 1% additional heat losses. In 

Figure 3.3 below, the heat source allocation is illustrated. 

 

Figure 3.3: Illustration of heat source allocation 

In terms of boundary conditions within the cable, B8 and B10 in Figure 3.3 refer to the insulation 

and serving outer boundaries, with a thermal continuity boundary defined as: 

 −𝐧𝐢𝐧𝐧𝐞𝐫 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇)𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 𝐧𝐨𝐮𝐭𝐞𝐫 ∙ (𝑘𝛻𝑇)𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟     (3.7) 

 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 = 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 (3.8) 

Where; ninner and nouter are the normal unit vectors at boundary inner and outer surfaces, and Tinner 

and Touter are the temperature of the boundary inner and outer surfaces [K]. Specially for the 

thermal-electric modelling, ‘electrical potential’ and ‘ground’ boundaries are defined on B7 and B8 

respectively as follows: 

 𝛷 = 103𝑈     (3.9) 

 𝛷 = 0 (3.10) 

Where; Φ is the field potential [V] and U is the nominal operating voltage [kV].  

Outside the cable in Figure 3.2, the ground boundary B1 is either isothermal or thermal convection 

using (2.69). The side boundaries B5 and B6 are thermal insulation specified by the following 

equation. 
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 −𝑛 ∙ (−𝑘∇𝑇) = 0     (3.11) 

Where; n is the unit vector normal to the surface, k the general thermal conductivity [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], 

and θ is the general temperature [°C].  

For the bottom boundary B2, previous studies [83] have generally adopted a 12°C isothermal 

condition at 7m depth, which was shown to match well with IEC60287-1-1 [31] in [141]. However, 

for land cable crossings with a higher total heat generation, the temperature distribution at 7m 

depth is less likely to be isothermal. This distortion gets stronger with deeper cable burial depth. In 

order to remove constraints from the arbitrary isothermal bottom boundary, the temperature 

distribution at 7m depth with the presence of crossing cables is calculated by: 

 𝑇 = 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 + ∑
𝜌𝑏𝑓

2𝜋
𝑊𝑡𝑗 ln (

𝑑𝑗
′

𝑑𝑗
)𝑛

𝑗=1      (3.12) 

Where; θamb is the ambient backfill temperature [°C], Wtj the total losses of cable j [W.m
-1

],  ρbf the 

backfill thermal resistivity [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], dj the distance from the point under consideration to the 

actual buried cable j [m], and d j́ is the distance to the image of buried cable j [m]. A full derivation 

can be found in Appendix One.  

The application of (3.12) has been supported by comparison to models either with a much bigger 

depth (i.e. 25m, 50m) or with an ‘infinite elements domain’. The ‘infinite elements domain’ is used 

to model unbounded domains through applying a coordinate scaling to a layer of virtual domains 

with finite size surrounding the physical region of interest. Effectively, this finite virtual domain is 

stretched out towards infinity [142].  

As the crossing maximum temperature difference of the cable conductor at the crossing point 

between all the three methods (i.e. distributed bottom boundary temperature, 50m-depth modelling, 

infinite elements domain) is less than 1°C, (3.12) is utilized to avoid excessive meshing in the 50m 

depth modelling and the complex boundary settings for infinite elements domain. 

3.3.3 Meshing and Solving 

For large scale 3D FEA models, meshing is a key step to guarantee a fast and accurate solution, 

because each mesh node will be assigned a partial differential equation (PDE) to describe the 

physics. Higher mesh density is required where the field (thermal/ electrical) gradient is large. 

Generally, mesh quality is a gross mesh evaluation largely based on its shape and location (e.g. 

length ratio between the longest and the shorted element edges). In this thesis, triangle (2D) and 

tetrahedron (3D) meshes are widely used for unstructured grids, with key criterion to be its shape, 

location and size. For instance, equation below calculates the triangle mesh quality based on its 

shape (i.e. any distortion to an equilateral shape leads to a mesh quality less than 1) [143]:   

 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
4√3𝐴𝑡𝑟𝑖

ℎ1
2+ℎ2

2+ℎ3
2     (3.13) 
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Where; Atri is the triangle area [m
2
] and h1, h2, h3 are the side lengths [m]. Figure 3.4 below shows a 

comparison between coarse and refined meshes, as an example, for 2D slice three-phase cable 

circuits.  

 

Figure 3.4: Comparison between coarse and refined meshes 

In Figure 3.4, two surface meshing strategies are applied and compared. The upper half shows a 

coarse meshing with average mesh quality of 0.8445, while the lower half shows a refined meshing 

with mesh quality of 0.9647. However, as the maximum difference in the temperature profile is less 

than 0.2°C (a safety margin up to 2°C is widely adopted in practice [22]), it implies that an 

extremely refined mesh (e.g. small size mesh with equilateral shape) for cable conductor and 

ambient environment is sometimes not necessary. Thus an application of the meshing strategy in 

upper half can largely save the computation time. Note that a suitable meshing strategy was 

determined before each test (i.e. refined meshes only applied to thin layers and regions under big 

field gradient). For instance, the minimum mesh size for the cable sheath and serving layers is 

0.002m with 1.1 size growth rate, while all the other components have a minimum mesh size of 

0.03m with 1.3 size growth rate (refer to the upper half of Figure 3.4).  

As the FEA numerical modelling is widely used in this thesis, it is necessary to explain a bit more 

about the solving process from a mathematical perspective, for completeness of relevant 

calculation and reference. As briefly mentioned in Section 2.2, most fundamental physics are 

mathematically described by partial differential equations (PDEs), with a main variable (e.g. 

temperature T in thermal analysis or field potential Φ in electrostatic analysis) against location and 

time. Rather than analytically solve these PDEs for an exact algebraic solution which calculates the 

variable value at every single point within a continuous application domain, people may only be 

interested in values at certain key ‘isolated’ points which are adequate to reflect the overall 

physical profile. Therefore, the concept of discretization is proposed by replacing the continuous 

information contained in the exact solution of PDEs with discrete values at certain grid points (i.e. 

mesh nodes in FEA modelling). Thus, discretization equation is defined as an algebraic expression 

which mathematically links variable values at discrete grid points. 
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To get discretization equations from PDEs, several mechanisms can be applied such as Taylor-

Series Formulation, Control-Volume Formulation, Variation Formulation, and Weighted Residuals 

Method [144]. However, to simplify the illustration, only the first two are chosen and compared. 

The following example aims to analyse 1D longitudinal heat conduction under steady state, which 

has the governing differential equation simplified from (3.1) as:  

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑥
(𝑘

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
) + 𝑄ℎ = 0     (3.14) 

To discretise (3.14) through Taylor-Series Formulation, let’s consider three consecutive grid nodes 

with equal spacing shown in Figure 3.5, and the Taylor-Series expansion around point n becomes: 

 

Figure 3.5: Illustration for Taylor-Series Formulation 

 𝑇𝑛−1 = 𝑇𝑛 + (−∆𝑥) (
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑛

+
1

2
(−∆𝑥)2 (

𝑑2𝑇

𝑑𝑥2)
𝑛

+ ⋯     (3.15) 

 𝑇𝑛+1 = 𝑇𝑛 + ∆𝑥 (
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑛

+
1

2
(∆𝑥)2 (

𝑑2𝑇

𝑑𝑥2)
𝑛

+ ⋯  (3.16) 

When ∆x tends to be zero, both (3.15) and (3.16) can be truncated after the third term. Therefore, 

by adding and subtracting the two equations, following two expressions result: 

 (
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑛

=
𝑇𝑛+1−𝑇𝑛−1

2∆𝑥
     (3.17) 

 (
𝑑2𝑇

𝑑𝑥2)
𝑛

=
𝑇𝑛−1+𝑇𝑛+1−2𝑇𝑛

(∆𝑥)2
  (3.18) 

If the thermal conductivity, k, is assumed constant, substituting (3.18) into (3.14) and the 

discretization equation is derived as: 

 𝑘𝑇𝑛−1 − 2𝑘𝑇𝑛 + 𝑘𝑇𝑛+1 = −(∆𝑥)2𝑄ℎ𝑛     (3.19) 

In a short summary, the Taylor-Series Formulation is one of the simplest discretization mechanisms. 

However, it requires equal spacing between grid nodes which limits its flexibility. In order to 

truncate higher order elements, this mechanism also requires a small spacing ∆x and assumes that 

the main variable (e.g. temperature T) is somewhat like a polynomial in x. This is because the 

Taylor expansion itself is developed in polynomial form and it is better suited to apply to physics 

with polynomial nature. Otherwise, undesirable formulations may occur (e.g. T varies 

exponentially with x) [144]. Normally, the Taylor-Series Formulation leads to finite difference 

equations which adopts rectangular meshes and have less meshing freedom for complex geometries.  

To discretise (3.14) through Control-Volume Formulation, the differential equation is integrated 

over each control volume around each grid point and the piecewise profiles expressing the variation 
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of T between the grid points are used to evaluate the required integrals. Let’s redraw Figure 3.5 

with an integration region around the central point in Figure 3.6. 

 

Figure 3.6: Illustration for Control-Volume Formulation 

By integrating (3.14) over a control volume (i.e. point w to point e over a length of ∆x´) and 

assuming that temperature T varies linearly with x ,́ following expressions are reached: 

 (𝑘
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑒
− (𝑘

𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑤

+ ∫ 𝑄ℎ
𝑒

𝑤
= 0     (3.20) 

 
𝑘𝑒(𝑇𝑛+1−𝑇𝑛)

∆𝑒
−

𝑘𝑤(𝑇𝑛−𝑇𝑛−1)

∆𝑤
+ 𝑄ℎ𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅∆𝑥′ = 0  (3.21) 

Where; ke and kw are the average thermal conductivity over ∆e and ∆w [W.m
-1

.K
-1

], and  𝑄ℎ𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is the 

average rate of heat generation around node n over a length of ∆x  ́[W.m
-3

]. Rearrange (3.21) and 

the discretization equation becomes: 

 (
𝑘𝑤

∆𝑤
)𝑇𝑛−1 − (

𝑘𝑒

∆𝑒
+

𝑘2

∆𝑤
)𝑇𝑛 + (

𝑘𝑒

∆𝑒
)𝑇𝑛+1 = −∆𝑥′𝑄ℎ𝑛

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅     (3.22) 

In (3.22), as the spacings ∆e and ∆w do not necessarily need to be equal, it gives more freedom in 

the grid spacing. For example, if the temperature gradient is much high on RHS of node n than its 

LHS, ∆e would be much smaller than ∆w. Normally, the Control-Volume Formulation can lead to 

finite element equations, where triangular meshes become possible for certain complex geometries. 

Notice that, if  𝑄ℎ𝑛
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = Qhn and ∆w = ∆e with sectional middle points at w and e, ∆x  ́= ∆w = ∆e = ∆x 

and (3.22) becomes (3.19). Therefore, for simplicity, (3.19) is used to illustrate the following 

solving process. Let’s first rewrite (3.19) in a general form: 

 𝐵𝑇𝑛−1 − 𝑀𝑇𝑛 + 𝑅𝑇𝑛+1 = 𝑄𝑛     (3.23) 

Where; B, M, R are the variable coefficients for the left, middle, right nodes in Figure 3.5, and Qn 

represents the heat generation at the middle node. Theoretically speaking, if the 1D domain (e.g. 

metal rod) is equally divided into n-1 sections with T1 and Tn at the start and end nodes, only n-2 

independent equations can be derived from (3.23) because T0 and Tn+1 do not physically exist. 

Therefore, to uniquely solve for n discretised temperatures, two more independent equations must 

be added as boundary conditions. Under a heat conduction problem, boundary temperature and 

boundary heat flux are normally prescribed, but could not be physically defined at the same node 

simultaneously. Therefore, let’s suppose an entering boundary heat flux inflow, qbc, at the start 
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node and boundary temperature, Tbc, at the end node. In Figure 3.6, for the start node n-1, assuming 

point w is in the middle of ∆w and ∆w = ∆x, integrating (3.14) over a half control volume from 

node n-1 to point w gives: 

 (𝑘
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑤

− (𝑘
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝑥
)
𝑛−1

+ ∫ 𝑄ℎ
𝑤

𝑛−1
= 0     (3.24) 

By applying Fourier’s law [145] to (3.24) and substituting n = 2, following equations result: 

 
𝑘𝑤(𝑇𝑛−𝑇𝑛−1)

∆𝑥
+ 𝑞𝑏𝑐 +

∆𝑥

2
𝑄ℎ1 = 0  (3.25) 

 −𝑘𝑤𝑇1 + 𝑘𝑤𝑇2 = −∆𝑥 (𝑞𝑏𝑐 +
∆𝑥

2
𝑄ℎ1)   (3.26) 

For the end node, Tn simply equals to Tbc. Subsequently in FEA, discretization equations at all grid 

points are stored in matrix as: 

        Heat source matrix                            Transfer matrix                     Temperature matrix 
 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
 −∆𝑥 (𝑞𝑏𝑐 +

∆𝑥

2
𝑄ℎ1)

𝑄2

𝑄3

⋮
𝑄𝑛−2

𝑄𝑛−1

𝑇𝑏𝑐 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
 
 
 
−𝑘𝑤 𝑘𝑤 0
0 𝐵2 𝑀2

0 0 𝐵3

0 0
𝑅2 0
𝑀3 𝑅3

⋯
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

⋯
𝐵𝑛−2 𝑀𝑛−2

0 𝐵𝑛−1

0 0

𝑅𝑛−2 0
𝑀𝑛−1 𝑅𝑛−1

0 1 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

[
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑇1

𝑇2

𝑇3

⋮
𝑇𝑛−2

𝑇𝑛−1

𝑇𝑛 ]
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
(3.27) 

Finally, the temperature matrix is solved by right multiplying the heat source matrix with the 

reciprocal transfer matrix. This approach is called direct solving because, for a linear problem, only 

one calculation is needed. However, the direct solving can become very memory demanding for 

large scale non-linear 3D models, as it requires solving equations repeatedly with updated 

coefficients and all the associated matrixes needs to be fully stored before each repeated calculation. 

For example, nearly two million matrix entities are required for the 3D cable crossing models.  

Apart from the direct solving, iterative solving becomes an alternative which starts from a guessed 

variable value (i.e. initial condition) and use the discretization equations in some manner to obtain 

an improved solution. Following successive repetitions of the algorithm, convergence is finally 

arrived when an approximate solution close enough to the exact one is found within some pre-

specified error tolerance or other convergence criterion. The simplest iterative solving is Gauss-

Seidel method [144] and a sample application is provided in Section 4.1. Compared to the direct 

solving, iterative solving requires much less memory because only the solution matrix is stored 

within iteration. However, a longer calculation time is expected and it can be heavily affected by 

the initial condition. In this thesis, a direct solver is chosen for a fast computation, as the computer 

memory is not the primary limit. 

3.4 Effect of DC voltage ripple 

DC voltage ripple is an unavoidable residual periodic variation in an output dc voltage, which is 

originally derived from an input ac voltage source. In general, this ripple is due to an incomplete 
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suppression of the alternating waveform within the power supply, and exists within all forms of 

HVDC converters like line commutated converter (LCC) and voltage source converter (VSC). For 

the line commutated converter, the ripple is caused by the imperfect rectification of the ac 

waveform, but is normally filtered on the dc side by a smoothing line reactor and tuned filters [146]. 

For the voltage source converter, the ripple is caused by the switching of the power-electronic 

components. 

With the dc voltage ripple existing in HVDC cables, there is a concern that this high-frequency 

ripple may induce current on the cable metal sheath and subsequently limit the cable rating by 

introducing extra sheath heat loss. In addition, this extra heat loss in sheath can lead to an increased 

conductor resistance and associated conductor joule loss as well. To remove this concern for this 

thesis, it is necessary to quantify this induced loss. 

In practice, 6 and 12-pulse Bridge rectifier are normally used for high power applications due to a 

reduced harmonic distortion on both the ac and dc connections [147]. Therefore, the fundamental 

dc voltage ripple element has a frequency from 300Hz to 600Hz (default 50Hz ac voltage source). 

Although some high-frequency harmonics may reach frequencies of several kHz, the corresponding 

ripple magnitude is small. According to [148], ripple factor for a 12-pulse Bridge is around 0.01. In 

other words, for the nominal HVDC cable in this thesis rated at around 2500A, the effective ripple 

current is about 25A. Based on a recent publication [149], the loss from induced sheath current is 

about 3 times as much as the conductor joule loss caused by the effective ripple current. For the MI 

HVDC cable in this thesis, the 25A effective ripple current gives rise to an extra 0.01W.m
-1

 

conductor joule loss (Rac ≈ 1.7×10
-5

Ω.m
-1

). Therefore, an extra sheath loss of around 0.03W.m
-1

 is 

suggested, which is negligible compared to a much greater steady state conductor loss of around 

25W.m
-1

. 

In terms of electrical stress-limited rating calculation, the introduction of sheath loss will lead to a 

conservative solution. This is because when the extra sheath loss is included, the conductor 

electrical resistance, Rdc, increases due to a higher conductor temperature. Therefore, to keep a 

constant maximum temperature difference across the insulation (Istress
2 

× Rdc × T1 = const), the 

stress-limited rating is reduced. 

Similarly for the mechanical pressure-limited rating calculation, the introduction of sheath loss also 

leads to a conservative solution. This is because with the extra sheath loss, a higher temperature 

rise results and leads to a bigger thermal expansion mismatch between the dielectric layer and the 

sheath layer. Therefore, higher interfacial pressure develops, which reduces the mechanical 

pressure-limited rating. 
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3.5 Summary 

This chapter firstly summarizes the parameters of two nominal high voltage cables used in the rest 

of this thesis. Secondly, the FEA numerical modelling procedure is standardized with emphasis on 

cable heat sources and boundary conditions. Finally, a short discussion over the DC voltage ripple 

is presented to support some key assumptions in this thesis. The next chapter will address the 

electrical stress-limited rating development, which follows a thermal-electric constraint. 
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Chapter 4 

Electrical Stress-limited Rating 

As introduced in Section 2.3, the main challenge of the electrical stress-limited rating is to 

simultaneously determine both the dielectric thermal and electric field distributions, owing to the 

dielectric electrical conductivity being dependent upon temperature and electrical stress. In Chapter 

4, a detailed derivation of the electrical stress-limited rating method is presented, which is 

subsequently demonstrated through FEA modelling. More importantly, this rating method 

complements the existing IEC thermal-limited rating to deliver an overall thermal-electric 

consideration. 

4.1 Electric field distribution within cable insulation 

Before deriving the electrical stress-limited rating, three dielectric electric field distribution 

calculations are compared, following distinct mechanisms, namely: analytical approximation (2.24), 

numerical iteration (2.34) and FEA modelling. As (2.34) is a numerical approach, a solving 

strategy is firstly proposed. 

To solve (2.34), the stress dependence γ is set to zero for the initial estimation of Er(0), because the 

value of γ is very small (around 0.03, Table 2.1) and it has a smaller effect than the temperature 

dependence. Subsequently, (2.34) is calculated through Gauss-Seidel iterative method with the 

term, Er, in its denominator being approximated by (2.24): 

 𝐸𝑟(𝑛+1) =
𝑈𝑟𝑠−1𝑒

−𝛾𝐸𝑟(𝑛)  

∫ 𝑟𝑠−1𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑖

= 𝐴 ∙ 𝑟𝑠−1𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟(𝑛)      (4.1) 

Until certain convergence requirement of Er is achieved (Er(n+1) - Er(n) < convergence limit, e.g. 

0.1kV.mm
-1

). Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters of a testing annulus quoted from [73], and  

Table 4.2 shows a comparison between various calculation strategies. 

Table 4.1: Parameter summary of the testing annulus 

Parameter Value Unit 

dielectric annulus inner radius 23.2 mm
 

dielectric annulus outer radius 42.4 mm 

stress dependent coefficient (γ) 0.03 mm.kV
-1 

temperature dependent coefficient (α)  0.1 °C
-1 

reference electrical conductivity 1×10
-16 

S.m
-1 

dielectric annulus thermal resistivity 6 K.m.W
-1 

dielectric annulus relative permittivity 3.5 - 

voltage across the annulus 450 kV 

annulus temperature drop 5 - 20 °C 
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Table 4.2: Stress calculation under various strategies 

Electric field stress (kV.mm
-1

) 

Dielectric 

temperature drop 

(
0
C) 

Eoll’s equation 

(2.24) 

Jero’s equation 

(4.1) 
FEA modelling 

at r = 23.2mm, close to the conductor screen 

5 24.23 24.23 24.23 

10 20.57 20.52 20.51 

15 17.35 17.11 17.11 

20 14.53 14.02 14.03 

at r = 32.8mm, middle of the dielectric  

5 23.40 23.40 23.39 

10 23.52 23.54 23.54 

15 23.48 23.58 23.59 

20 23.27 23.52 23.53 

at r = 42.4mm, close to the dielectric screen  

5 22.81 22.80 22.82 

10 25.97 25.94 25.97 

15 29.38 29.19 29.14 

20 33.00 32.53 32.40 

From  

Table 4.2, it can be seen that the analytical calculation (Eoll’s equation) gives a slightly bigger 

difference compared to the other two. Therefore, Equation (4.1) is chosen as the default numerical 

calculation for the rest of this thesis, as it has a minimum difference compared to the FEA 

modelling. Figure 4.1 below plots data from  

Table 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.1: Electrical stress distribution under various temperature drops 
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In Figure 4.1, a point with almost constant electrical stress (less than 0.6% variation, presumably 

due to numerical errors), regardless of dielectric temperature drop θdrop, is found to be physically 

located in the middle of the insulation layer. This observation has also been previously mentioned, 

[73], which considers the macroscopic space charge effect, and will be applied later for deriving an 

analytical approximation of the electrical stress-limited rating. In addition, it is observed from  

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1 that this constant stress at r = 32.8mm might be approximated by the 

dielectric mean field stress U/(Ro-Ri) [150] (Refer to Section 4.3.3 for a detailed test). 

4.2 Derivation of electrical stress-limited rating equation 

By regarding the annular cable insulation as a bulk resistor, the dielectric electrical stress, Er, can 

be calculated according to Ohms law as: 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑖𝜌𝑟

2𝜋𝑟
   (4.2) 

 𝑖 =
𝑈

𝑅𝑒𝑞
   (4.3) 

Where; ρr is the dielectric electrical resistivity defined in (2.13), Req the equivalent electrical 

resistance of the insulation under a particular loading condition [Ω.m
-1

], and i is the dielectric 

leakage current [A]. By substituting (2.13), (4.3) into (4.2): 

 𝐸𝑟 =
𝑈𝜌𝑜 𝑒−𝛼𝜃𝑟 𝑒−𝛾𝐸𝑟

2𝜋𝑟𝑅𝑒𝑞
  (4.4) 

As Req is constant under a certain loading condition, only two unknowns Er and θr exist. To solve 

(4.4), at least two reference points satisfying the equation are required as the ‘boundary condition’. 

In general, the maximum long-term design stress value, Emax, (taken here as 30kV.mm
-1

 [73]) at the 

insulation outer radius, Ro, is chosen to be the first reference point. Although the choice of the 

second reference point is free, it is reasonable to choose the ‘constant’ middle point (refer to Figure 

4.1) at r = (Ri+Ro)/2 because the local electrical stress, E(Ro+Ri)/2, can be calculated either 

numerically or analytically from (2.24) or (4.1). 

For the purpose of method development, the two reference points are represented in the form of 

(Eref1, Ɵref1, rref1), and (Eref2, θref2, rref2), where Eref1 and Eref2 are the electrical stresses and θref1 and 

θref2 are the temperatures at radius rref1 and rref2. By substituting the two reference points into (4.4) 

and rearranging the equation, the following two expressions are derived: 

 
2𝜋𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1

𝑈𝜌𝑜𝑒
−𝛾𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1  

=
𝑒

−𝛼𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓1  

𝑅𝑒𝑞
  (4.5) 

 
2𝜋𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2

𝑈𝜌𝑜𝑒
−𝛾𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2

=
𝑒

−𝛼𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓2

𝑅𝑒𝑞
  (4.6) 

Dividing (4.5) by (4.6) leads to: 

 
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2
𝑒𝛾(𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1−𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2) = 𝑒𝛼(𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓2−𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓1)   (4.7) 
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As the dielectric leakage current loss is normally neglected for dc cables [31], the temperature 

difference between the two reference points is the product of the heat flux (resulting from the 

conductor joule loss Wc) and equivalent thermal resistance between the points. Assume rref1 is 

larger than rref2, therefore Eref1 is stronger than Eref2, θref2 is higher than θref1 under a dc voltage and 

the following equation holds: 

 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓2 − 𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑓1 =
𝑊𝑐𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
𝑙𝑛 (

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2
)  (4.8) 

Where; ρt is the thermal resistivity of the insulation [K.m.W
-1

]. By substituting (4.8) into (4.7) and 

rearranging the equation for Wc, we obtain: 

    
𝑊𝑐 =

2𝜋

𝛼𝜌𝑡 𝑙𝑛(
𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1

𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2
)

[𝛾(𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1 − 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2) + 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2
)]  

(4.9) 

Once the conductor joule loss, Wc, is uniquely evaluated through (2.15), the electrical stress-limited 

current rating, Istress, satisfying (Eref1, rref1), (Eref2, rref2) can be calculated through the following 

equations: 

 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠 = √
𝑊𝑐

𝑅𝑑𝑐
  (4.10) 

 𝑅𝑑𝑐 =
𝜌20

𝐴
[1 + 𝛼20(𝜃𝑐 − 293.15)]  (4.11) 

 𝜃𝑐 = 𝑊𝑐(𝑇1 + 𝑇2 + 𝑇3 + 𝑇4) + 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏  (4.12) 

Where; ρ20 is the conductor electrical resistivity at 20°C [Ω.m], α20 the temperature coefficient of 

electrical resistivity at 20°C [K
-1

], and A is the cross-sectional area of the cable conductor [m
2
]. 

4.3 Proposed solution techniques and verification 

Up to this point, an analytical calculation for the stress-limited rating, Istress, has been proposed. 

Based on calculating Eref2 of the second reference point, a numerical solution and an analytical 

approximation of Istress can be obtained separately. 

4.3.1 Analytical approximation (Method 1) 

Referring to  

Table 4.2, Figure 4.1 and [73], it is found that a point with almost constant electrical stress is 

located in the middle of the insulation, regardless of various loading conditions (including load off). 

Therefore, by assuming that the constant point is located exactly at r = (Ri+Ro)/2, the constant 

stress can be either analytically calculated through (2.24) referring to the load-off situation (Wc = 0) 

or approximated by the dielectric mean field stress: 

 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 =
𝑈𝛿(𝑅𝑖+𝑅𝑜)𝛿−1

𝑒𝛿−1(𝑅𝑜
𝛿−𝑅𝑖

𝛿)
≈

𝑈

𝑅𝑜−𝑅𝑖
  (4.13) 
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 𝛿 =
𝛾𝑈

𝛾𝑈+𝑅𝑜−𝑅𝑖
  (4.14) 

Where; Econst is the constant electrical stress at r = (Ri+Ro)/2 [kV.mm
-1

]. Thus by setting this 

constant point to be the second reference point (Eref2, rref2), the ‘boundary condition’ becomes: 

 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓1 = 𝑅𝑜  (4.15) 

 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓1 = 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥  (4.16) 

 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑓2 = (𝑅𝑖 + 𝑅𝑜)/2  (4.17) 

 𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑓2 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡  (4.18) 

Substituting the two reference points (Eref1, rref1), (Eref2, rref2) into (4.9), a final analytical 

approximation for Wc is derived as: 

    𝑊𝑐 =
2𝜋

𝛼𝜌𝑡 ln(
2𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑜+𝑅𝑖
)
[𝛾(𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡) + ln (

2𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑅𝑜

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡(𝑅𝑖+𝑅𝑜)
)]  (4.19) 

Note that the accuracy and applicability of (4.19) largely depends on the validation of the ‘constant 

middle point’ assumption, which requires a development of non-destructive experiments on direct 

dielectric field stress probing. In cases where the assumption doesn’t hold, the following numerical 

solution (Method 2) can still be applied as an alternative. One may argue that the joule loss, Wc, can 

be directly calculated backwards through (2.24) by substituting (Eref1, rref1). However this idea is 

dropped because according to Figure 4.1, the field stress evaluation by (2.24) is much more 

accurate at rref2 rather than rref1. 

4.3.2 Numerical solution (Method 2) 

To obtain a more accurate solution, a numerical iteration is required by combining (4.9) with the 

electrical stress calculation (2.34). According to (2.34), the local electrical stress, Er, is defined as a 

function of dielectric temperature drop, θdrop, only. Thus the electrical stress of the second reference 

point, Eref2, can be calculated by providing Wc throughout the following equation: 

    𝜃𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =
𝑊𝑐𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
ln

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
  (4.20) 

A closed numerical iteration for the calculation of Wc is suggested in the following flow diagram: 
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Figure 4.2: Flow diagram for the numerical calculation of joule losses Wc 

Once Wc is obtained after the iteration, (4.10) - (4.12) are applied to calculate the electrical stress-

limited rating, Istress. 

4.3.3 Verification of electrical stress-limited rating calculation 

To verify the applicability and accuracy of both the analytical approximation and numerical 

solution, the HVDC bipole cable circuit from Table 3.2 (Di = 101mm, γ = 0.03mm.kV
-1

) is in a 

horizontally flat formation buried at 10m depth on land (10m pole-pole separation, 12°C ambient 

temperature) to simulate the real practice. The overall layout and boundary condition settings are 

shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. By setting the maximum dielectric electrical stress, Emax, as the 

controlling parameter (0.1kV.mm
-1

 stress variation margin), results of the corresponding rating 

calculations are summarized in Table 4.3.  

 Table 4.3: Electrical stress-limited rating under various Emax 

Target Emax in kV.mm
-1

 at Ro 27 28.5 30 31.5 33 

Istress in A (FEA) 1525 1687 1820 1939 2050 

Istress in A (Method 1, Eoll’s analytical calculation) 1561 1719 1852 1966 2067 

Istress in A (Method 1, mean stress approximation) 1532 1692 1829 1947 2049 

Istress in A (Method 2) 1521 1681 1817 1936 2044 

From Table 4.3, it can be seen that both the Method 1 (analytical) and Method 2 (numerical) show 

a good agreement with FEA modelling solutions (within 2.5% and lead to less than 2°C 

temperature variation). As the Method 1 (i.e. mean stress approximation) is analytical and more 

applicable in practice, it is used to calculate the stress-limited rating for the remainder of this thesis. 

One practical benefit from applying Method 1 and 2 is that preliminary design calculations could 

be undertaken quickly for a range of cable configurations.  
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Figure 4.3 below shows typical dielectric stress evolutions within a thermal loading cycle, carrying 

Method 1 ratings. It verifies that during a field transition between ‘ac type’ (cold) and ‘dc type’ 

(hot), the dielectric stress maximum moves outwards or inwards between Ri and Ro respectively 

due to (2.9). As a typical thermal cycle test lasts only 24 hours [151], a further study shows that it 

may take up to 150 hours before reaching a steady state.  

 
Figure 4.3: Stress evolution during a loading cycle (heating up/ cooling down) 

Another key application of Method 1 is to help run sensitivity analysis of the rating to the two 

conductivity coefficients in (2.9). Understanding the sensitivity of the algorithm to its input 

parameters is important, as exact values for a given cable design may not be known at early stages 

of a project. In Table 4.4 below, either the maximum dielectric stress or the rating is constant and 

the values of the two conductivity coefficients vary between 50% and 150% from the default value. 

Table 4.4: Sensitivity analysis of the two conductivity coefficient 

 α is the variable (γ = 0.03) γ is the variable (α = 0.1) 

Variation 
50% 

0.05 

75% 

0.075 

100% 

0.1 

125% 

0.125 

150% 

0.15 

50% 

0.015 

75% 

0.023 

100% 

0.03 

125% 

0.038 

150% 

0.045 

Emax = 30kV.mm
-1

 is constant 

Rating (A) 2397 2057 1829 1664 1537 1718 1779 1829 1884 1930 

Rating = 1829A is constant 

Emax 

(kV.mm
-1

) 
25.7 27.8 30 32.4 34.7 31.6 30.7 30 29.5 29.1 

From Table 4.4, it can be seen that the stress-limited rating is more sensitive to the temperature 

dependency coefficient, α, than the electric field dependency coefficient γ. By varying the value of 

coefficient α from 50% to 150% of its original value, up to 860A (47%) rating variation is observed, 

while changing coefficient γ causes a smaller rating variation of 212A (12%). In terms of Emax, a 

similar trend is found, in that the dielectric electrical stress is more sensitive to coefficient α rather 

than γ. Therefore, it is suggested to design/ choose dielectric materials with low-value α and high-

value γ for a better electrical performance. 
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Table 4.4 also emphasizes the importance of obtaining measured values of α and γ for a given cable 

system. Although the range tested is relatively large, an error of more than 2% in the rating 

calculation (as a result of the input data) would not be acceptable, even for an initial scoping study. 

A method for the experimental determination of parameters α and γ can be found in [152]. 

4.4 Applications of electrical stress-limited rating 

Under practical operations, the current rating requirement must be set to guarantee both the thermal 

and electrical safety of the cable. Therefore the developed electrical stress-limited rating should be 

combined with the existing thermal-limited rating (2.2) to provide an overall thermal-electric 

consideration. For all the tests in this section, both the thermal-limited rating, Ithermal, and the stress-

limited rating, Istress, of the nominal cable are calculated by IEC60287 and Method 1 respectively, 

with the lower value being named the cable thermal-electric rating ITE. Unless otherwise stated, the 

thermal and electrical limits are maximum 50
0
C conductor temperature and 30kV.mm

-1
 

(0.1kV.mm
-1

stress variation margin) at the outer radius of the insulation. Under such operating 

conditions, the dielectric leakage current loss can be safely disregarded [79]. To investigate the 

applicability of the cable thermal-electric rating, 3 testing categories are chosen for different cable 

installations and operating conditions. 

 Submarine HVDC cable (steady state) 

 HVDC cable on land (steady state) 

 HVDC cable under polarity reversal (transient) 

4.4.1 Electrical stress-limited rating for submarine HVDC cable 

The rating of submarine sections of HVDC cable from Table 3.2 (Di = 101mm, γ = 0.03mm.kV
-1

) 

is frequently stress-limited, as the thermal environment is often less onerous for the cable than that 

of the land sections. It assumes: 

 Seafloor is isothermal at 12
0
C and backfill thermal resistivity is 0.7 K.m.W

-1
.  

 Cable burial depth is between 1m and 3m and the pole-pole configuration is either touching, 

or separated at least 10m [28].  

Therefore, the operating voltage, U, is the controlling parameter varying from 400kV to 550kV, 

while the bipole circuit with 10m pole-pole separation is buried at an average of 2m below the 

seafloor to simulate the real practice. The overall layout and boundary condition settings are shown 

in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4 show the test results.  

Table 4.5: Electrical stress-limited rating under various operating voltages 

U (kV) 375 400 425 450 475 500 525 

Ithermal (A) 2210 2210 2210 2210 2210 2210 2210 

Istress (A) 2463 2360 2253 2141 2024 1899 1766 
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Ithermal-electric (A) 2210 2210 2210 2141 2024 1899 1766 

FEA (A) 2210 2210 2210 2145 2031 1900 1770 

Capacity per pole (MW) 829 884 939 963 965 950 927 

 
Figure 4.4: Rating plot under various operating voltages 

As shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4, the thermal-electric rating agrees well with the FEA 

modelling solution within a maximum rating difference less than 0.5%. Secondly, two distinct 

current rating domains are found, depending upon the operating voltage. When the operating 

voltage is below a critical value for this design (between 425kV to 450kV), the thermal 

performance limits the rating, while the stress performance becomes the main rating constraint as 

the voltage goes above 450kV. This finding suggests that the IEC60287 is still applicable when the 

operating voltage is under the critical value, while it loses its applicability when the critical value is 

exceeded. Thirdly, it can be shown that a dielectric failure could occur through excessive electrical 

stressing before the normal upper thermal limit is exceeded, even if no latent defect is present 

within the cable insulation. 

Moreover, from a system operator’s perspective, it is of great value to show, in Figure 4.5, the 

relationship between the transmission capacity and operating voltage.  
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Figure 4.5: Transmission capacity plot at various operating voltages 

From Figure 4.5, the HVDC submarine cable under test has a peak transmission capacity up to 

970MW which is achieved by gradually increasing the operating voltage from 375kV to 475kV. 

However beyond this critical voltage level, the power transmission capacity decreases as a result of 

the reduced stress-limited loading.  

Finally, another parameter requiring further explanation is the maximum long-term design 

dielectric breakdown stress, being 30kV.mm
-1

 in this thesis. Unlike the strictly defined thermal 

limit where material degradation occurs, the maximum dielectric breakdown stress is a statistical 

approximation which only guarantees a dielectric safety over a certain period with prescribed 

survival probability. Therefore, 30kV.mm
-1

 is a satisfactory value suggested by many prior 

researchers for general MI paper insulations which are designed for steady state operations up to 40 

years with an acceptable survival probability. For a more accurate value, the following survival 

function is generally used, following a Weibull distribution [153]: 

    𝑃(𝑡, 𝐸) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−(
𝑡

𝑡0
)
𝑎
(

𝐸

𝐸0
)
𝑏
]  (4.21) 

Where; a, b are the Weibull parameters for a particular insulation or particular lengths of, say, a 

cable sample of particular dimensions. The time t0 and stress E0 represent the ‘average’ survival 

time, t0, for particular samples of a cable at a stress of E0. Sample breakdown data for paper 

insulation can be found in [154]. 

4.4.2 Electrical stress-limited rating for HVDC cable on land 

The rating of directly buried land HVDC cable from Table 3.2 (Di = 101mm, γ = 0.033mm.kV
-1

) is 

complicated, because changes in the cable installation can affect both the thermal-limited and 

electrical stress-limited rating calculations through the parameter T4 in (2.2) and (4.12). The model 
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has a land installation shown in Table 3.3 with isothermal ground surface and ambient temperature 

both at 12°C to simulate the real practice. The overall layout and boundary condition settings are 

shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Note that in reality, the circuit burial depth normally less than 

5m and a rare10m depth chosen in this section is mainly for research purpose only. 

Note that the lower one between the thermal-limited rating and the electrical stress-limited rating is 

named as the thermal-electric rating, ITE. Results are shown in Table 4.6 and plotted in Figure 4.6. 

Table 4.6: Thermal-electric rating under various land installations 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Rating plot under various burial depths (5m pole-pole separation) 
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In Figure 4.6, the circuit rating under various burial depths is plotted for a separation of 5m. It 

shows that the cable thermal-electric ratings agree well with FEA modelling solutions with a 

maximum rating difference less than 1% throughout the range of burial depths considered. Both the 

thermal-limited and electrical stress-limited ratings decrease with an increasing burial depth. 

However, the stress-limited rating is only slightly impacted by the burial depth due to the small 

impact of T4 on the result of (4.11). More importantly, it has been found that the stress-limited 

rating dominates for shallower burial depths (less than 2m), whereas the deeper burial depths 

remain thermal-limited. In terms of practical operation, it suggests that the conventional IEC rating 

calculation is still applicable for most directly buried HVDC land cables. In Figure 4.7 below, the 

simulation is repeated but with an increased bipole separation of 20m. 

 

Figure 4.7: Rating plot under various burial depths (20m pole-pole separation) 

 

From Figure 4.7, similar conclusions to Figure 4.6 can be drawn and it shows that the bipole 

separation has little effect on the thermal-electric rating (less than 1% variation) as long as the 

rating is stress-limited. In addition, the transition boundary moves to a slightly greater depth of 

2.3m. 

Considering an overall cable circuit including both the submarine and land sections, the rating limit 

can often come from the land cables, which are often thermal-limited under nominal installations 

and operating conditions. 

4.4.3 Electrical stress-limited rating under polarity reversal 

Many HVDC trading links use line commutated converters, so polarity reversals are required for 

changing the power flow direction. High transient electrical stress occurs near the cable conductor 

immediately after a polarity reversal due to the existence of space charges. As the inversion time is 
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normally less than 120s [46], while the electrical time constant of large HVDC cables are several 

thousand minutes as R-C circuits, the principle of stress superposition applies. A simplified sample 

calculation of the cable dielectric time constant is provided as follows: 

 𝑅𝑒𝑞 ≈
1

2𝜋
∫

𝜌𝑒𝑞

𝑟
𝑑𝑟

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
=

𝜌𝑒𝑞

2𝜋
ln (

𝑅𝑜

𝑅𝑖
)   (4.22) 

 𝐶 = 𝑟

18 ln(
𝐷𝑖
𝐷𝑐

)
10−9   [31] (4.23) 

 𝜏 = 𝐶𝑅𝑒𝑞 ≈
1016

2𝜋
ln (

50.5

30.25
) ∙

3.5

18 ln(
101

50.5
)
10−9 ≈ 310000𝑠 (86 ℎ𝑟𝑠)   (4.24) 

Where; Req is the equivalent electrical resistance of the cable insulation [Ω.m
-1

], ρeq the equivalent 

electrical resistivity of the cable insulation [Ω.m], C the equivalent insulation electrical capacitance 

[F], εr the relative dielectric permittivity, Di the cable insulation outer diameter [mm], Dc the cable 

conductor outer diameter [mm], and τ is the cable insulation time constant [s]. Note that during the 

transient, only the dielectric electrical resistivity is changing with time, while the capacitance 

remains constant. 

Denoting Etrans the transient dielectric electrical stress [kV.mm
-1

] and Epre the preload steady state 

dielectric electrical stress [kV.mm
-1

], the following equations hold: 

 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 = 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒 + 𝐸𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚  (4.25) 

 𝐸𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚(𝑟) =
𝑈

𝑟ln (
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑖

)
  (4.26) 

Where; Egeom is the geometric electrical stress [kV.mm
-1

] and r is the radius where the function is 

evaluated [mm]. The applicability of (4.26) is verified by the fact that the permittivity of the 

dielectric is substantially constant throughout the operating temperature range of most paper 

insulated HVDC cables, which is less than 50
0
C. As the maximum Etrans is normally found at Ri 

close to the cable conductor, substitute (4.26) into (4.25), then Epre at Ri can be calculated by: 

 𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑒(𝑅𝑖) = 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠(𝑅𝑖) +
2𝑈

𝑅𝑖ln (
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑖

)
  (4.27) 

Note that the factor 2 in (4.27) comes from the fact that the operating voltage is actually changing 

from U to –U during a polarity reversal. Therefore, the Etrans at Ri can be chosen as the first 

reference point (Eref1, rref1) to calculate the required preload current, while the second reference 

point (Eref2, rref2) remains the same as before. In the polarity reversal test, special considerations are 

given to the effects of various inversion times (10s, 60s and 120s) on the accuracy of the preloading 

calculation. We consider here a land bipolar cable circuit from Table 3.2 (Di = 101mm, γ = 

0.033mm.kV
-1

) with 3m burial depth, 10m pole-pole separation, 500kV operating voltage and 12°C 

ambient temperature. The overall layout and boundary condition settings are shown in Figure 3.2 

and Figure 3.3. The voltage polarity reversal transient is simulated by a ‘step’ function with linear-

ramp front, which starts at t = 0s. Generally, the weak point of the dielectric during transients is the 
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oil gap, while the kraft paper has much higher transient breakdown strength. Therefore a typical 

value of the maximum permissible Etrans is between 40kV.mm
-1

 and 50kV.mm
-1

 [48], determined 

by the breakdown stress of the oil gap [155]. For demonstration, a minimum value of 40kV.mm
-1

 is 

chosen, with results from the FEA modelling given in Table 4.7. Moreover, the field evolution 

under a 120s polarity reversal is plotted in Figure 4.8. Note that the actual transient electric field 

evolvement consists of two aspects as: 1. displacement current generated during the polarity 

reversal; 2. space charge relocation due to the field dependency coefficient of the dielectric 

electrical conductivity. As an initial study on this transient process, only the space charge 

relocation effect (i.e. charge relocation) is included to show a rough trend of field evolvement. The 

displacement current effect will be examined in the future work. However, it won’t affect the key 

maximum Etrans during the polarity reversal as the superposition still applies.  

Table 4.7: Maximum transient stress under various polarity reversals 

 Maximum Etrans at Ri near conductor (kV.mm
-1

) 

Inversion time (s) Preloading=1837A Reduced preloading=1236A 

120 44.35 39.88 

60 44.81 39.91 

10 45.21 39.94 

 

Figure 4.8: Dielectric electrical stress evolvement under 120s polarity reversal 

From Figure 4.8, it can be shown that both stress curves change linearly with the changing 

operating voltage during the polarity reversal. However, a higher electrical stress is induced at Ri 

near the conductor immediately after the transient and the cable rating is stress-limited. These 

observations agree well with the theory in [22] and demonstrate the application of the stress 

superposition (4.25). After the polarity reversal (t = 120s and onwards), the stress at Ro starts to 

increase and gradually surpasses the decreasing stress at Ri. Finally, a steady state dc field occurs 

with the highest stress at the insulation outer radius Ro. Figure 4.9 below shows how the average 

peak transient stress at Ri changes with various preloading and Figure 4.10 shows the application of 

a reduced preloading. 
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Figure 4.9: Peak transient stress plot under various cable reloadings 

 

Figure 4.10: Dielectric electrical stress plot for various polarity reversal durations 

According to Table 4.7 and Figure 4.10, the maximum electrical stress requirement (40kV.mm
-1

) is 

satisfied by reducing the preloading accordingly. Further, the calculation is more accurate and 

valuable for faster polarity reversals as it relies on the applicability of the stress superposition. As 

the dielectric design is a statistical approach, knowledge of time durations for various stress levels 

is of great importance, which is summarized in Table 4.8 below: 

Table 4.8: Duration above various stress levels 

 Duration over certain stress levels (s) 

Stress levels (kV.mm
-1

) 30 32.5 35 37.5 40 

120s polarity reversal 

Preloading =1837A 958 690 484 319 185 
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Preloading =1800A (2% drop) 1138 815 556 369 209 

Preloading =1745A (5% drop) 1451 1027 704 450 243 

10s polarity reversal 

Preloading =1837A 960 698 498 336 205 

Preloading =1800A (2% drop) 1139 816 586 386 234 

Preloading =1745A (5% drop) 1459 1037 719 469 264 

From Table 4.8, a short polarity reversal (10s) gives longer overstress durations than a long polarity 

reversal (120s). Moreover, although the peak transient stress is almost proportional to the cable 

preloading, decreasing the preloading will prolong the highly stressed duration as a side effect. In 

Figure 4.10, this finding is also supported with a lower preloading (red dashed line) leading to a 

slower field relaxation, while a faster relaxation is observed with a higher preloading (blue solid 

line). To further examine this trend, Figure 4.11 below shows the electric stress evolution under 

various preloading, under a polarity reversal duration of 60s: 

 
Figure 4.11: Dielectric electrical stress plot for various preloadings 

A possible physical reason accounting for this relaxation trend is that, under a bigger preloading, 

more energy is stored just after the polarity reversal which leads to a higher transient temperature 

and thus electrical conductivity (i.e. faster charge transportation and relocation). Consequently, the 

field relaxation is faster at the conductor screen as shown in Figure 4.11.  

In practice, it will be important to consider the most appropriate values of transient dielectric 

breakdown strength. If higher transient stresses can be tolerated, without an increase in risk to the 

cable, then the amount of preload reduction required is much smaller. This means that the polarity 

reversal can be allowed regardless of the temperature of the cable. To achieve this safely, a much 

more advanced knowledge of charge transfer within MI insulation systems will be required. 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter presents the electrical stress-limited rating method for HVDC cables, which considers 

the possibility of the maximum dielectric stress as the current rating constraint. The applicability 

and accuracy of the analytical method has been successfully demonstrated by numerical FEA 

modelling.  

Based on the study, it has been found that for steady state evaluation, two distinct rating domains 

(thermal-limited and stress-limited) are identified, where the domain boundary is determined by 

operating voltages and the installation thermal environment.  

Secondly, the IEC calculation is broadly applicable for operating voltage levels at which the cable 

is thermal-limited. Shallow buried cables are generally electrical stress-limited. However, the 

circuit starts to switch to thermal-limited for deeper burial depths, where the IEC rating becomes 

applicable again. 

Finally, for transient evaluation under polarity reversals, the cable is generally stress-limited where 

the stress superposition holds. The maximum transient stress requirement during polarity reversals 

can be satisfied by reducing the preload current. However, if a better understanding of the charge 

transport behaviour can be gained, it may be possible to permit higher levels of transient stress for 

short times. This would need to be investigated thoroughly to avoid increasing risks to the cable 

asset. 
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Chapter 5 

Mechanical Pressure-limited Rating 

As introduced in Section 2.4, the main challenge of developing the mechanical pressure-limited 

rating is to calculate cable internal pressure under three coupled physical disciplines: electrical 

circuit theory, thermodynamics and theory of elasticity. To illustrate the derivation process and its 

applications, this chapter is divided into following three main sections: 

 Technical approach and key assumptions 

 Thermal-mechanical pressure calculation 

 Mechanical pressure-limited rating and applications 

5.1 Technical approach and key assumptions 

To derive an analytical calculation of cable internal pressure applicable for both the microscopic 

cavity creation and the macroscopic cavity creation, a coupled physics approach is required, which 

combines elasticity theory, thermodynamics and electrical circuit theory. As the three fundamental 

physics have distinct application domains and units, it is necessary to mathematically formulate the 

overall physical interaction and coordinate various unit systems. 

Before a current loading, the cable is assumed to have a uniformly distributed temperature profile 

with value the same as ambient.  Once the cable conductor starts to carry dc current, the conductor 

joule loss develops as the only internal heat source (negligible dielectric leakage current loss under 

dc applications [156]). Mathematically, the joule loss can be analytically calculated through the 

electrical circuit theory, by providing current loading and conductor dc resistance (i.e. Equation 

(2.48) on Page 31).  

Once the cable reaches its steady state, the initial uniformly distributed temperature profile has 

evolved to a graded temperature distribution with the highest temperature at the cable centre, and 

gradually decreases outwards in the radial direction. Mathematically, the detailed radial 

temperature distribution can be analytically calculated through the one dimensional thermal 

network analogy in thermodynamics, by providing heat source, series thermal resistance and 

ambient temperature (i.e. Equation (2.50) on Page 31).  

At the same time, the temperature variation between the initial load-off state and the continuous 

load-on state causes a volumetric thermal expansion of each cable component to various extent (i.e. 

Equation (2.52), (2.53) on page 31), which is physically observed as layer-to-layer boundary 

displacement. Mechanically, this boundary displacement due to the above thermal-electric 
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interaction is defined as mechanical strain in the theory of elasticity (i.e. Equation (2.55), (2.60) on 

page 32).  

Finally, the internal mechanical stress distribution is analytically calculated in theory of elasticity, 

which mathematically links mechanical stress and strain through material Young’s modulus and 

Poisson’s ratio (i.e. Equation (2.56), (2.61) on page 33). To make the calculation mathematically 

valid, external compressive pressure is added as the boundary condition, and no radial layer-to-

layer delamination is suggested to be the continuous condition. Therefore, by formulating and 

combining the physical processes above, a mathematical calculation can be derived which takes the 

electrical conductor current as input variable and will output mechanical stress as result.  

The model consists of three concentric layers representing the cable conductor (outer radius rc), 

insulation (outer radius ri) and metallic sheath (outer radius rs). In Figure 5.1 below, P1 is the 

absolute value of the interfacial pressure between conductor and insulation, P2 the pressure 

magnitude between insulation and sheath, and P3 is the absolute value of the external compressive 

pressure (e.g. pressure tapes). By default, each layer is subjected to compressive pressures (with 

negative sign) on both inner and outer surfaces. 

 

Figure 5.1: Three layer cable cross section 

Before deriving the pressure calculation step by step, several assumptions are made as follows: 

 Both Kraft paper and impregnant are incompressible 

 Thermal expansion coefficients are constant over the temperature range studied [22] 

For MI-type HVDC cables, it is important to properly model the insulation layer, which is a 

combination of Kraft paper and high viscosity impregnant (mineral oil T2015). Thus, two extremes 

are considered in this thesis. At ‘low temperature’ (e.g. 20°C or lower), the insulation is regarded 

as isotropic and elastic solid with equivalent thermal and mechanical properties, because the 

impregnant viscosity remains high under low temperatures. 
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However, at ‘high temperature’ (e.g. 50°C or higher), the insulation is assumed to have a uniform 

pressure distribution with incompressible Kraft paper and impregnant ‘liquid’. This assumption is 

based on the fact that Kraft paper normally has porosity from 35% to 55% (paper density 650 – 

1000 kg.m
-3

, fibre density 1500 kg.m
-3

 [22]), and the thermal expansion of the impregnant is, at 

least, 30 times greater than that of paper (αVo = 6.4 × 10
-4

 K
-1

 [157], αVp = 1.92 × 10
-5

 K
-1

 [158]). It 

means that at the nominal operating temperatures around 50°C, the impregnant volumetric 

percentage will increase after thermal expansion. Also with a greater mobility, it is able to transport 

between paper layers through dielectric butt gaps. Thus, Pascal’s law applies which states that the 

pressure exerted anywhere in a confined incompressible fluid is transmitted equally in all directions 

[159]. 

5.2 Thermal-Mechanical pressure calculation 

In this sub section, the analytical calculation of the cable internal pressure is derived under both the 

‘low temperature’ and ‘high temperature’ analyses. By quantifying the pre-existing dielectric cavity 

(Equation (5.49)), the method is believed applicable to both the microscopic cavity creation and 

macroscopic cavity creation mechanisms. To start with, several key equations in Section 2.4 are 

briefly restated, for a clear illustration. 

Joule loss 

 𝑊𝑐 = 𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐    (5.1) 

Annulus temperature rise distribution (inner radius Ri, outer radius Ro) 

 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟) = 𝜃(𝑟) − 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐 [
𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
ln (

𝑅𝑜

𝑟
) + 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙]    (5.2) 

 

Plane stress analysis 

 𝑢(𝑟) = (1 + 𝑣)
𝛼𝐿

𝑟
∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑟

𝑎
+ 𝐾1𝑟 +

𝐾2

𝑟
    (5.3) 

 𝜎𝑟(𝑟) =
−𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
+

𝐸𝑌

1−𝑣2 [𝐾1(1 + 𝑣) −
𝐾2(1−𝑣)

𝑟2 ]    (5.4) 

 𝜎𝜃(𝑟) =
𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
− 𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟) +

𝐸𝑌

1−𝑣2 [𝐾1(1 + 𝑣) +
𝐾2(1−𝑣)

𝑟2 ]  (5.5) 

 

Plane strain analysis 

 𝑢(𝑟) =
(1+𝑣)𝛼𝐿

(1−𝑣)𝑟
∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟

𝑟

𝑎
+ 𝐾1𝑟 +

𝐾2

𝑟
     (5.6) 

 𝜎𝑟(𝑟) =
−𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

(1−𝑣)𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
+

𝐸𝑌

1+𝑣
[

𝐾1

1−2𝑣
−

𝐾2

𝑟2]     (5.7) 

 𝜎𝜃(𝑟) =
𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌

(1−𝑣)𝑟2 ∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
−

𝛼𝐿𝐸𝑌𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)

1−𝑣
+

𝐸𝑌

1+𝑣
[

𝐾1

1−2𝑣
+

𝐾2

𝑟2]  (5.8) 

Please refer to either Section 2.4 or ‘Symbols and Abbreviations’ for the variable definition.  

As the integral of ‘ θrise(r)∙r ’ appears in (5.3) to (5.8), it is thus calculated in advance (i.e. through 

integration by parts) to help understand the mathematical derivatives in the following sub sections: 
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∫ 𝜃𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟

𝑎
=

𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑡

4𝜋
[𝑎2 ln(𝑎) − 𝑟2 ln(𝑟) +

𝑟2−𝑎2

2
] +

𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐

2
(𝑟2 − 𝑎2) [

𝜌𝑡

2𝜋
ln(𝑅𝑜) + 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙]    (5.9) 

In addition, the strain calculation on different cable layers in the following sub sections is 

expressed in a general form for both plane stress analysis and plane strain analysis, shown as below: 

   𝑢𝑗(𝑟) = 𝐶𝐼2 + 𝐷𝑃1 + 𝐹𝑃2 + 𝐺𝑃3 (5.10) 

Where; the subscript j refers to the cable layer where the radial strain is calculated, and C, D, F, G 

are constant coefficients for variable I
2
, P1, P2, P3. Note that these coefficients are uniquely defined 

at different radial locations of different cable cross sectional layers.  

5.2.1 Low temperature analysis 

Under the ‘low temperature’ analysis, the insulation is assumed to be isotropic and elastic with 

equivalent mechanical and thermal properties.  

Step 1. Plane stress/ strain analysis for the cable conductor 

For the cable conductor, it is subject to its own thermal expansion and compressive pressure, -P1, at 

its outer radius (i.e. r = rc). Therefore, its radial strain, uc, is a function of I
2
 and P1 only, and the 

coefficients F, G in (5.10) are zero.  

By applying the boundary condition (i.e. -P1 at r = rc) to the radial stress calculation (5.4) with its 

temperature integral term calculated through (5.9), coefficient K1 in (5.4) can be firstly expressed 

as a function of I
2
 and P1. Note that K2 must be zero to mathematically eliminate the singularity 

when the radius, r, goes to zero [82]. Then, substitute K2 into the radial strain calculation (5.3) and 

calculate again the temperature integral term using (5.9), an expression of the conductor radial 

strain, uc, at its outer radius, rc, is finally derived for plane stress analysis as follows: 

Plane stress analysis (cable conductor) 

 𝑢𝑐(𝑟𝑐) = 𝐶1𝐼
2 + 𝐷1𝑃1   (5.11) 

 𝐶1 = 𝑅𝑑𝑐𝛼𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑐(𝑇1 + 𝑇2 + 𝑇3 + 𝑇4) (5.12) 

 𝐷1 = −
(1−𝑣𝑐)𝑟𝑐

𝐸𝑐
  (5.13) 

Similarly, follow the same procedure above but replace (5.3), (5.4) from the plane stress analysis 

with corresponding plane strain analysis equations (5.6), (5.7), the conductor radial strain, uc, at its 

outer radius, rc, is thus derived for plane strain analysis as follows: 

Plane strain analysis (cable conductor) 

 𝑢𝑐(𝑟𝑐) = 𝐶2𝐼
2 + 𝐷2𝑃1   (5.14) 

 𝐶2 = 𝑅𝑑𝑐𝛼𝐿𝑐𝑟𝑐(1 + 𝑣𝑐)(𝑇1 + 𝑇2 + 𝑇3 + 𝑇4) (5.15) 

 𝐷2 = −
(1+𝑣𝑐)(1−2𝑣𝑐)𝑟𝑐

𝐸𝑐
  (5.16) 
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Step 2. Plane stress/ strain analysis for the cable insulation 

For the cable insulation, it is subject to its own thermal expansion, compressive pressure, -P1, at its 

inner radius (i.e. r = rc), and compressive pressure, -P2, at its outer radius (i.e. r = ri). Therefore, its 

radial strain, ui, is a function of I
2
, P1, P2, and the coefficient G in (5.10) is zero. 

By applying the boundary condition (i.e. -P1 at r = rc and -P2 at r = ri) to the radial stress 

calculation (5.4) with its temperature integral term calculated through (5.9), both coefficients K1 

and K2 in (5.4) can be firstly expressed as a function of I
2
, P1 and P2. Then, substitute K1 and K2 

into the radial strain calculation (5.3) and calculate again the temperature integral term using (5.9), 

an expression of the insulation radial strain, ui, at either its inner radius, rc or outer radius, ri, is 

finally derived for plane stress analysis as follows: 

Plane stress analysis (cable insulation) 

 𝑢𝑖(𝑟𝑐) = 𝐶3𝐼
2 + 𝐷3𝑃1 + 𝐹1𝑃2   (5.17) 

 𝐶3 =
−𝑟𝑐

𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2 {
𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

2𝜋
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] + 𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑟𝑖

2 − 𝑟𝑐
2) [

𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}  (5.18) 

 𝐷3 = −
𝑟𝑐

3(1−𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖
2(1+𝑣𝑖)

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.19) 

 𝐹1 =
2𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖

2

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.20) 

 

 𝑢𝑖(𝑟𝑖) = 𝐶4𝐼
2 + 𝐷4𝑃1 + 𝐹2𝑃2 (5.21) 

𝐶4 =
𝛼𝐿𝑖(1+𝑣𝑖)

𝑟𝑖
{
𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

4𝜋
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] +

𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2)

2
[
𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]} −

𝑟𝑖
2(1−𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑐

2(1+𝑣𝑖)

𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2 {
𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

4𝜋𝑟𝑖
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] +

𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐

2𝑟𝑖
(𝑟𝑖

2 − 𝑟𝑐
2) [

𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}   

(5.22) 

 𝐷4 =
−2𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐

2

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.23) 

 𝐹2 =
𝑟𝑖

3(1−𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐
2(1+𝑣𝑖)

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
   (5.24) 

Similarly, follow the same procedure above but replace (5.3), (5.4) from the plane stress analysis 

with corresponding plane strain analysis equations (5.6), (5.7), the insulation radial strain, ui, at 

either its inner radius, rc or outer radius, ri, is thus derived for plane strain analysis as follows: 

Plane strain analysis (cable insulation) 

 𝑢𝑖(𝑟𝑐) = 𝐶5𝐼
2 + 𝐷5𝑃1 + 𝐹3𝑃2   (5.25) 

 
𝐶5 =

−𝑟𝑐

𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2 {
(1+𝑣𝑖)𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

2𝜋
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] + 𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐(1 + 𝑣𝑖)(𝑟𝑖

2 −

𝑟𝑐
2) [

𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}  

(5.26) 

 𝐷5 = −
(1+𝑣𝑖)[𝑟𝑐

3(1−2𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖
2]

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.27) 

 𝐹3 =
2(1−𝑣𝑖

2)𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑖
2

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.28) 

 𝑢𝑖(𝑟𝑖) = 𝐶6𝐼
2 + 𝐷6𝑃1 + 𝐹4𝑃2 (5.29) 
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𝐶6 =
𝛼𝐿𝑖(1+𝑣𝑖)

𝑟𝑖(1−𝑣𝑖)
{
𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

4𝜋
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] +

𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2)

2
[
𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]} −

𝑟𝑖
2(1−2𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑐

2

𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2 {
(1+𝑣𝑖)𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

(1−𝑣𝑖)4𝜋𝑟𝑖
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] +

(1+𝑣𝑖)𝛼𝐿𝑖𝑅𝑑𝑐

(1−𝑣𝑖)2𝑟𝑖
(𝑟𝑖

2 − 𝑟𝑐
2) [

𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+

𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}  

(5.30) 

 𝐷6 = −
2𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐

2(1−𝑣𝑖
2)

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.31) 

 𝐹4 =
(1+𝑣𝑖)[𝑟𝑖

3(1−2𝑣𝑖)+𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑐
2]

𝐸𝑖(𝑟𝑐
2−𝑟𝑖

2)
  (5.32) 

Step 3. Plane stress/ strain analysis for the cable sheath 

For the cable sheath, it is subject to its own thermal expansion, compressive pressure, -P2, at its 

inner radius (i.e. r = ri), and external compressive pressure, -P3, at its outer radius (i.e. r = rs). 

Therefore, its radial strain, us, is a function of I
2
, P2, P3, and the coefficient D in (5.10) is zero. 

By applying the boundary condition (i.e. -P2 at r = ri and -P3 at r = rs) to the radial stress 

calculation (5.4) with its temperature integral term calculated through (5.9), both coefficients K1 

and K2 in (5.4) can be firstly expressed as a function of I
2
, P2 and P3. Then, substitute K1 and K2 

into the radial strain calculation (5.3) and calculate again the temperature integral term using (5.9), 

an expression of the sheath radial strain, us, at its inner radius, ri, is finally derived for plane stress 

analysis as follows: 

Plane stress analysis (cable sheath) 

 𝑢𝑠(𝑟𝑖) = 𝐶7𝐼
2 + 𝐹5𝑃2 + 𝐺1𝑃3   (5.33) 

𝐶7 =
−𝑟𝑖

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2 {
𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑠

2𝜋
[𝑟𝑖

2 ln(𝑟𝑖) − 𝑟𝑠
2 ln(𝑟𝑠) +

𝑟𝑠
2−𝑟𝑖

2

2
] + 𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑟𝑠

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2) [

𝜌𝑠 ln(𝑟𝑠)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}   (5.34) 

 𝐹5 = −
𝑟𝑖

3(1−𝑣𝑠)+𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑠
2(1+𝑣𝑠)

𝐸𝑠(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2)
  (5.35) 

 𝐺1 =
2𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑠

2

𝐸𝑠(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2)
  (5.36) 

Similarly, follow the same procedure above but replace (5.3), (5.4) from the plane stress analysis 

with corresponding plane strain analysis equations (5.6), (5.7), the insulation radial strain, us, at its 

inner radius, ri, is thus derived for plane strain analysis as follows: 

Plane strain analysis (cable sheath) 

 𝑢𝑠(𝑟𝑖) = 𝐶8𝐼
2 + 𝐹6𝑃2 + 𝐺2𝑃3    (5.37) 

 
𝐶8 =

−𝑟𝑖

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2 {
(1+𝑣𝑠)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑠

2𝜋
[𝑟𝑖

2 ln(𝑟𝑖) − 𝑟𝑠
2 ln(𝑟𝑠) +

𝑟𝑠
2−𝑟𝑖

2

2
] + 𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐(1 + 𝑣𝑠)(𝑟𝑠

2 −

𝑟𝑖
2) [

𝜌𝑠 ln(𝑟𝑠)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}   

(5.38) 

 𝐹6 = −
(1+𝑣𝑠)[(1−2𝑣𝑠)𝑟𝑖

3+𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑠
2]

𝐸𝑠(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2)
  (5.39) 

 𝐺2 =
2(1−𝑣𝑠

2)𝑟𝑖𝑟𝑠
2

𝐸𝑠(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2)
  (5.40) 

Step 4. Cable internal mechanical stress calculation  

As any radial delamination is to be avoided (i.e. continuous condition), the radial strains on both 

sides of an interface should compensate with each other. In other words, the radial strain uc(rc) 
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should equal to ui(rc) at the conductor-insulation interface, and ui(ri) should equal to us(ri) at the 

insulation-sheath interface. Therefore, by equalling (5.11) to (5.17) at r = rc and (5.21) to (5.33) at 

r = ri, following simultaneous equations are derived for the plane stress analysis. 

Plane stress analysis 

 {
(𝐶1 − 𝐶3)𝐼

2 + (𝐷1 − 𝐷3)𝑃1 − 𝐹1𝑃2 = 0

      (𝐶4 − 𝐶7)𝐼
2 + (𝐹2 − 𝐹5)𝑃2 − 𝐺1𝑃3 + 𝐷4𝑃1 = 0

    
(5.41) 

(5.42) 

Similarly, by equalling (5.14) to (5.25) at r = rc and (5.29) to (5.37) at r = ri, following 

simultaneous equations are derived for the plane strain analysis. 

Plane strain analysis 

  {
(𝐶2 − 𝐶5)𝐼

2 + (𝐷2 − 𝐷5)𝑃1 − 𝐹3𝑃2 = 0

      (𝐶6 − 𝐶8)𝐼
2 + (𝐹4 − 𝐹6)𝑃2 − 𝐺2𝑃3 + 𝐷6𝑃1 = 0

   
(5.43) 

(5.44) 

Therefore, both P1 and P2 can be uniquely calculated as function of I
2
 and P3, by solving the above 

simultaneous equations. As examples, the pressure P2 is calculated as follows. 

Plane stress analysis 

 𝑃2 = (
𝐶3𝐷4−𝐶1𝐷4+𝐶7𝐷3−𝐶7𝐷1−𝐶4𝐷3+𝐶4𝐷1

𝐷1𝐹5+𝐷3𝐹2−𝐷4𝐹1−𝐷3𝐹5−𝐷1𝐹2
) 𝐼2 + (

𝐷3𝐺1−𝐷1𝐺1

𝐷1𝐹5+𝐷3𝐹2−𝐷4𝐹1−𝐷3𝐹5−𝐷1𝐹2
)𝑃3   (5.45) 

Plane strain analysis 

 𝑃2 = (
𝐶5𝐷6−𝐶2𝐷6+𝐶8𝐷5−𝐶6𝐷5−𝐶8𝐷2+𝐶6𝐷2

𝐷2𝐹6+𝐷5𝐹4−𝐷6𝐹3−𝐷2𝐹4−𝐷5𝐹6
) 𝐼2 + (

𝐷5𝐺2−𝐷2𝐺2

𝐷2𝐹6+𝐷5𝐹4−𝐷6𝐹3−𝐷2𝐹4−𝐷5𝐹6
)𝑃3  (5.46) 

5.2.2 High temperature analysis 

Under the ‘high temperature’ analysis, the insulation consists of Kraft paper and impregnant with 

distinct thermal expansion coefficients. As the impregnant oil has a much greater thermal 

expansion and its viscosity drops with an increasing temperature, a uniform pressure distribution is 

assumed across the insulation layer. Therefore, P1 equals to P2. 

Denote ϕ as the Kraft paper porosity, thus for a unit length of cable insulation, its volumetric 

variation, ∆V+, is given by: 

 ∆𝑉+ = [𝜙𝛼𝑉𝑜 + (1 − 𝜙)𝛼𝑉𝑝]2𝜋 ∫ ∆θ(𝑟)𝑟𝑑𝑟
𝑟𝑖

𝑟𝑐
= 𝐶9𝐼

2   (5.47) 

 
𝐶9 = [𝛼𝑣𝑜𝜙 + 𝛼𝑣𝑝(1 − 𝜙)] {

𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑖

2
[𝑟𝑐

2 ln(𝑟𝑐) − 𝑟𝑖
2 ln(𝑟𝑖) +

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑐

2

2
] +

𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜋(𝑟𝑖
2 − 𝑟𝑐

2) [
𝜌𝑖 ln(𝑟𝑖)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]}   

(5.48) 

Where; the temperature integral term in (5.47) is calculated through (5.9). 

To represent the effect of pre-existing cavities, the initial dielectric thermal contraction, ∆V-, due to 

a temperature difference between the cavity-free temperature, θvf, and ambient is quantified as: 

 ∆𝑉− = [𝜙𝛼𝑉𝑜 + (1 − 𝜙)𝛼𝑉𝑝]𝜋(𝑟𝑖
2 − 𝑟𝑐

2)(𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 − 𝜃𝑣𝑓) = 𝐹7   (5.49) 
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Therefore, to maintain a volumetric equilibrium, the dielectric thermal expansion needs to be 

compensated by its initial thermal contraction and also the volumetric allowance due to the 

deformation of both the conductor and sheath, which leads to: 

 ∆𝑉+ + ∆𝑉− = {𝜋[𝑟𝑖 + 𝑢𝑠(𝑟𝑖)]
2 − 𝜋[𝑟𝑐 + 𝑢𝑐(𝑟𝑐)]

2} − (𝜋𝑟𝑖
2 − 𝜋𝑟𝑐

2)    (5.50) 

For plane stress analysis, substitute (5.11) (i.e. uc(rc)), (5.33) (i.e. us(ri)), (5.47), (5.49) into (5.50) 

and assume P1 equals to P2 (i.e. uniform pressure), a quadratic equation of P2 is derived:  

Plane stress analysis 

(𝐹5
2 − 𝐷1

2) ∙ 𝑃2
2 + 2[(𝑟𝑖𝐹5 − 𝑟𝑐𝐷1) + (𝐶7𝐹5 − 𝐶1𝐷1)𝐼

2 + 𝐹5𝐺1𝑃3] ∙ 𝑃2 + [(𝐶7
2 − 𝐶1

2)𝐼4 +

2 (𝑟𝑖𝐶7 − 𝑟𝑐𝐶1 −
𝐶9

2𝜋
) 𝐼2 + 2𝐶7𝐺1𝑃3𝐼

2 + 2𝑟𝑖𝐺1𝑃3 + 𝐺1
2𝑃3

2 −
𝐹7

𝜋
] = 0    

(5.51) 

Similarly for plane strain analysis, substitute (5.14) (i.e. uc(rc)), (5.37) (i.e. us(ri)), (5.47), (5.49) into 

(5.50) and assume P1 equals to P2 (i.e. uniform pressure), a quadratic equation of P2 becomes:  

Plane strain analysis 

(𝐹6
2 − 𝐷2

2) ∙ 𝑃2
2 + 2[(𝑟𝑖𝐹6 − 𝑟𝑐𝐷2) + (𝐶8𝐹6 − 𝐶2𝐷2)𝐼

2 + 𝐹6𝐺2𝑃3] ∙ 𝑃2 + [(𝐶8
2 − 𝐶2

2)𝐼4 +

2 (𝑟𝑖𝐶8 − 𝑟𝑐𝐶2 −
𝐶9

2𝜋
) 𝐼2 + 2𝐶8𝐺2𝑃3𝐼

2 + 2𝑟𝑖𝐺2𝑃3 + 𝐺2
2𝑃3

2 −
𝐹7

𝜋
] = 0   

(5.52) 

Therefore, P2 can be calculated for either plane stress analysis or plane strain analysis, by solving 

the corresponding quadratic equation above.  In addition, both radial and circumferential stresses 

within each cable layer become available with three uniquely defined boundary stresses P1, P2 and 

P3. As the pre-existing cavities have been considered through (5.49), this analytical pressure 

calculation is believed applicable to both microscopic and macroscopic cavity creations. 

5.3 Mechanical pressure-limited rating and applications 

In this sub section, the mechanical pressure-limited rating is derived and demonstrated for the ‘high 

temperature’ analysis only. This is because that the determination of the dielectric equivalent 

mechanical properties (i.e. Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio) under the ‘low temperature’ analysis 

requires extra lab experiment designs (e.g. tensile test), which is out of the scope of this thesis. 

5.3.1 Mechanical pressure-limited rating derivation 

To link the two cavity creation mechanisms and quantify the correlated effect on cable rating 

calculations, ‘cavity creation threshold’ is introduced to develop the so-called mechanical pressure-

limited rating. 

According to the microscopic cavity creation mechanism, the reoccurrence of pre-existing cavities 

becomes significant when the dielectric pressure drops to a certain level, Pcct (due to impregnant 

contraction under cable cooling). Therefore, by setting P2 equal to Pcct, the mechanical pressure-

limited rating has its minimum value as: 
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Plane stress analysis 

 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑓1
−1(𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑡, 𝑃3) (5.53) 

Plane strain analysis 

 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝑓2
−1(𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑡, 𝑃3)    (5.54) 

It is suggested that this minimum rating reflects a critical moment during cable cooling when the 

dielectric breakdown becomes more likely to occur, due to the cavity reoccurrence. Note that the 

value of Pcct varies from manufacturer to manufacturer based on specific dielectric designs, which 

is out of the scope of this thesis. However, the future work on identifying Pcct is stated in Chapter 7. 

According to the macroscopic cavity creation mechanism, the cavity creation threshold effectively 

refers to the yield of the metallic sheath. As aluminium and lead are ductile materials, Tresca’s 

(maximum shear stress) yield criterion is well recognized [160]. Under Tresca’s criterion, yield is 

caused by the slippage of crystal planes along the maximum shear stress surface and it can be 

quantified by a uniaxial tensile test. Mathematically, it requires the maximum shear stress to be less 

than the yield stress. Normally, the maximum shear stress in the complex 3D stress system is 

defined as the maximum stress difference between any two of the three principal stresses (i.e. σθ, σr, 

and σr), depending on the relative values and signs. As σθ and σr normally have opposite signs 

(Poisson’s effect) and σz has its magnitude in between according to (2.63), the maximum shear 

stress is calculated between σθ and σr. 

. |𝜎𝜃 − 𝜎𝑟| ≤ 𝜎𝑦     (5.55) 

Where; plastic deformation occurs above the material yield stress σy [N.m
-2

]. For an annulus under 

plane stress analysis, substituting the radial stress expression (5.4) and circumferential stress 

expression (5.5) into (5.55) gives:  

Plane stress analysis 

 |
1

𝑟2 {𝛼𝐿𝐸𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑖
2 [

𝜌

2𝜋
ln (

𝑟𝑎𝑖

𝑟𝑎𝑜
) −

𝜌

4𝜋
− 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙] +

2𝐸𝐾2

1+𝑣
} +

𝛼𝐿𝐸𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌

4𝜋
| ≤ 𝜎𝑦  (5.56) 

Similarly, for an annulus under plane strain analysis, substituting the radial stress expression (5.7) 

and circumferential stress expression (5.8) into (5.55) gives: 

Plane strain analysis 

 |
1

𝑟2 {
𝛼𝐿𝐸𝐼2𝑅𝑑𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑖

2

1−𝑣
[

𝜌

2𝜋
ln (

𝑟𝑎𝑖

𝑟𝑎𝑜
) −

𝜌

4𝜋
− 𝑇𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙] +

2𝐸𝐾2

1+𝑣
} +

𝛼𝐿𝐸𝐼2𝑅𝜌

4𝜋(1−𝑣)
| ≤ 𝜎𝑦     (5.57) 

From (5.56) and (5.57), the maximum sheath stress is found to be at the annulus inner radius r = rai. 

Therefore, for the sheath layer, applying -P2 at sheath inner radius (r = ri) from (5.51) and -P3 at 

sheath outer radius (r = rs) to (5.4) as the boundary conditions, K2 in (5.56) can be identified. 

Substitute this K2 into (5.56) and rearrange the equation at sheath inner radius ri, for cable loading 

I, the mechanical pressure-limited rating under plane stress analysis has its maximum value as: 
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Plane stress analysis 

 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = √
(1+𝑣𝑠)𝑟𝑖

2𝜎𝑦−2𝐸𝑠𝐾2

(1+𝑣𝑠)𝑟𝑖
2𝛼𝐿𝑠𝐸𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐[

𝜌𝑠
2𝜋

ln(
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑠

)−𝑇3−𝑇4]
  (5.58) 

 
𝐾2 =

𝑟𝑖
2𝑟𝑠

2

(1−𝑣𝑠)(𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2)
〈(

𝑣𝑠
2−1

𝐸𝑠
)𝑃2 − {

(1−𝑣𝑠
2)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑠

4𝜋𝑟𝑠
2 [𝑟𝑖

2 ln(𝑟𝑖) − 𝑟𝑠
2 ln(𝑟𝑠) +

𝑟𝑠
2−𝑟𝑖

2

2
] +

(1−𝑣𝑠
2)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐

2𝑟𝑠
2 (𝑟𝑠

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2) [

𝜌𝑠 ln(𝑟𝑠)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]} 𝐼2 +

1−𝑣𝑠
2

𝐸𝑠
𝑃3〉   

(5.59) 

Similarly, applying -P2 at sheath inner radius (r = ri) from (5.52) and -P3 at sheath outer radius (r = 

rs) to (5.7) as the boundary conditions, K2 in (5.57) can be identified. Substitute this K2 into (5.57) 

and rearrange the equation at sheath inner radius ri, for cable loading I, the mechanical pressure-

limited rating under plane strain analysis has its maximum value as: 

Plane strain analysis 

 𝐼𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 = √
(1+𝑣𝑠)𝑟𝑖

2𝜎𝑦−2𝐸𝑠𝐾2
1+𝑣𝑠
1−𝑣𝑠

𝑟𝑖
2𝛼𝐿𝑠𝐸𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐[

𝜌𝑠
2𝜋

ln(
𝑟𝑖
𝑟𝑠

)−𝑇3−𝑇4]
      (5.60) 

 
     𝐾2 =

𝑟𝑖
2𝑟𝑠

2

𝑟𝑖
2−𝑟𝑠

2 〈(−
1+𝑣𝑠

𝐸𝑠
)𝑃2 − {

(1+𝑣𝑠)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐𝜌𝑠

(1−𝑣𝑠)4𝜋𝑟𝑠
2 [𝑟𝑖

2 ln(𝑟𝑖) − 𝑟𝑠
2 ln(𝑟𝑠) +

𝑟𝑠
2−𝑟𝑖

2

2
] +

(1+𝑣𝑠)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐

(1−𝑣𝑠)2𝑟𝑠
2 (𝑟𝑠

2 − 𝑟𝑖
2) [

𝜌𝑠 ln(𝑟𝑠)

2𝜋
+ 𝑇3 + 𝑇4]} 𝐼2 +

1+𝑣𝑠

𝐸𝑠
𝑃3〉 

(5.61) 

Where; Es is the sheath Young’s modulus [N.m
-2

], vs the sheath Poisson’s ratio, αLs the sheath linear 

thermal expansion coefficient [°C
-1

], ρs the sheath thermal resistivity [K.m.W
-1

], T3 the cable 

serving thermal resistance [K.W
-1

], and T4 is the ambient environment thermal resistance [K.W
-1

]. 

Note that as the current loading, I, appears on the right hand side of (5.58) and (5.60), through the 

dependency in K2, an iterative solution is required. 

5.3.2 Mechanical pressure-limited rating application 

In this part, a full application of (5.60) is presented to demonstrate the relationship between the two 

cavity creation mechanisms and their correlated effect on cable ratings. To start with, the nominal 

directly buried land HVDC cable is assumed monopole with parameters and installation 

environment summarized in Table 3.2 (Di = 103mm) and Table 3.3 (1m burial depth and 12°C 

ambient temperature) respectively to simulate the real practice. The overall layout and boundary 

condition settings are shown in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. Before conducting the tests, a brief rating 

comparison between plane stress analysis and plane strain analysis is plotted in Figure 5.2 below. 
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Figure 5.2: Cable rating plot against various yield stresses and paper porosities 

From Figure 5.2, it can be seen that the plane strain analysis generally gives a more conservative 

solution compared to the plane stress analysis (up to 6% rating difference at higher sheath yield 

strengths). A possible explanation of the difference is that when an infinitesimal element is subject 

to a vertical stress (z-direction), it has a tendency to get either elongated or shortened vertically. 

However, as all the neighbouring elements simultaneously show the same tendency, an extra 

resistive stress (either tension or contraction in x-y surface) develops called ‘constraint effect’ 

[161]. Therefore, together with the original radial and circumferential stresses, the resultant stress 

distribution under plane strain analysis has three elements to consider, rather than the two under 

plane stress analysis.  Moreover, as all the cables examined in this thesis are fully buried, the plane 

strain analysis is more appropriate because the longitudinal cable movement is largely constrained 

by ambient backfill friction. Therefore, the equations for plane strain analysis are applied to the test 

cases which follow.  

Table 5.1 below summarizes the calculation procedure of the sample point in Figure 5.2. 

Table 5.1: Sample point calculation procedure  

First level constants (Cable parameter) 

rc 3.025×10
-2

 ri 5.15×10
-2

 rs 5.55×10
-2

 Rdc 7.71×10
-6

 
 

T1 0.5081 T2 0 T3 0.0434 T4 0.67 

Ec 1.25×10
11

 Es 1.6×10
10

 vc 0.35 vs 0.44 

αLc 1.7×10
-5

 αLs 2.9×10
-5

 αVo 6.4×10
-4

 αVp 1.92×10
-5

 

ρc 2.5×10
-3

 ρi 6 ρs 2.83×10
-2

 P3 1×10
6
 

ϕ 0.55 θamb 12 θvf 12 σy 3.6×10
7
 

Second level calculation (Cable internal pressure) 

C2 6.54×10
-12

 C8 1.18×10
-11

 C9 1.4×10
-11

 D2 -9.8×10
-14

 

F6 3.68×10
-11

 F7 0 G2 -3.74×10
-11

 P2 3.5×10
6
 

Third level calculation (Cable mechanical pressure-limited rating) 

K2 5.7×10
-6

 Ipressure 1611     
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Note that all the parameters are defined in ‘Symbols and Abbreviations’ and have been presented in 

SI unit form for the sample calculation. Based on the calculation results in Table 5.1, both (5.38) 

and (5.52) are simplified as follows, by comparing the power order of each equation component. 

 𝐶8 = 𝑟𝑖(1 + 𝑣𝑠)𝛼𝐿𝑠𝑅𝑑𝑐(𝑇3 + 𝑇4)   (5.62) 

 𝐹6
2 ∙ 𝑃2

2 + 2𝑟𝑖𝐹6 ∙ 𝑃2 + [2 (𝑟𝑖𝐶8 − 𝑟𝑐𝐶2 −
𝐶9

2𝜋
) 𝐼2 + 2𝑟𝑖𝐺2𝑃3 −

𝐹7

𝜋
] = 0 (5.63) 

By applying the above simplifications, the sample calculation is repeated and shown in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Simplified calculation procedure 

Second level calculation (Cable internal pressure) 

C2 6.54×10
-12

 C8 1.18×10
-11

 C9 1.4×10
-11

 D2 -9.8×10
-14

 

F6 3.68×10
-11

 F7 0 G2 -3.74×10
-11

 P2 3.5×10
6
 

Third level calculation (Cable mechanical pressure-limited rating) 

K2 5.7×10
-6

 Ipressure 1610     

Through a comparison between Table 5.2 and Table 5.1, it can be seen that the final mechanical 

pressure-limited rating generally remains the same despite the largely reduced equation complexity. 

Therefore, the simplifications are applied to all of the remaining tests in this chapter.  

To examine the effect of cable properties on rating calculations, two types of parameters are tested: 

 Intrinsic parameters: paper porosity, sheath yield stress 

 Extrinsic parameters: burial depth, cavity-free temperature 

It is suggested that the intrinsic parameter test can provide useful information for cable designs in 

terms of fundamental material properties, and the extrinsic parameter test will examine the 

relationship between the two cavity creation mechanisms because the cavity-free temperature, θvf , 

determines the creation of pre-existing cavity. 

For the intrinsic parameter test, Kraft paper porosity is varied from 0.35 to 0.55 based on the 

density ratio between the paper product and pure fibre. The sheath yield stress is varied from 5.5 

MN.m
-2

 (pure lead) to 66 MN.m
-2

 (lead alloy) [162]. Further, a nominal burial depth of 1000mm is 

assumed and the cable has a cavity-free temperature of 12°C (i.e. no pre-existing cavities). The 

current rating is thus plotted against the yield strength under various paper porosities in Figure 5.3 

with data presented in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Pressure-limited rating test (A) on paper porosity and sheath yield strength 

σy                ϕ 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 

5.5 MPa 807 742 691 649 614 

21 MPa 1612 1482 1380 1296 1225 

36 MPa 2117 1947 1812 1702 1610 

51 MPa 2524 2321 2160 2029 1919 

66 MPa 2874 2642 2459 2310 2184 
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Figure 5.3: Pressure-limited rating plot against various yield stresses and paper porosities 

In Figure 5.3, it is clear to see that the mechanical pressure-limited rating increases with increasing 

sheath yield strength, but decreases with increasing paper porosity. This is reasonable because 

enhancing yield stress and reducing paper porosity both effectively increase the thermal expansion 

allowance per unit impregnant volume. In addition, Figure 5.3 shows that a significant part of the 

curves are below the IEC thermal-limited rating reference, which implies that for those cases, the 

rating limiting factor is the mechanical yield rather than the normal thermal constraint. As cable 

manufacturers tend to use lead alloy for a better mechanical property instead of pure lead, an 

average sheath yield stress of 36 MN.m
-2

 was chosen for the rest of tests. 

For the extrinsic parameter test, the sheath yield strength is set at 36 MN.m
-2

. The burial depth 

firstly varies from 500mm to 4000mm with a cavity-free temperature equal to the ambient of 12°C 

(i.e. no pre-existing cavities). The result is shown in Figure 5.4 with data in Table 5.4.  

Table 5.4: Pressure-limited rating test (A) on paper porosity and burial depth 

L               ϕ 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 

0.5m 2248 2073 1933 1819 1722 

1m 2118 1947 1812 1702 1610 

1.5m 2051 1884 1752 1644 1554 

2m 2008 1842 1712 1606 1517 

3m 1951 1788 1660 1557 1470 

4m 1914 1753 1627 1524 1439 
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Figure 5.4: Pressure-limited rating plot against various burial depths and paper porosities 

In Figure 5.4, it is found that the mechanical pressure-limited rating drops with increasing burial 

depth. A possible explanation is that as the equivalent ambient thermal resistance, T4, increases 

with an increasing burial depth, a bigger temperature rise results for the same current loading 

(compared to the load-off isothermal temperature profile). In other words, greater dielectric thermal 

expansion is induced by the same amount of loading change. Therefore, with a limited thermal 

expansion allowance, the mechanical pressure-limited rating drops. In addition, it is observed that 

changing the burial depth has a big effect on ratings (up to 12% rating variation compared to the 

mean value), which is almost comparable to the effect from paper porosity (14% rating variation). 

Similar to Figure 5.3, a large part of the curves are below the IEC thermal-limited rating, which is 

of concern.  

Finally, the mechanical pressure-limited rating is tested against the cavity-free temperature, θvf, 

which varies from 12°C to 28°C, with burial depth of its nominal value of 1000mm. Results are 

shown in Figure 5.5 with data presented in Table 5.5.  

Table 5.5: Pressure-limited rating test (A) on paper porosity and cavity-free temperature 

θvf                ϕ 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 

12 2118 1947 1812 1702 1610 

16 2299 2134 2005 1901 1814 

20 2468 2307 2182 2082 1999 

24 2627 2469 2347 2249 2169 

28 2778 2622 2502 2406 2328 
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Figure 5.5: Pressure-limited rating against various cavity-free temperatures 

In Figure 5.5, it is clear that the mechanical-pressure limited rating decreases with dropping cavity-

free temperature as expected. It verifies the previous analyses that as manufacturers aim to 

eliminate pre-existing cavities in insulation (equivalent to reducing the cavity-free temperature), the 

dielectric free expansion allowance is also reduced. Therefore, the microscopic cavity creation 

becomes weaker while the macroscopic cavity creation becomes dominant. For cable ratings, this 

relationship is reflected by the part of curves below the IEC thermal-limited rating reference, in the 

lower left corner of Figure 5.5.  

Practically speaking, the IEC60287 thermal-limited rating is still widely applicable because the 

majority of the curves in Figure 5.5 remain above the thermal-limited rating of 50°C. This means 

that the maximum temperature will be the major limiting factor for those cases. However, for 

future cable designs with an increased maximum operating temperature, e.g. 60°C, the mechanical 

pressure-limited rating is more likely to be lower than the normal IEC thermal-limited rating. In 

addition, for practical operation with an escalated local ambient temperature such as cable 

crossings, the free expansion allowance is effectively reduced and the mechanical pressure-limited 

rating can be more demanding.  

5.4 Summary 

This chapter presents the analytical calculation of cable internal pressure under various conditions 

(plane stress/ strain, low/ high temperature), which requires a combination between various physics: 

electrical circuit theory, thermodynamics and theory of elasticity. It is believed that the developed 

calculation is applicable to both the microscopic and macroscopic cavity creation mechanisms. 
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In addition, a novel mechanical pressure-limited rating method is proposed, with the two 

mechanisms together specifying the upper and lower boundaries of this rating. Throughout the 

application of the mechanical pressure-limited rating, a correlated effect from the two cavity 

creation mechanisms on MI-type HVDC cable rating is demonstrated. It has been proved that 

releasing the constraint from one mechanism will enhance any constraint due to the other one. 

Practically speaking, to avoid rating limitation, it is suggested to shallow bury the cable where 

possible and select designs with high sheath yield strength and low paper porosity, where the 

normal IEC thermal-limited rating calculation can still hold. However, it is strongly advised to 

calculate the mechanical pressure-limited rating for modern MI-type HVDC cables with low 

dielectric pre-existing cavities and higher operating temperatures.  
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Chapter 6 

HVDC Cable Crossing Ratings  

With the growing complexity of underground cable systems, cable crossings are inevitably found in 

power transmission and distribution (T&D) networks. It is critical to accurately rate such cables 

because dangerously high temperatures can occur at crossing points, resulting in premature ageing 

of the cable insulation and potentially a catastrophic failure. 

At present, the rating method widely recognized for cable crossings is IEC60287-3-3 [33] 

(Equation (2.73) on Page 36), which assumes an isothermal ground surface condition and 

homogeneous backfill thermal resistivity. Although these assumptions have already been shown to 

affect the accuracy of IEC60287-1-1 rating calculations for directly buried cables [83], less 

consideration has been given to cable crossings. In addition, for most submarine cable crossings 

protected by a rock berm, IEC60287-3-3 is inapplicable due to a failure of the ‘image’ theory, i.e. 

rock berm raised on seafloor. 

Therefore, this chapter develops a numerical modelling method to evaluate high voltage cable 

crossing ratings. Firstly, the impact of idealistic assumptions within the IEC calculation is 

examined through HVAC cable crossings on land. Subsequent, the developed modelling method is 

extended to submarine HVDC cable crossings to demonstrate its broad applicability, where the IEC 

method doesn’t apply. 

6.1 Cable crossing on land 

Many conventional land buried transmission cables operate under ac voltages and use XLPE 

insulation, which benefits from a high operating temperature (90°C) and controllability (i.e. circuit 

breaker). To compare the numerical modelling method to IEC60287-3-3, it is better to present 

testing results in terms of cable rating rather than temperature. Therefore, a numerical modelling 

procedure for rating cable crossings is firstly suggested. Note that as the purpose of Section 6.1 is 

to benchmark the applicability of FEA modelling through a comparison to IEC calculation, only 

the thermal rating is considered.  

6.1.1 Numerical modelling procedure for rating cable crossings  

The suggested numerical modelling procedure for rating the cable crossings requires the building 

of a 3D model and the application of a range of possible de-rating factor (DF) combinations. 

Subsequently, the optimum solution is interpolated where both crossing cable circuits are operating 

at their maximum permissible temperatures. 
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To build the land cable crossing model, general FEA modelling techniques in Section 3.3 are used 

and expanded into a full-scale 3D model as follows in Figure 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.1: Geometric outline of a 3D land cable crossing 

In Figure 6.1, the key parameter is the cable length which implicitly determines the overall size of 

the backfill box. Therefore, a test on the minimum half cable length is conducted in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2: Longitudinal conductor temperature plot for various cable lengths 

From Figure 6.2, it is suggested that a minimum half cable length of 10m is adequate to support a 

thermal insulation condition at cable ends and suggest a maximum temperature offset less than 

0.5°C at the crossing point (compared to the 15m one). 

For the boundary condition setting, the ground boundary B1 is either isothermal or thermal 

convective defined in (2.69). Normally for the full-scale model with a cylindrical backfill box, the 

cylinder wall is thermal insulating. Once two circuits are crossing at 90°, only a quarter model (red 

frame in Figure 6.1) is built due to two symmetric planes along x and y axis respectively. Therefore, 

boundaries B5/ B6 are defined as thermal insulating, and B3/ B4 are defined as thermal symmetric 

(Equation (3.11)). For the bottom boundary B2, a distributed temperature calculation is performed 

using (3.12) and Figure 6.3 illustrates its application. 
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the bottom boundary temperature distribution 

To mesh the 3D crossing model, special technique (i.e. sweep meshing along the cable length) is 

applied which effectively prevents an excessive mesh insertion. The technique is demonstrated in 

Figure 6.4 below. 

 

Figure 6.4: Illustration of the meshing strategy 

In Figure 6.4, the whole model has been vertically divided into three layers with distinct meshing 

strategies applied to different layers. The bottom vast backfill box adopts free tetrahedron mesh and 

the top two layers adopt 2D surface triangle meshing swept along the cable length. Note that the 

identity pair option is enabled, through interpolation, to allow discontinuous mesh across two 

overlapping boundaries in different connecting parts of an assembly [140]. Further, the space 

between two adjacent sweep layers follows a geometric progression to have a higher layer 

separation towards the cable end (i.e. 120 total layers with an element growing ratio of 5, illustrated 

in Figure 6.4). This is possible due to a decreasing longitudinal temperature gradient away from the 

crossing point. Overall, applying this approach prevents excessive mesh density, which is 

important in ensuring a computationally efficient model. Once the model is built and solved, the 

optimum solution is interpolated, as shown in Figure 6.5 below.  
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Figure 6.5: Demonstration of numerical procedure for de-rating factor calculation 

In Figure 6.5, a total of 441 DF combinations are solved with each DF value stepping from 0 to 1 in 

0.1 interval. The curved surface plot (filled) represents the temperature of the lower cable at the 

crossing point, whilst the curved mesh plot (unfilled) represents the upper central cable. The purple 

flat surface plot is 90
0
C isothermal and the intersection of these three surfaces is the optimum point. 

In addition, Figure 6.5 demonstrates that only one optimum DF combination allows both cables to 

operate at their maximum permissible temperature, which agrees with the result uniqueness of 

IEC60287. 

The general numerical modelling procedure to calculate the de-rated crossing rating is: 

Step 1. Build 3D FEA model with specified conditions in Comsol 

Step 2. Export model into .m file which can be amended in Matlab 

Step 3. Add loop function into the .m file for DF value sweep 

Step 4. Run the .m file through Matlab Livelink and record data at crossing point  

Step 5. Analyse temperature data and interpolate the optimum DF combination 

Note that this procedure relies upon a reasonable range being specified for the de-rating factors. In 

other words, choosing a small range around the optimum point greatly reduces the number of 

iterations required. However, if the optimum point does not fall within the range specified, the 

calculation of the de-rating factor will fail. In general, adding more points to the interpolation leads 

to a more accurate result, but at the expense of greater computational time. 

6.1.2 Test and analysis 

In this sub section, full details of all the steady state FEA tests are presented and the implications of 

the results are discussed. The parameters of the land HVAC three-phase XLPE cable circuit and 
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ambient environment are described in Table 3.1 and Table 3.3. In order to determine the impact of 

idealistic assumptions within the IEC calculation, 3 key aspects are examined: 

1. Ground surface boundary condition, burial depth and vertical spacing 

2. Backfill thermal condition (wet/ drying-out) 

3. Cable circuit phase spacing/ crossing angle 

The above 3 aspects are assumed to potentially affect the calculation accuracy of IEC60287-3-3. In 

detail, ratings are calculated from both the IEC method and the FEA modelling and subsequently 

compared with each other for a discussion. In Table 6.1 below, the testing conditions are briefly 

summarised. 

Table 6.1: Condition summary for steady state tests 

 Backfill Phase spacing (mm) Crossing angle (
0
) 

Test 1 wet 170 90 

Test 2 partial dry-out 170 90 

Test 3 partial dry-out 170/310/450/590 90 

Test 4 partial dry-out
 

170 60/70/80/90 

1) Ground condition/ burial depth and vertical spacing 

As previous research has shown that the ground surface condition can strongly affect the rating 

calculation for single buried cable [83], it is necessary to examine its impact on the crossing rating 

and to see how it changes with different circuit installation layouts. Therefore, Figure 6.6 and 

Figure 6.7 below plot the cable thermal ratings when both circuits are either shallow or deeply 

buried (U = upper circuit, L = lower circuit). 

 

Figure 6.6: Ratings under various ground boundary conditions (500mm upper cable burial depth) 
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Figure 6.7: Ratings under various ground boundary conditions (1000mm upper cable burial depth) 

The results of Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 imply that the isothermal ground boundary condition can 

impose a strong effect on the crossing rating. For instance, the IEC method overrates the crossing 

by 30A compared to the FEA modelling (3.5% of the FEA rating) when an air convective ground 

condition is presented. Although this rating difference between IEC and FEA solutions becomes 

smaller with increased circuit burial depth and vertical spacing, the effect of ground surface 

condition still cannot be fully mitigated. 

2) Wet/ drying-out backfill 

The second part examines the effect of backfill thermal resistivity on the cable crossing rating. In 

IEC60287-3-3, homogeneous backfill is assumed with a constant thermal resistivity, in order to 

simplify both the internal (i.e. cable - cable) and external (i.e. crossing - ambient) heat transfers. 

However, previous work has shown that an accurate rating solution requires careful modelling of 

wet and dry backfill regions [87]. Therefore, Figure 6.8 shows the rating plot with partial drying-

out of the backfill. Note that the upper circuit is buried at 500mm. 

 

Figure 6.8: Ratings under various ground boundary conditions with partial drying-out backfill  
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By comparing Figure 6.8 to Figure 6.6, it is shown that the crossing rating changes considerably 

when the backfill partial drying-out is included. Under a 12
0
C isothermal ground boundary, the 

IEC60287-3-3 overrates the crossings by 70A compared to FEA modelling (7% of the FEA 

solution). More dangerously, this increases to 110A (11% of the FEA solution) under an air 

convection ground surface boundary.  

In some cases, backfill partial drying out can have an even bigger impact on the solution than the 

ground condition (e.g. deeply buried crossing), because several dry regions may merge together 

which leads to poor heat dissipation around the crossing point. Figure 6.9 indicates a merged 

drying out region.  

 

Figure 6.9: Backfill partial drying-out region distribution (inner red region has ρdry = 3 K.m.W
-1

 and 

outer blue region has ρwet = 1.2 K.m.W
-1

) 

3) Cable circuit phase spacing/ crossing angle 

According to IEC60287-3-3, bigger phase (core-to-core) spacing leads to an increased rating, by 

mitigating the mutual heating effect. To numerically verify this, Figure 6.10 plots the current rating 

as a function of phase spacing for both upper and lower circuits. Note that the burial depths of the 

upper and the lower circuits are 500mm and 1000mm respectively.  

 

Figure 6.10: Ratings under various ground conditions and phase spacings 
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In Figure 6.10, both the IEC and FEA calculations show a very similar trend of rating variation 

against various phase spacings, which verifies that an increased rating is obtained with bigger 

phase spacing. In addition, the phase spacing is not the main reason causing a rating difference 

between the two comparing calculations.  In fact, it is the various ground surface conditions that 

leads to the rating offset. 

In general, cable crossings are preferred to be installed at right angle to minimize the mutual 

heating. However, due to practical limitations, cables crossing at other angles are inevitable and it 

is necessary to examine its effect on the rating calculation. Note that the upper and the lower 

circuits are buried at 500mm and 1000mm respectively. In Figure 6.11 below, circuit rating is 

plotted against various crossing angles.  

 

Figure 6.11: Ratings under various ground conditions and crossing angles 

In Figure 6.11, both the IEC and FEA calculations indicate very little rating variation (< 10A, 1% 

of the IEC rating) against various crossing angles from 60° to 90°. Similar to Figure 6.10, the main 

reason causing a rating difference between two comparing calculations is the ground surface 

condition. Practically speaking, little rating loss is observed from the change of crossing angle, 

which may be safely neglected provided it is in the region of 60
0
 to 90

0
. 

In a short summary, these tests reveal that the ground surface and the backfill thermal resistivity 

assumptions in IEC60287-3-3 strongly affect the crossing rating calculation. The use of an FEA 

numerical modelling method is particularly beneficial where the crossing is shallowly buried and 

partial drying of the surrounding backfill is likely to occur. Also it has been shown that the crossing 

angle has little effect on rating calculation, which gives much flexibility to cable installations in 

field. 
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6.2 Submarine cable crossing 

In this section, the developed FEA numerical modelling method is extended to evaluate submarine 

HVDC cable crossing ratings. In general, it is taken for granted that no extra rating considerations 

are required for submarine HVDC cable crossings because dc cables produce much less heat losses 

than ac cables (e.g. negligible dielectric and sheath losses). Moreover, the low subsea ambient 

temperature and low-thermal-resistivity surrounding backfill are assumed to effectively take away 

the mutual heat generated at the crossing point. Finally, no backfill drying out is expected as a 

ready supply of water exists and the maximum cable temperature is below 50°C (for the mass 

impregnated paper insulated cables). 

However, based on the work presented in this thesis, practical situations can be much more 

complicated because it is actually either the maximum dielectric stress or cable internal pressure 

that limits the submarine dc cable rating rather than the normal thermal constraint. A closer 

examination of submarine cable crossing designs reveals that practical crossing installations 

heavily depend on both local seabed configurations and cable protection requirements. In some 

cases, two layers of different material are used to vertically separate the crossing circuits [94], 

which leave the assumption of effective mutual heat removal in doubt. Therefore, to examine all 

the uncertainties above, the developed 3D FEA numerical modelling method will be applied to 

evaluate the submarine HVDC cable crossing ratings under various crossing installations.  

6.2.1 Submarine HVDC cable crossing installation/ demonstration 

When designing submarine cable crossings, the possibility of thermal interference between two 

crossing cables is under consideration but with little detailed guidelines in the literature. In [90], a 

minimum vertical separation of 30cm - 45cm is believed adequate to minimize the thermal 

interference, and larger separation designs are normally unfavourable due to installation difficulties.   

When installing submarine cable crossings, a combined strategy of rock placement and concrete 

mattress laying is normally adopted for the best mechanical protection. The vertical separation is 

achieved by pre-installing concrete mattress over the existing circuit. After laying the new circuit, a 

rock placement is deployed and covers the whole geometry as an overall protection. This is a 

preferred method as the separation is guaranteed if the mattresses are correctly placed, and the new 

cable is laid on target. Based on the following common design criteria, four proposed crossing 

installations have been modelled and studied. 

 Submarine cable burial depth is normally between 0.5m and 2m, reaching a BPI (Burial 

Protection Index) requirement of 1 for most seabed types. 

 A minimum vertical separation is between 30cm to 45cm, applying to most pipeline/ 

pipeline, pipeline/ cable and cable/ cable crossings [90]. 
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 Concrete mattress is the most commonly used separation medium with a typical thickness 

varying from 150mm to 450mm [99]. 

 A typical rock berm cross-section is in trapezoid shape with height from 0.6m to 1.5m, 

base length from 5m to 15m and side slope of either 3:1 or 4:1 [94]. 

Installation one – fully buried single cable crossing 

Installation one comprises two fully buried single submarine cables at the same burial depths. At 

the crossing point, the upper cable is lifted up and laid on a pre-installed concrete mattress above 

the seafloor. Subsequently, a rock berm is post-installed over the whole crossing to provide an 

overall protection. Detailed installation parameters are summarized in Table 6.2 with a visual 

illustration in Figure 6.12. 

Table 6.2: Parameter summary for installation one 

Parameter Value Unit 

Cable length (in model) 30 m 

Cable burial depth (away from crossing) 0.5/ 1/ 2 m 
 

Concrete mattress width 9 m 

Concrete mattress depth 6 m 

Concrete mattress thickness 150 mm 
 

Rock berm base width 6.7 m 

Rock berm base depth 12 m 

Rock berm height 720 mm 

Rock berm side slope 4:1 - 

 

 

Figure 6.12: Illustration of installation one 
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Installation two – fully buried bundled bipole cable crossing 

Installation two comprises two fully buried bipole cables at the same burial depth. At the crossing 

point, the upper circuit is lifted up and laid on a pre-installed concrete mattress above the seafloor. 

Similar to Installation One, a rock berm is post-installed over the whole crossing to provide an 

overall protection. Detailed installation parameters are summarized in Table 6.3, with a visual 

illustration in Figure 6.13. 

Table 6.3: Parameter summary for installation two 

Parameter Value Unit 

Cable length (in model) 30 m 

Cable burial depth (away from crossing) 0.5/ 1/ 2 m 
 

Concrete mattress width 20 m 

Concrete mattress depth 6 m 

Concrete mattress thickness 150 mm 
 

Rock berm base width 15 m 

Rock berm base depth 15 m 

Rock berm height 1400 mm 

Rock berm side slope 4:1 - 

 

 

Figure 6.13: Illustration of installation two 
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Installation three – partially buried single cable crossing 

Installation three consists of one fully buried single submarine cable and one unburied single cable 

laid on seabed. At the crossing point, the unburied cable is slightly lifted up and laid on a pre-

installed concrete mattress above the seafloor. Overall, a rock berm is post-installed over the whole 

crossing to provide a final protection. Detailed installation parameters are summarized in Table 6.4, 

with a visual illustration in Figure 6.14. 

Table 6.4: Parameter summary for installation three 

Parameter Value Unit 

Cable length (in model) 30 m 

Cable burial depth (away from crossing) 0.5/ 1/ 2 m 
 

Concrete mattress width 9 m 

Concrete mattress depth 6 m 

Concrete mattress thickness 150 mm 
 

Rock berm base width 5.5 m 

Rock berm base depth 30 m 

Rock berm height 600 mm 

Rock berm side slope 4:1 - 

 

 

Figure 6.14: Illustration of installation three 
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Installation four – unburied single cable crossing 

Installation four consists of two unburied single submarine cables. At the crossing point, a layer of 

concrete mattress is placed between two cables as the vertical separator. Subsequently, a rock berm 

is post-installed over the whole crossing to provide an overall protection. Detailed installation 

parameters are summarized in Table 6.5, with a visual illustration in Figure 6.15. 

Table 6.5: Parameter summary for installation four 

Parameter Value Unit 

Cable length (in model) 30 m 

Cable burial depth (away from crossing) - m 
 

Concrete mattress width 4 m 

Concrete mattress depth 5 m 

Concrete mattress thickness 450 mm 
 

Cable rock berm base width 5.5 m 

Cable rock berm base depth 30 m 

Cable rock berm height 600 mm 

Cable rock berm side slope 4:1 - 
 

Crossing rock berm base width 12 m 

Crossing rock berm base depth 12 m 

Crossing rock berm height 1500 mm 

Crossing rock berm side slope 4:1 - 

 

 

Figure 6.15: Illustration of installation four 
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6.2.2 Submarine HVDC cable analytical rating calculation 

In order to identify the rating limiting factor, relevant theoretical rating calculations for an isolated 

circuit are summarized in Table 6.6, based on the circuit parameters in Table 3.2 (Di = 101mm, γ = 

0.03mm.kV
-1

) and the installation environment in Table 3.3. Based on the worst case in Table 3.8, 

the rock berm has a loose packing configuration (i.e. thermal resistivity of 0.19 K.m.W
-1

 with 

convection and of 1.01K.m.W
-1

 without convection). 

Table 6.6: Analytical rating calculation for isolated cable 

Burial depth 0m 0.5m 1m 2m 

Thermal-limited rating (IEC calculation) 

θ∞ = 4
0
C 

isolated  3033* 2656 2541 2442 

bundled - 2374 2217 2089 

θ∞ = 10
0
C 

isolated 2830* 2477 2370 2277 

bundled - 2214 2067 1948 

Electrical stress-limited rating (Developed calculation & FEA) 

θ∞ = 4
0
C 

isolated 1945* 1944 1936 1928 

bundled - 1881* 1867* 1848* 

θ∞ = 10
0
C 

isolated 1925* 1922 1914 1907 

bundled - 1857* 1846* 1830* 

Mechanical pressure-limited rating (Developed calculation) ** 

θ∞ = 4
0
C 

isolated - 3080 2929 2799 

bundled - - - - 

θ∞ = 10
0
C 

isolated - 2793 2656 2538 

bundled - - - - 

* Due to the inapplicability of IEC60287 (i.e. cable laid on ground is not included) and the 

developed electrical stress-limited rating (i.e. bundled configuration is not included), values are 

calculated through FEA modeling.  

** For the mechanical pressure-limited rating calculation (high temperature plane strain analysis), 

36 MN.m
-2

 sheath yield strength, 45% Kraft paper porosity, and 20°C cavity-free temperature are 

chosen as a moderate case. 

From Table 6.6, it can be seen that Istress < Ithermal < Ipressure for all the environmental installations 

under test. In addition, both the thermal-limited rating and the mechanical pressure-limited rating 

are sensitive to cable burial depth (8% to 13% rating variation between 0.5m and 2m burial depths), 

while the electrical stress-limited rating varies less than 2%. 

As the mechanical pressure-limited rating is the highest among the three rating methods under the 

calculation, only the thermal-limited rating and the electrical stress-limited rating are compared in 

the following tests. 
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6.2.3 FEA modelling/ test of submarine HVDC cable crossing 

In this sub section, details of the FEA tests are presented with discussions. To compare, the 

analytical rating values (thermal-limited or electrical stress-limited) in Table 6.6 are applied to the 

four suggested crossing installations and the overall thermal-electric profile is monitored through 

FEA modelling. Four tests are designed and outlined in Table 6.7.  

Table 6.7: Summary of the rating combination 

 Test one Test two Test three Test four 

Upper circuit Ithermal Istress Istress Ithermal 

Upper circuit Ithermal Istress Ithermal Ithermal 

Rock berm thermal resistivity 

(K.m.W
-1

) 
0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19/ 1.01 

1) Test one – thermal-limited rating for both circuits 

In test one, the thermal-limited rating is applied to both upper and lower circuits and rock berm free 

thermal convection is included. Detailed test results are summarized in Table 6.8. 

Table 6.8: Maximum temperatures at the crossing point under test one 

 Installation One Installation Two Installation Three Installation Four 

Lower circuit 

burial depth 
0.5m     1m     2m 0.5m     1m     2m 0.5m     1m     2m unburied 

Ambient 

temperature 

Maximum temperature at crossing point (
0
C) 

(upper and lower cable end temperatures 15m away are 49
0
C ± 0.5

o
C) 

4
0
C 

U 38.5   35.0   32.2   

53.1   51.3   50.6 

41.7   35.8   31.2 

61.4   56.7   54.2 

50.2    49.9    49.6 

52.8    51.1    50.2 

49.7 

63.2 L 

10
0
C 

U 40.1   37.2   34.7 

52.6   51.1   50.5 

42.9   37.8   33.9 

59.7   55.7   53.5 

50.2    49.9    49.7 

52.4    50.9    50.2 

49.8 

61.3 L 

From Table 6.8, it can be found that with normal thermal-limited ratings, all the upper circuits can 

still operate safely and no rating reduction is required.  For installations one and two, the upper 

cable/ circuit temperature at the crossing point is less than 42°C, because this cable section is lifted 

up and thus benefits a better upwards heat dissipation (i.e. closer to the top isothermal ground 

boundary). For installations three and four, it seems that the thermal interference from the lower 

cable/circuit is effectively minimized. 

However, all the lower cables/ circuits exceed their upper limit of 50°C at the crossing point (up to 

13°C temperature increase), which requires a necessary rating reduction in practical operations. 

Moreover, it verifies that increasing the vertical spacing does help to mitigate the thermal 

interference (exclude installation four), but the normal 30cm to 45cm suggestion is overoptimistic 

in our tests. For instance, at least 200cm vertical separation is required for the installation three  
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In Figure 6.16 below, sample longitudinal temperature distributions for all four installations are 

plotted, which refer to a 0.5m lower cable burial depth (installation one, two, three) and 4°C 

ambient temperature. 

  

  

Figure 6.16: Sample longitudinal temperature distribution 

In Figure 6.16, the lower cable has an increased maximum temperature at the crossing point due to 

the thermal interference, which gradually drops towards its cable end 15m away. For the upper 

cable, the crossing point temperature can be either similar to (installation three and four) or much 

lower than (installations one and two) its cable end. This is because the surrounding thermal 

environment at the crossing point is locally changed due to the crossing installation, while the 

rating remains to be calculated at cable ends. 

2) Test two – electrical stress-limited rating for both circuits 

In test two, the stress-limited rating is applied to both upper and lower circuits. Detailed test results 

are summarized in Table 6.9.  

Table 6.9: Maximum temperatures at the crossing point under test two 

 Installation One Installation Two Installation Three Installation Four 

Lower circuit 

burial depth 
0.5m     1m     2m 0.5m     1m     2m 0.5m     1m     2m unburied 

Ambient 

temperature 
Maximum temperature at crossing point (

0
C) 

4
0
C 

U 21.6   21.3   21.2 

28.5   29.8   31.7 

26.8   26.0   25.1 

37.9   39.8   42.2 

21.2   21.1   20.9 

28.2   29.5   31.3 

20.9 

25.4 L 

10
0
C 

U 27.4   27.2   26.8 

34.1   35.6   37.1 

32.7   32.0   31.2 

43.7   45.7   48.3 

27.2   27.1   27.0 

33.9   35.3   36.7 

26.9 

31.4 L 
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Note that the maximum dielectric stress increase at the crossing point compared with the cable ends 

(i.e. 30kV.mm
-1 

± 0.05kV.mm
-1

) is less than 0.5kV.mm
-1

. 

According to Table 6.9, it is found that with stress-limited ratings, all the upper and lower cables/ 

circuits can still safely operate without exceeding any thermal or electrical limit. Therefore, there is 

no need to apply any rating reduction. Compared to test one, a big overall temperature decrease is 

observed, due to an application of the much lower stress-limited ratings. Note that longitudinal 

temperature distribution plots show a similar trend to test one (refer to Appendix Two).  

3) Test three – electrical stress-limited/ thermal-limited rating for upper/ lower circuit 

In test three, the stress-limited rating is applied to the upper circuit and the thermal-limited rating is 

applied to the lower circuit. It simulates a more common case where the existing old lower cable/ 

circuit is thermal-limited and owned by a third party. Test results are summarized in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.10: Maximum temperatures at the crossing point under test three 

 Installation One Installation Two Installation Three Installation Four 

Lower circuit 

burial depth 
0.5m   1m    2m 0.5m    1m    2m 0.5m     1m     2m unburied 

Ambient 

temperature 

Maximum temperature at crossing point (
0
C) 

(lower cable end temperature 15m away is 49
0
C ± 0.5

o
C) 

4
0
C 

U 22.2   21.7   21.4 

52.4   50.8   50.1 

28.3   26.8   25.5 

60.0   55.8   53.6 

21.6   21.3   21.1 

52.0   50.4   49.7 

21.6 

62.3 L 

10
0
C 

U 27.8   27.5   27.0 

52.2   50.7   50.2 

33.7   32.5   31.3 

58.7   55.2   53.3 

27.5   27.3   27.1 

51.8   50.4   49.8 

27.5 

60.6 L 

Note that the maximum dielectric stress increase at the crossing point compared with the cable ends 

(i.e. 30kV.mm
-1 

± 0.05kV.mm
-1

) is less than 0.5kV.mm
-1

. 

Comparing Table 6.10 to Table 6.8, it is interesting to find that, on one hand, the upper cable 

temperature significantly decreases (over 15°C) with an electrical stress-limited rating. On the 

other hand, there is only less than 1
0
C difference of the lower cable maximum temperature even 

through the upper cable largely reduces its heat losses. Note that longitudinal temperature 

distribution plots show a similar trend to test one (refer to Appendix Two). 

As the big decrease of upper cable heat dissipation (temperature drop over 15
0
C) only reduces the 

lower cable maximum temperature by less than 2
0
C, it is doubtful that what causes an lower cable 

temperature rise at the crossing point may not be the direct thermal interference from the upper 

cable, but also the concrete mattress and the bulk rock berm installed above, which block the heat 

dissipation upwards (demonstrated in Test four). 
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4) Test four – Thermal blocking effect test for concrete mattress and rock berm 

In test four, a sensitivity analysis is designed to examine the thermal effect of the concrete mattress 

and rock berm on the lower cable temperature rise. To isolate this thermal effect, installation one 

and two are chosen but without installing the upper cable/ circuit. The lower circuit carries a 

thermal-limited rating and has a reference temperature of 49°C ± 1
o
C at its cable end. 

Rock berm thermal resistivity is either 0.19 K.m.W
-1

 or 1.01 K.m.W
-1

, which represents the case 

with or without thermal convection. Note that a 400mm concrete mattress is normally not 

necessary for the installation one, thus it is examined here for a research purpose only. The ambient 

temperature is 4°C based on the worst case scenario (refer to test one/ two). Results are presented in 

percentage as the crossing point temperature rise above cable end, and are shown in Table 6.11.  

Table 6.11: Thermal blocking effect test for concrete mattress and rock berm 

temperature rise above 

cable end 
Installation condition  

Installation 

one 

Installation 

two 

Lower cable 

Burial depth 

150mm 

mattress 

400mm 

mattress 

0.19K.m.W
-1

 

Rock berm 

1.01K.m.W
-1

 

Rock berm 

6.5% 14.6% 

0.5m 

x  x  

11.5% 33% x   x 

11.5% 22%  x x  

15% 33.8%  x  x 

 

3% 7.2% 

1m 

x  x  

5.8% 17.5% x   x 

5.8% 10.5%  x x  

7.7% 17.8%  x  x 

 

1.4% 3.1% 

2m 

x  x  

2.5% 8.3% x   x 

2.5% 4.8%  x x  

3% 8.5%  x  x 

According to Table 6.11, it is verified that the installation of concrete mattress and rock berm does 

contribute to the increased lower cable/ circuit temperature at the crossing point. For bundled 

bipole cables, the temperature rise can be up to 33% of the temperature at cable end. However, this 

effect can be minimized by deeply burying the cable. A possible explanation is that most heat of a 

deeply buried cable is dissipated sideways rather than upwards, thus adding more layers on top will 

not heavily affect the overall heat dissipation. 

By comparing the thermal blocking effect of concrete mattress and that of rock berm, concrete 

mattress is more preferred for practical crossing design and installations. This is because the work 

presented here has highlighted the importance of free convection within rock berms as a heat 

transfer mechanism. Depending on the local seabed conditions, it is possible that the pore spaces in 

the rock berm could become blocked with fine material. If this occurs, the cable may suddenly 

experience a more onerous thermal environment (e.g. higher temperature rise caused by non-
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convective rock berm than thickened concrete mattress under installation two). This uncertainty 

will largely complicate the submarine crossing design and operation.  

6.3 Summary 

This chapter demonstrates the application of FEA numerical modelling method for HV cable 

crossing rating evaluations, which allows more detailed environmental parameters to be considered. 

The applicability of the developed modelling method is demonstrated through a comparison to the 

traditional analytical IEC60287 calculation, for HVAC land cable crossings. Subsequently, the 

modelling method is applied to submarine HVDC crossings, where the IEC method becomes 

inapplicable.  

6.3.1 HVAC land cable crossing 

For HVAC land cable crossings, the ground surface condition and backfill thermal property are 

found to be the two most important factors which affect the applicability of IEC60287-3-3. 

Especially when partial drying-out of the backfill is expected, the actual crossing rating can be 10% 

- 15% less than the IEC calculation results.  

Technically speaking, if special backfill, which is not prone to moisture migration, can be installed 

around deeply buried cables, then drying-out of the backfill is negligible and the IEC60287-3-3 can 

be safely applied for rating calculations, provided that account is made of the 5% overrating from 

the assumption of an isothermal ground surface. In addition, when installing cable crossings on 

land, keeping the crossing at right angle is not necessarily thermally critical, provided sufficient 

vertical separation is available.  

6.3.2 HVDC submarine cable crossing 

For HVDC submarine cable crossings, the FEA modelling is the only available method at present 

to evaluate the rating performance, with its applicability demonstrated in this work. Within the 

crossing, the upper cable can normally operate under its stand-alone rating, while a de-rating of the 

lower cable might be required depending on its original rating limiting factor (thermal or electrical). 

For the upper cable under a crossing installation, no de-rating is suggested regardless of its stand-

alone rating limiting factor. This is because at the crossing point, the upper cable is normally lifted 

up (closer to the ground or rock berm surface) and thus benefits from a better cooling effect 

upwards. In addition, the beneath concrete mattress acts as a thermal barrier which mitigates the 

thermal interference from the lower cable.  

For the lower cable which is originally electrical stress-limited, there is no need to de-rate under a 

crossing installation. This is because the stress-limited rating is generally much lower than the 

thermal rating, thus the maximum temperature can still be within the thermal limit at the crossing 
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point. However, if the lower cable is originally thermal-limited, it is more likely to exceed its 

thermal limit due to both the mutual heating and the thermal blocking effect. Therefore, either de-

rating the lower circuit or redesigning the physical installation (e.g. arc-shape concrete protective 

cover) is suggested. One exception would be that the lower cable is deeply buried (at least 2m), but 

it is very rare in submarine power cable transmission systems. 

To clarify, the modelling results and conclusions are applicable for cable crossings under other 

water environments such as brackish and fresh water. In [163], there is less than 1% difference in 

thermal conductivity between fresh water (0.611 W.m
-1

.K
-1

) and brine (0.607 W.m
-1

.K
-1

). Moreover, 

people may question the modelling applicability by considering the seafloor scour and sand wave 

which may alter the thermal environment of the crossing. However, practical experience suggests 

that all these issues should be largely examined and avoided within the preliminary route and 

bathymetrical survey before conducting the crossing structure design. Therefore, it is reasonable to 

expect a stable thermal environment after the crossing is installed. As all the four crossing 

installations modelled in this work are similar to practical applications [94] [96], the results and 

conclusions should be widely valid.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This thesis has documented a series of new current rating methodologies which are applicable to 

modern high voltage dc cable circuits under various installation conditions. Although the existing 

IEC thermal-limited rating method works well for most HVAC cables, it is limited to dc cables up 

to 5kV [31] and becomes inadequate for higher voltages as it fails to include all the limiting factors. 

This thesis has developed new rating methods for modern HVDC cables, which consider both the 

electrical and the mechanical constraints. In addition, a finite element analysis modelling technique 

has been developed originally for HV cable crossing ratings where the applicability of the IEC 

method is largely limited. All methods have been demonstrated through application to a nominal 

mass impregnated paper insulated HVDC cable. This chapter points out the research contributions, 

summarises the key research results, and discusses the future research area for HVDC cable 

applications.   

7.1 Research contribution 

The research conducted in this thesis forms a significant contribution to the literature in the field of 

HVDC cable rating calculations. Throughout the thesis, the mechanism of the inverted dielectric 

electric field distribution under high dc operating voltages has been fully reviewed, with several 

simplified numerical methods being developed to calculate this field. By comparing the developed 

methods to the existing analytical approximation, overall recommendations on the dielectric field 

calculation is summarised with enhanced accuracy and applicability. More importantly, through 

demonstrating an electrical constraint on the cable rating calculation (due to a thermal-electric 

interaction), a novel electrical stress-limited rating method has been developed, which allows a 

cable rating under this constraint to be calculated either analytically or numerically. Specifically, 

the analytical format of the stress-limited rating method has been benchmarked by numerical FEA 

modelling, which is of great value when applied to industrial R&D projects. 

A further key contribution to the state of the art has been made by the original development of the 

mechanical pressure-limited rating method for HVDC cables, which may be used to ensure that 

there is no dielectric cavity creation during loading cycles. Throughout the development, both 

microscopic and macroscopic cavity creation mechanisms are comprehensively compared in terms 

of practical observations, fundamental assumptions, physical understandings, and existing 

calculations. Subsequently, a joint effect on cable rating calculation by combining these two 

mechanisms has been proposed for the first time. Following a successful derivation of the cable 

inner pressure calculation under coupled physics, the novel mechanical pressure-limited rating 

method has been developed, which allows a cable rating under the mechanical constraint to be 
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calculated. In addition, simplifications have been performed to speed up the calculation process, 

which is of great value and accepted for practical users. 

The third key contribution to the technical state of the art has been made by the development of 

FEA numerical modelling method to evaluate HV cable crossing ratings, which removes some 

idealistic assumptions from the traditional IEC method (e.g. isothermal ground surface, 

homogeneous backfill property) and identifies key environmental factors affecting the rating 

calculation. In detail, standard modelling techniques for HV cable crossings are developed, 

covering geometry building, material specification, heat source, boundary setting, meshing strategy, 

and solving mechanisms. Subsequently, standardised post-processing is suggested to calculate the 

cable crossing rating through interpolation. More specifically, the complex protection installation 

for submarine cable crossings has been analysed and modelled for the first time, with preliminary 

instruction being suggested on crossing design and operation. In general, the developed modelling 

method delivers a more optimal solution by removing the conservatism of the existing IEC method 

and successfully fills the gap where the traditional calculation does not apply. 

Taken together, these three key contributions offer a significant step forward in the state of the art 

for HVDC cable circuit rating calculations, by making it possible to calculate ratings following 

both intrinsic (electrical, mechanical constraints) and extrinsic (environmental thermal constraint) 

limitations.  

7.2 Research result 

Through applying the developed electrical stress-limited rating method, it has been found that, 

under steady state, overly increasing the dc cable operating voltage may result in a reduction in 

cable transmission capacity. This is because the cable rating can gradually move from a thermal-

limited domain to an electrical stress-limited under an increasing operating voltage. Once the rating 

becomes electrical stress-limited, it rapidly decreases with the increasing voltage. Besides the 

operating voltage, the cable installation environment is found to be another factor which can 

change the cable from thermal-limited to electrical stress-limited, such as shallow buried cables. 

For the transient evaluation, polarity reversals are proved to be a key issue causing a sudden 

dielectric breakdown, due to an additive superposition of the preload dielectric electric field before 

reversal and the immediate geometric electric field after reversal. Therefore, the HVDC cable is 

proved generally electrical stress-limited during the polarity reversal and reducing the preload 

current is able to lower the maximum transient stress. However, if a better understanding of the 

charge transport behaviour can be gained, it may be possible to permit higher levels of transient 

behaviour for short periods without sacrificing the preloading current. 
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Based on the developed mechanical pressure-limited rating method, it has been found that the 

microscopic and macroscopic cavity creation mechanisms are interlinked and perform a joint 

constraint on rating calculation, which specifies the upper and lower boundaries of the mechanical 

pressure-limited rating to prevent an excessive dielectric cavity creation. It has been demonstrated 

through the developed mechanical pressure-limited rating that releasing the constraint from one 

mechanism will enhance any constraint due to the other one. Specifically speaking, reducing the 

dielectric cavity-free temperature (e.g. modern impregnation process, use of pressure tapes) can 

largely reduce the reoccurrence of the pre-existing dielectric cavity during the cable cooling. 

However, at the same time, the cable suffers from a higher possibility to develop a sheath plastic 

deformation (Tresca’s yielding) during the loading up. Practically speaking, it is suggested to 

shallow bury the cable and select material designs with high sheath yield strength and low-porosity 

insulating paper, in order to mitigate the mechanical constraint. 

By applying the developed FEA numerical modelling method, the applicability of IEC thermal-

limited rating calculation for cable crossings on land is found largely dependent on the verification 

of an isothermal ground surface condition and a homogeneous backfill thermal property. Therefore, 

the IEC rating method is suggested to be applied to deeply buried HVDC cable crossings where the 

backfill drying-out is not expected. However, for submarine cable crossing applications, the 

developed numerical modelling method is the only applicable method at the moment, because the 

fundamental assumption (image theory) within the IEC method does not hold. Specifically 

speaking, the upper cable can still operate safely without any de-rating measure regardless of its 

stand-alone rating limiting factor, provided that no serious seafloor scour or sand wave is expected. 

However, for the lower cable which is thermal-limited before a crossing installation, current de-

rating is generally required against an onerous thermal environment due to the mutual heating and 

thermal blocking effect. 

Overall, for rating high voltage dc cable circuits, it is recommended to calculate the thermal-limited, 

electrical stress-limited and mechanical pressure-limited ratings simultaneously and always use the 

lowest one, where sufficient cable data is available. 

7.3 Recommendations for further work  

Despite the contribution made by this thesis, a number of areas have been identified which merit 

further work. In the field of electrical stress-limited ratings, a key issue that has been identified as 

worthy of further research is experimental exploration of the behaviour of the dielectric materials. 

Although both the temperature dependency coefficient and the field dependency coefficient of 

Mass impregnated paper insulation have been standardised, the same coefficients for polymeric 

insulations are hard to be quantified, where these two coefficients are reported varying with local 

temperature themselves and weakly being a function of each other. However, if this barrier can be 

overcome through experimental works, the electrical stress-limited rating method can be easily 
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applied to extruded cables, which are an increasingly being used in hvdc submarine transmission 

links. Secondly, the accuracy of electrical stress-limited rating method can be improved if the 

microscopic space charge field can be formularized and integrated into the calculation. This is 

because the final inverted dielectric field distribution is actually the superposition of geometric 

Laplace field, macroscopic space charge field and microscopic space charge field, as shown in 

Figure 2.4 from Section 2.3.1. Therefore, experimental exploration of the microscopic space charge 

field becomes the primary step. 

In terms of the mechanical pressure-limited rating, further research is recommended on enhancing 

its applicability by crosschecking the primary assumptions in Chapter 5. To achieve that, FEA 

numerical modelling can be a useful tool which is capable of dealing with coupled physics onto a 

microscopic level. However, difficulties may arise within the insulation modelling, as it is a 

mixture of solid Kraft paper and high-viscosity impregnant. Alternatively, experimental 

verification can be designed onto a macroscopic level by measuring the overall cable thermal 

expansion in mechanical domain. Secondly, novel lab experiments performing joint pressure and 

partial discharge monitoring are of great value to determine the cavity creation threshold during 

cable cooling. If this threshold pressure is identified, a complete range of mechanical pressure-

limited rating is advised, which can largely minimize the dielectric cavity creation. 

Finally for submarine hvdc cable crossing rating, it is recommended to expand work into designs of 

submarine crossing installation, as the crossing protection (rock berm) and separator (concrete 

mattress) can largely affect the overall thermal performance. Especially for the lower circuit of a 

crossing, a carefully designed installation is able to provide sufficient heat dissipation and thus 

reserves the transmission capacity without thermally de-rating the circuit. Although this further 

work is not totally academic oriented, it has much more practical significance by fulfilling 

industrial economic and commission concerns. More importantly, it has potential to become a 

successful model which delivers practical benefits from theoretical researches.   
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Appendices 
 

Appendix One 

Appendix One contains the derivation of the surface temperature distribution equation at arbitrary 

depth with consideration of present cables. 

For cable cross sections, the radial heat transfer is given by (A1- 1) [164] in cylindrical coordinates: 
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Where; Qh is the heat generated per unit volume [W.m
-3

], ρbf the backfill thermal resistivity 

[K.m.W
-1

], θ the temperature [°C], c the constant, and t is the time [s]. 

Considering a single cable directly buried in uniform backfill. If the diameter of the cable is 

negligible compared to its burial depth, it will be reasonable to represent the cable as a filament 

heat source laid in an infinite medium. Under a steady-state condition, (A1- 1) is simplified to: 
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Where; Wt is the heat losses inside the cable by integrating Qh [W.m
-1

]. So the temperature rise ∆θ 

at any point M located at a distance d from the cable centre is given by integrating (A1- 2) from r = 

∞ to r = d.  
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By applying the Kennelly principle, which places an image cable with - Wt symmetrically with 

respect to the earth surface, thus 
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Where; d  ́ is the distance between point M and the image cable above the ground surface [m]. By 

applying the superposition principle, (A1- 6) results: 

 𝜃 = 𝜃𝑎𝑚𝑏 + ∑
𝜌𝑏𝑓

2𝜋
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Appendix Two 

Appendix Two contains the testing figures for HVDC cable crossing rating modelling in Chapter 6. 

Submarine HVDC cable crossing test two – electrical stress-limited rating for both circuits 

 

Figure A2.1 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation one under test two 

 

Figure A2.2 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation two under test two 
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Figure A2.3 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation three under test two 

 

Figure A2.4 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation four under test two 

Submarine HVDC cable crossing test three – electrical stress-limited/ thermal-limited rating 

for upper/ lower circuits 

 

Figure A2.5 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation one under test three 
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Figure A2.6 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation two under test three 

 

Figure A2.7 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation three under test three 

 

Figure A2.8 – Longitudinal temperature distribution for installation four under test three 
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